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Abstract
Time series occur almost everywhere. A large variety of domains deal with the
recording and processing of continuously measured data streams including all
areas of natural science, medicine and finance. The vast growth of recorded data
produced by automated monitoring systems or integrated sensors establishes the
need for exceedingly fast algorithms in theory and practice. Hence, the focus of
this thesis is the efficient computation of subsequence alignments in streams of
time series. Many high-level algorithms amongst other anomaly detection, motif
retrieval or the unsupervised extraction of major buildings blocks of time series
make excessive use of subsequence alignments and thus there is a urgent need
for fast implementations. This thesis consists of three frameworks to address
this challenge. This includes four subsequence alignment algorithms and their
parallelizations on CUDA-enabled devices, a stream segmentation algorithm and
a unified framework for the treatment of Lie group-valued time series:
Firstly, we provide a complete port of the fastest single-threaded implementation of one-nearest-neighbour search, namely the UCR-Suite, to CUDA-enabled
accelerators. The proposed implementation includes a novel computation scheme
for the calculation of local alignment scores under z-normalized Euclidean distance that can be applied on any concurrent hardware that features a Fast Fourier
Transform. Further, we provide an SIMT-compliant mapping of UCR-Suite’s lower
bound cascade for the efficient computation of local alignment scores under the
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) similarity measure. Both CUDA-parallelizations
outperform the state-of-the art by one to two orders-of-magnitude.
Secondly, we investigate two linear time approximations for the elastic alignment of subsequence candidates. On the one hand, we provide an SIMT-compliant
relaxation scheme for greedily relaxed DTW and its efficient parallelization on
massively parallel devices. On the other hand, we introduce a novel subsequence
measure, the Gliding Elastic Match (GEM), that can be computed with the same
asymptotic complexity as greedily relaxed DTW but in contrast offers a full relaxation of the penalty matrix. Further advantages of the GEM approach include
invariance against time-dependent trends on the measurement-axis and invariance against uniform scaling of the time-axis. Moreover, an extension of GEM to
supervised multi-shape segmentation of streams is provided and evaluated on
motion-tracking data. Both CUDA-parallelizations feature speedups of up to two
orders-of-magnitude in comparison to sequential code.
Thirdly, the treatment of time series is usually limited to real-valued data in the
literature. We provide a unified approach to handle Lie group-valued time series.
Building upon this, notions of similarity in the group of rotations SO(3, R) and
rigid transformations SE (3, R) are established. Furthermore, memory-efficient
representations and extensions of elastic measures to handle group elements are
discussed. Finally, we verify our theoretical ideas on motion sensor data.
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Zusammenfassung
Zeitreihen sind allgegenwärtig. Die Erfassung und Verarbeitung kontinuierlich
gemessener Daten ist in allen Bereichen der Naturwissenschaften, Medizin und
Finanzwelt vertreten. Das enorme Anwachsen aufgezeichneter Datenmengen,
sei es durch automatisierte Monitoring-Systeme oder integrierte Sensoren, bedarf außerordentlich schneller Algorithmen in Theorie und Praxis. Infolgedessen
beschäftigt sich diese Arbeit mit der effizienten Berechnung von Teilsequenzalignments. Komplexe Algorithmen wie z. B. Anomaliedetektion, Motivfabfrage
oder die unüberwachte Extraktion von prototypischen Bausteinen in Zeitreihen
machen exzessiven Gebrauch von diesen Alignments. Darin begründet sich der
Bedarf nach schnellen Implementierungen. Diese Arbeit untergliedert sich in
drei Ansätze, die sich dieser Herausforderung widmen. Das umfasst vier Alignierungsalgorithmen und ihre Parallelisierung auf CUDA-fähiger Hardware, einen
Algorithmus zur Segmentierung von Datenströmen und eine einheitliche Behandlung von Liegruppen-wertigen Zeitreihen.
Der erste Beitrag ist eine vollständige CUDA-Portierung der UCR-Suite, die
weltführende Implementierung von Teilsequenzalignierung. Das umfasst ein
neues Berechnungsschema zur Ermittlung lokaler Alignierungsgüten unter Verwendung z-normierten euklidischen Abstands, welches auf jeder parallelen Hardware mit Unterstützung für schnelle Fouriertransformation einsetzbar ist. Des
Weiteren geben wir eine SIMT-verträgliche Umsetzung der Lower-Bound-Kaskade
der UCR-Suite zur effizienten Berechnung lokaler Alignierungsgüten unter Dynamic Time Warping an. Beide CUDA-Implementierungen ermöglichen eine um
ein bis zwei Größenordnungen schnellere Berechnung als etablierte Methoden.
Als zweites untersuchen wir zwei Linearzeit-Approximierungen für das elastische Alignment von Teilsequenzen. Auf der einen Seite behandeln wir ein SIMTverträgliches Relaxierungschema für Greedy DTW und seine effiziente CUDAParallelisierung. Auf der anderen Seite führen wir ein neues lokales Abstandsmaß
ein, den Gliding Elastic Match (GEM), welches mit der gleichen asymptotischen
Zeitkomplexität wie Greedy DTW berechnet werden kann, jedoch eine vollständige
Relaxierung der Penalty-Matrix bietet. Weitere Verbesserungen umfassen Invarianz gegen Trends auf der Messachse und uniforme Skalierung auf der Zeitachse.
Des Weiteren wird eine Erweiterung von GEM zur Multi-Shape-Segmentierung
diskutiert und auf Bewegungsdaten evaluiert. Beide CUDA-Parallelisierung verzeichnen Laufzeitverbesserungen um bis zu zwei Größenordnungen.
Die Behandlung von Zeitreihen beschränkt sich in der Literatur in der Regel
auf reellwertige Messdaten. Der dritte Beitrag umfasst eine einheitliche Methode
zur Behandlung von Liegruppen-wertigen Zeitreihen. Darauf aufbauend werden
Distanzmaße auf der Rotationsgruppe SO(3, R) und auf der euklidischen Gruppe
SE (3, R) behandelt. Des Weiteren werden speichereffiziente Darstellungen und
gruppenkompatible Erweiterungen elastischer Maße diskutiert.
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I NTRODUCTION
‘Time series are a ubiquitous and increasingly
prevalent type of data.’ — Eamonn Keogh, UC
Riverside

Time series occur almost everywhere. A large variety of domains deal with the recording and processing of continuously measured data streams including all areas
of natural science, medicine and finance. Trajectories, electrocardiograms (ECG)
or stock prices are specific examples in real-world applications. The widespread
adoption of automated monitoring systems in particular mobile devices and their
integrated sensors has resulted in a vast growth of recorded data. Figure 1.1 depicts
four further examples for time series in daily life.
Mathematically speaking, time series can be characterized as follows:
Definition 1 (M -valued time series on real domain). Let M be a set, C : R → M be
a function on real domain and T = {t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t i , . . . } a countable subset of R then
the graph Γ := {(t 0 ,C (t 0 )), (t 1 ,C (t 1 )), . . . , (t i ,C (t i )), . . . } of the restriction C |T : T → M
is called an M-valued time series.
The subset T canonically inherits the total order property from R and thus we
can fix the convention t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t i < . . . for the involved time stamps t i of the
individual observations C (t i ). Roughly speaking, a time series is a measurement
of values over a predefined time grid. The measurements C (t i ) ∈ im(C |T ) can
take values from any mathematical set M . Usually, M is a subset of the real
numbers e.g. when recording scalar physical quantities like temperatures or
1
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Figure 1.1: Four examples for the occurrence of time series in daily life. The
upper left panel depicts the search interest for the three scientific fields ‘physics’,
‘chemistry’ and ‘biology’ as stated by the google trends engine [1]. Similar graphs
can be obtained for ‘math’ and ‘computer science’. Obviously, the three graphs are
strongly correlated and could be used as an indicator function for lecture periods
at universities. The upper right panel illustrates historic signs for the registration
of high tides of the river Rhine in Bingen (Germany). Each sign corresponds
to one entry in a time series of water levels. Trajectories in any dimension can
be described as a mapping of events on the time-axis onto spatial coordinates
and thus can be reinterpreted as time series. An example for trajectories gained
during the integration of the wind field for a pyramidal orography is given in the
lower left panel. The circular orbits of particles in the lee of a mountain are an
important indicator for potential banner cloud formation. The last panel depicts
a tachograph disk (image gratefully provided by [2]) used in trucks on German
roads for the monitoring of the vehicles’ velocity. The records are used for security
reasons by law enforcement officials to ensure proper rest periods of the drivers.
2
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voltages. However, M could also be chosen to be a high-dimensional vector
space (e.g. video data where M = Rwidth×height ), a differentiable manifold (e.g.
orientations on the unit sphere M = S 2 ), a Lie-group (e.g. rigid transformation in
Euclidean space M = SE (3, R)) or a wild mix of nominal and continuous features
(e.g. state space of a car). In practice, one can even find time series of time series
e.g. seasons of a TV show as time series of episodes which themselves are time
series of images – yet one could define a time series of seasons.
All mentioned examples for time series exhibit a one-dimensional domain.
Depending on the use case, extensions to higher-dimensional domains are conceivable but will not be covered by this thesis. Nevertheless, time series can be
produced from higher-dimensional data during the extraction of feature representations e.g. fish shapes [3] or histogram generation from manuscripts [4]. To
achieve that, one-dimensional submanifolds embedded in high-dimensional data
are parametrized by an external parameter t . Exemplary, one could extract an iris
from an image of a face by applying a Hough transformation [5] right after the
processing of an edge detection algorithm. Consequently, the external parameter
t is given by the spherical angle and the values could be determined by the intensity of the image at the computed contour (see Figure 1.2). These time series are
sometimes called ‘pseudo time series’ but can be handled in the same manner as
conventional time series since they obey Definition 1.
Recalling the iris data example, new questions arise such as: ‘Can we use the
time series representation to distinguish different individuals by just taking an
image of their iris?’ and ‘Given a newly measured 3-tuple of time series, can we
efficiently determine the corresponding entry in a database of iris data in order to
design an authentication mechanism?’ or ‘Assume we can efficiently compute a
correspondence between time series of iris data, how robust is the procedure? Can
we offer quality scores or certainty measures?’ Time series data mining is all about
answering these questions. Generalizing the workflow of a typical time series data
mining application, we can roughly separate it into three stages:
Stage 1: Find a Proper Representation
Dealing with streamed sensor data, the format of the time series is usually given
by sequences of scalar values annotated with time stamps. Depending on the
task, this raw representation may be more or less suitable. On the one hand,
the characteristics of the measured event could only be contained by a subset
of the time stamps. Considering the whole data stream including potentially
meaningless features could mitigate the quality of our model. Recent research
demonstrated that ignoring reasonable amounts of the measured data may be
beneficial for the data mining task [6]. On the other hand, preprocessing the
time series amongst others offset removal, equalization of amplitudes, smoothing,
quantization of the measurement-axis [7], transformation to other coordinate
3
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Figure 1.2: Exemplary workflow for the computation of three pseudo time series
from two-dimensional image data (upper left panel). Firstly, regions of high
curvature are isolated by thresholding. The curvature is determined by a convolution of the original image’s gray-scale version with the second derivative of a
Gaussian kernel with appropriately chosen width (upper right panel). Secondly,
the center and radius of the dominating circle can be processed using a Hough
transformation. A parametrization of the resulting circle has been plotted directly onto the original image (lower left panel). Finally, three time series can be
extracted by sampling the red, green and blue intensities of the RGB image at the
coordinates of the obtained one-dimensional submanifold S 1 (last panel).

systems (e.g. polar coordinates) and the calculation of intermediate quantities
(e.g. angular momentum from radius and momentum) may increase the quality
of the model. As a result, a major portion of the time is spent on finding a suitable
representation of the data.
Stage 2: Determine a Notion of Similarity
When measuring scalar values on metric manifolds e.g. displacements on the
x-axis one can directly assign a notion of similarity between
two values
C (t i ) and
¡
¢
C 0 (t i ) by simply computing the time-local distance d C (t i ),C 0 (t i ) . In contrast,
when dealing with multiple channels there is no canonical method to achieve that
e.g. the distance between two measurements of a pair of momentum and voltage
4
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¢
¢
¡
¡
C (t i ) = p(t i ),U (t i ) and C (t i ) = p 0 (t i ),U 0 (t i ) . One could use weighted averages
of time-local distances for each coordinate or even more complex assignments
exploiting dependencies between the physical quantities. Although multivariate
time series can be interpreted as time series taking values in Rm , a suitable metric
d on the underlying space M 6= Rm may be difficult to access or even unknown.
As an example, normed quaternions can be embedded in R4 but should not be
compared by summing up squared residues of the coordinates since they live
on the curved manifold SU (2, C).1 Even worse, when tracking the positions and
orientations of fingers over time, we might measure over twenty coordinates at
each time step – hence a proper distance between a pair of hand poses is not
obvious.
Assume one can handle the above-mentioned challenges, we still have to
provide a global distance measure d (C ,C 0 ) between two time series considering
their time domains T and T 0 . Depending on the task, certain invariances may
be exploited to design an appropriate notion of distance. As an example, when
collecting iris data analogous to Figure 1.2 we cannot ensure, that all images are
properly aligned and as a result the angular domains exactly map onto each other.
A rotation-invariant assignment of time can drastically improve the quality of
the used measure as shown in [8]. Other measures could respect invariances like
transforming the time coordinates [9] as well as occlusion and sensor loss during
the recording of the time series [10].
Stage 3: Implementation of Efficient and Robust Algorithms
Once a proper representation and a suitable notion of distance have been determined, the corresponding data structures and algorithms have to be implemented and evaluated. On the one hand, efficiency in terms of runtime is a major
challenge: Assume we have sampled the time series at n time steps, an efficient
algorithm for the computation of a distance value between two instances should
ideally need no more than O (n) operations. Superlinear dependencies in the
length of the time series may be acceptable if reasonable improvements in terms
of quality can be reached but are often considered prohibitive. Even more, due
to the rise of Big Data, e.g. Walmart stores more than 2.5 petabytes of sales transactions [11], a future direction could be the development of sublinear algorithms
that can produce reliable statements while only having seen a tiny fraction of
the whole data. As a result, time series data mining aims for simple algorithms
with low memory requirements, ideally constant or linear, and reasonable dependencies in the number of time steps. On the other hand, the quality of the
used distance measure should be sufficiently high to distinguish between different
classes of time series. Depending on the characteristics of the collected data, more
1

Note, Euclidean distance measures the length of the shortest path between two points in flat
Cartesian space Rm i.e. the geodetic paths are straight lines.
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or less complex algorithms may be utilized to guarantee the desired quality and
robustness. In 2001, Banko and Brill [12] demonstrated that they can mutually
outperform natural language disambiguation algorithms by simply using more
data. A very similar observation was made by Ding et al. [13]. The authors proved
that simple measures like Euclidean distance can beat complex ones in terms of
quality by expanding the training set. As a result, the runtime and quality of time
series data mining algorithms have to be evaluated carefully to determine a proper
trade-off.
These three stages can be interleaved or iterated several times until the desired
accuracy is achieved. During the next chapter of this thesis, we will investigate common data mining techniques for the analysis of time series data using
two publicly available data sets, namely the Cylinder-Bell-Funnel [14] (CBF) and
the Gun-Point [15] dataset. Both exhibit different characteristics which can be
exploited for the demonstration of data representations and similarity measures.
Toy Dataset 1: Cylinder-Bell-Funnel
The CBF dataset is a synthetically created database consisting of three characteristic classes. The generating functions for the classes are given as follows [14]:
C (t ) := (6 + η) · χ[a,b] (t ) + ²(t )
B (t ) := (6 + η) · χ[a,b] (t ) ·
F (t ) := (6 + η) · χ[a,b] (t ) ·

t −a
b−a
b−t
b−a

,

+ ²(t ) ,
+ ²(t ) ,

where t ∈ {0, . . . , 127}, χ[a,b] the indicator function on [a, b], η as well as ²(t ) drawn
from a standard normal distribution N (µ = 0, σ = 1), a an integer uniformly drawn
from the interval [16, 32] and b − a an integer uniformly drawn from [32, 96]. As
a result, CBF exhibits a reasonable variability in the amplitudes (η) and timedependent noise on the measurement-axis (²(t )) as well as variable length and
position of the shape’s support on the time-axis ([a, b]). Figure 1.3 depicts a family
of time series for each of the three classes. Concluding, CBF has the following
properties:
■

■

6

(infinite number of samples) Since CBF is synthetic we can virtually create
any desired number of labelled samples for the evaluation of similarity
measures. Although CBF is heavily used in time series data mining research,
the lack of application limits its credibility. Hence, real-world datasets should
additionally be taken into account to back-up the results gained on CBF.
(variable amplitudes) The amplitudes (6 + η) vary for distinct samples and
thus CBF can be used to demonstrate invariance or robustness against
amplitude alteration.
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Figure 1.3: An example of three time series for each class of the CBF datasets. Note,
the non-negligible variability in amplitudes, temporal noise and support.

■

■

■

(time-dependent noise) The random variable ²(t ) introduces a non-negligible noise-to-signal-ratio of roughly 16 and thus CBF can be used to demonstrate robustness of similarity measures against temporal distortions from
sensors.
(variable support) The support χ[a,b] of the perceivable shape varies for
different samples such that CBF is ideally suited to demonstrate the benefits
of elastic similarity measures which feature invariance against local transformations of the time domain in contrast to classical lock-step measures.
(approximate global alignment) Omitting the temporal noise ²(t ), CBF can
be considered to be zero on the complimentary set [0, a) ∪ (b, 127] of the
support. Hence, each instance is embedded into a zero vector of length
128 which relieves us of the burden to determine the beginning and end of
the measured event. However, this approximate global alignment can be
considered to be a major weakness of CBF since many real-world datasets
lack an implicit segmentation of the measured signal.

Concluding, CBF covers common artefacts which may occur during the recording
of time series and thus can be used as a straw man during early experiments with
novel algorithmic approaches. Nevertheless, CBF does not consider frequently
occurring effects such as time-dependent offsets, global scaling of the time-axis
7
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Figure 1.4: Six sample images of Chotirat Ann Ratanamahatana taken from the
motion-capturing of hand positions while pulling a gun. For later analysis, the
coordinates of the red glove are tracked over time. Analogous, the same experiment is repeated without a gun. The images and the measured stream have been
gratefully donated by Eamonn Keogh. Manually labelled instances are published
as the Gun-Point dataset in the UCR Repository [16].

or signal loss due to sensor failure. Hence, we introduce another comprehensible
dataset from a real-world experiment.
Toy Dataset 2: Gun-Point
The Gun-Point dataset consists of 200 time series each representing the tracked
spatial coordinates of a hand while pulling a gun. The coordinates are determined
by the center of the red glove used during the recording in front of a green screen
and afterwards sampled with 150 time ticks (see Figure 1.4). The dataset can
be split into two classes: 100 instances with a gun and another 100 instances
pretending to hold a gun – hence the two class labels ‘Gun-(Draw)’ and ‘Point’.
Figure 1.5 depicts instances for each of the two classes. The properties of the
Gun-Point dataset as provided by the UCR Repository can be described as follows:

8

■

(real-world data) Originating from a real experiment, benchmarks of similarity measures provide more credibility in terms of portability to other
motion-capturing tasks. The manual segmentation and labelling of the
stream is cumbersome resulting in a small number of instances.

■

(slowly-varying) The amount of noise is negligible and the dominant shape
exhibits only low frequency contributions (half a period of a sine wave). As
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Figure 1.5: An example of six instances for each of the two classes of the GunPoint dataset as provided by the UCR Repository [16]. Although the raw streams
exhibit coordinates for both spatial dimensions, Keogh et al. decided to only
consider the x-axis. The illustrated instances were preprocessed to have zero mean
and a standard deviation of one. Moreover, the corresponding intervals for each
measured event were determined manually (both panels on top). The raw streams
exhibit additional artefacts such as variable amplitude, baseline-wandering, sensor
failure and missing segmentation (both panels at the bottom).

a result, Gun-Point is ideally suited to demonstrate dimensional reduction
techniques which often omit high frequency contributions of the signal.
■

(approximate global alignment) As mentioned above, the stream has been
labelled and segmented manually. Hence when using Gun-Point as provided
by the UCR Repository, we cannot benchmark segmentation tasks unless we
artificially concatenate the individually normalized instances.

During the theoretical sections of this thesis, we will either use CBF or Gun-Point as
toy dataset to demonstrate the strength or weaknesses of certain representations
and similarity measures.
Organization of this Thesis
This thesis is divided into five further chapters. Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to classical techniques used in the field of time series data mining.
This includes a discussion of predominant similarity measures, namely Euclidean
9
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distance (ED) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). Moreover, we discuss several invariances of time series data that have to be taken care of during the construction
of high quality measures amongst others invariances against offset displacement,
amplitude variation or local deformation of the time-axis. For each invariance we
provide comprehensive examples that underline their benefit in clustering tasks.
Finally, an exhaustive discussion of lower bounding techniques in terms of unitary
symmetries is provided. Frequently used dimensional reduction techniques such
as discrete Fourier and wavelet coefficients as well as principal component analysis are presented in a unified framework. An experienced reader may completely
skip this section and continue with Chapter 3.
An extension of global similarity measures to local subsequence alignments is
given in Chapter 3. This includes a detailed discussion of one-nearest-neighbour
(1NN) search of subsequence candidates in a huge stream of time series data under
ED and DTW. Traditional lower bounding techniques for DTW are analysed theoretically and investigated for their parallelization potential. Several improvements
of the state-of-the-art implementation of 1NN search, namely the UCR-Suite, are
proposed and ported to CUDA-enabled accelerators. As an example, we propose
an analytic expression for the computation of local alignment scores under znormalized Euclidean distance that can easily be parallelized on any concurrent
device that features a Fast Fourier Transform. Contrary to UCR-ED’s linear dependency, our algorithm exhibits an immeasurable dependency on the query length
and thus can be used to match queries of arbitrary size without a perceivable
mitigation in performance. The gained speedups exceed two orders-of-magnitude.
Analogous, we provide an efficient CUDA-parallelization of UCR-Suite’s lower
bound cascaded DTW portion. Speedups of more than one order-of-magnitude
are achieved. In summary, we provide highly efficient drop-in replacements for
both UCR-ED and UCR-DTW which allow for the faster processing of even bigger
streams at exactly the same accuracy.
Chapter 4 deals with linear time approximations of DTW and their use in
subsequence alignment tasks. We provide a CUDA-parallelization of greedily
relaxed subsequence DTW. A runtime improvement of two-order-of-magnitude
can be achieved in comparison to sequential code. Moreover, we propose a novel
subsequence measure, the Gliding Elastic Match (GEM), that can be computed
with the same asymptotic runtime as greedily relaxed DTW but in contrast offers a
full relaxation of the penalty matrix. Further advantages of GEM include invariance
against time-dependent trends on the measurement axis and invariance against
uniform scaling of the time-axis. The CUDA-parallelization of GEM outperforms
UCR-DTW by up to two orders-of-magnitude. Finally, an extension of GEM to
supervised multi-shape segmentation of streams is provided and evaluated on
motion-tracking data.
The treatment of time series is limited to real-valued measurements in the
aforementioned chapters. However, when dealing with time series from motion
10
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sensors we have to process orientations in the angular domain and displacements
of the reference frame. Hence, we provide a unified framework for the alignment
of Lie group-valued time series in Chapter 5. This includes a brief introduction
to smooth manifolds and group theory. Building upon this, notions of similarity
in the group of rotations and rigid transformations are established. Furthermore,
memory-efficient representations and extensions of arbitrary elastic measures
to handle group elements are discussed in detail. Finally, we demonstrate the
applicability of our theoretical ideas on motion sensor data. The final chapter
concludes the thesis and discusses further directions of future research.
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CHAPTER

2

T IME S ERIES D ATA M INING
‘It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has
data.’ — Sherlock Holmes (Arthur Conan Doyle)

As we have seen, huge amounts of time series data are collected in a broad variety
of applications from different domains. Once the database is acquired, new tasks
such as the structural analysis of the measured data, its interpretation and the derivation of rules arise. One may ask questions like: ‘What is the most unusual time
series in my database?’ (anomaly detection [7]) or ‘Given this new measurement of
time series data – have I seen this before ?’ (retrieval [17]). Further considerations
may include the automated partitioning of the database into distinct groups of
time series that share the same characteristics (clustering [6]) or the classification
of new measurements into outliers and valid entities (classification and outlier
detection [13]).

2.1 Metrics and Dissimilarities
In order to accomplish these tasks, one has to determine whether two time series
are correlated i.e. they share similar features or not. For this reason, we require
quantifiable measures to assign values of similarity to a pair of time series. In most
cases, there exists a natural embedding of time series into the Cartesian space
Rn of n real-valued coordinates since time series are represented as sequences
of consecutive measurements on the time-axis. However, in some situations e.g.
on curved manifolds or even Lie groups one might measure quantities with a less
13
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obvious notion of distance. Thus, for the time being we proceed with a general
definition and narrow it down to the given situation in each case.
Definition 2 (metric space). Let M be a non-empty set and d : M × M → R a realvalued function, then the ordered tuple (M , d ) is called a metric space if and only
if
¡
¢
1. d C ,C 0 = 0

⇐⇒

C = C0

∀C ,C 0 ∈ M

(coincidence)

¡
¢
¡
¢
2. d C ,C 0 = d C 0 ,C ∀C ,C 0 ∈ M

(symmetry)

¡
¢
¡
¢
¡
¢
3. d C ,C 0 +d C 0 ,C 00 ≥ d C ,C 00 ∀C ,C 0 ,C 00 ∈ M

(triangle inequality)

.

From all three conditions we can deduce that metrics are positive definite
maps. This condition is often imposed in the definition of metric spaces but
apparently it is redundant.
Proposition 1 (non-negativity). Let (M , d ) be a metric space then
¡
¢
d C ,C 0 ≥ 0 ∀C ,C 0 ∈ M .
¡
¢ ¡
¢
¡
¢
Proof. Starting with the triangle inequality we observe d¡ C ,C 0¢ +d ¡C 0 ,C ¢ ≥ d C ,C .
Using symmetry and coincidence we deduce that 2 · d C ,C 0 ≥ d C ,C = 0 for all
C ,C 0 ∈ M .
Another inequality statement can be deduced directly from the triangle inequality. As we will see in the next subsection, the reversed triangle inequality can
be used to lower-bound the family of induced metrics on normed spaces.
Proposition 2 (reversed triangle inequality). Let (M , d ) be a metric space then
¯ ¡
¢
¡ 0 00 ¢¯¯
¡
¢
¯
00
¯d C ,C − d C ,C ¯ ≤ d C ,C 0 ∀C ,C 0 ,C 00 ∈ M

.

¡
¢
¡
¢
¡ 0 00 ¢
0
00
Proof. Beginning
with
the
triangle
inequality
d
C
,C
≥
d
C
,C
−
d
¡
¢
¡ 0 00 ¢
¡
¢ ¯ ¡
¢ C ¡,C0 we
¢¯
00
0
00
¯
assume d C ,C − d¡ C ,C ≥¡ 0 and¢ therefore d C ,C ≥ d C ,C − d C ,C 00 ¯.
0
Otherwise, when d C ,C 00 ) − d C 0 ,C 00 < 0 we interchange
¡ 0 ¢ the¡roles00 of C ,C
¡ 0 and
¢
00
C . Starting once again with the triangle inequality d C ,C + d C ,C ) ≥ d C ,C 00
we
¡ subtract
¢ ¯ ¡the second
¢
¡ term ¢¯on the left hand side and obtain the final result
d C 0 ,C ≥ ¯d C 0 ,C 00 − d C ,C 00 ¯.
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2.1.1 The L p -Norm Family
For the sake of simplicity, assume the measurement of N equally long and realvalued time series C (k) on a uniformly spaced time domain T := {t 0 , . . . , t i , . . . , t n−1 }
such that t i +1 − t i is a constant for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 2}. Keeping this constant
in mind, the time ticks t i can be mapped onto the index set I := {0, . . . , n − 1}
without any loss of information. Hence, each of the time series candidates C (k)
for k ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} is represented by an element in the vector space Rn . The
components of a time series C (k) shall be denoted as C i(k) ∈ R where i belongs to
the index set I . Extensions to higher-dimensional values C i(k) ∈ Rm where m > 1
or even group-valued measurements are conceivable but will be omitted in this
chapter. We will pursue these approaches later in this thesis. The vector space Rn
can be equipped canonically with a norm.
Definition 3 (normed vector space). Let M be a vector space over the field F and
k · k : M → R a real-valued function, then the ordered tuple (M , k · k) is called normed
vector space if and only if
1. kC k = 0

⇐⇒

(definiteness)

C =0

2. kαC k = |α|kC k ∀α ∈ F, ∀C ∈ M

(homogeneity)

3. kC k + kC 0 k ≥ kC +C 0 k ∀C ,C 0 ∈ M

(triangle inequality)

.

Every norm k ·¡ k induces
a metric d k · k on the corresponding vector space by
¢
0
the mapping d k · k C ,C = kC − C 0 k for all C ,C 0 ∈ M . However, not every metric
induces a norm. In the following, the L p -norm family and its induced metrics can
be used to equip M = Rn with a notion of distance:
Ã
!1
n−1
X¯
¯p p
¡
¢
0
0
0
¯C i −C ¯
d L C ,C := ||C −C ||p =
where p > 0 .
p

i =0

i

The most common choice for the parameter is p = 2 since d L 2 captures the ‘usual’
concept of distance in terms of the Pythagorean theorem. During the rest of this
thesis, we will refer to d L 2 as Euclidean distance (ED). Additionally, the algebraic
structure of L 2 and its dual space L ∗2 can be exploited to speed-up calculations
as we will see in Chapter 3. Nevertheless, the square of residues (C i − C i0 )2 can
disproportionally bias the metric towards outliers, which may lead to not robust
behaviour on noisy datasets. Figure 2.1 illustrates an example where the L 2 -norm
is unsuitable. In this case, the Manhattan Distance is often used where p = 1 to
avoid unstable performance. In contrast, if the bias towards outliers is desired the
uniform norm for p → ∞ and its induced metric d L ∞ are infrequently used. Other
values of p are conceivable but almost never realized.1
1

A counterexample can be found in [18], where the authors construct bagging classifiers over
an ensemble of different values of p.
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Clustering of CBF instances using L1 and L2 -norm
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Figure 2.1: Agglomerative clustering of three instances from the popular CylinderBell-Funnel dataset [16] using complete linkage. On the left hand side, two Funnel
instances are correctly clustered together using the L 1 -norm. The remaining
instance from the Bell class is excluded from the cluster. In contrast, the L 2 -norm
fails to predict the correct clustering on the right hand side.

Let us recall the reversed triangle inequality from Proposition 2. Rewriting it in
terms of induced metrics implies the following inequality for all C ,C 0 and C 00 :
¯ ¡
¯
¯
¢
¡
¢¯¯
¡
¢
¯
¯
¯
=⇒ ¯kC −C 00 k − kC 0 −C 00 k¯ ≤ kC −C 0 k .
¯d C ,C 00 − d C 0 ,C 00 ¯ ≤ d C ,C 0
¡
¢
Setting C 00 to be the zero-vector we observe LB C ,C 0 := |kC k − kC 0 k| ≤ kC − C 0 k.
Assuming we have precomputed kC (k) k¡for all¢ C (k) in the database which accounts
for O (N · n) time we can evaluate LB C ,C 0 in constant time. As a result, the
reversed triangle inequality can be used to speed-up nearest neighbour search
on every normed vector space. Other lower bounds can be deduced directly from
the triangle inequality in order to speed-up data mining algorithms e.g. a fast
computation scheme for the popular k-Means clustering algorithm [19].
In summary, metrics and norms are appropriate theoretical constructs to
capture similarity between time series. Moreover, the triangle inequality may be
the most versatile part among the definition properties.

2.1.2 Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient
Consider a time series C = (C 0 , . . . ,C n−1 ) of length n and a globally shifted and
amplitude-scaled variant C 0 = a · C + b := (a · C 0 + b, . . . , a · C n−1 + b) for a ∈ R \ {0}
and b ∈ R. This situation may occur if C and C 0 are recorded with different devices
16
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i.e. with different calibration or in different physical units e.g. Fahrenheit and
Celsius. Although C and C 0 share the same characteristics their L p -distance does
not vanish in general. Assume C has at least one non-vanishing value, then:
n−1
X¯
X¯
¯
¯
¡
¢p n−1
¯C i −C 0 ¯p =
¯C i − a · C i − b ¯p 6= 0
d L p C ,C 0 =
i
i =0

∀a 6= 1 ∨ ∀b 6= 0 .

i =0

However, we can capture their similarity with Pearson’s empirical correlation
coefficient (PCC) ρ : Rn × Rn → [−1, 1] as follows:
¡
¢
ρ C ,C 0 :=

1
n

¢
¢ ¡ 0
Pn−1 ¡
0
i =0 C i − µC · C i − µC
σC · σC0

,

where µ( · ) is the average and σ( · ) the empirical standard deviation of C or C 0 ,
respectively. Since µC 0 = a · µC + b and σC 0 = |a| · σC the correlation coefficient
¢2 2
¡
¢ a 1 Pn−1 ¡
evaluates to ρ C ,C 0 = |a|
n i =0 C i − µC /σC = sgn(a). In general, ρ takes values
near 1 for strongly correlated time series and −1 for strongly anti-correlated ones
i.e. sgn(a) = −1. Values near 0 indicate that both time series are uncorrelated.
Note that ρ can only capture affine dependencies between a pair of time series
(straight lines) and therefore will fail to predict non-linear correlation.2
In order to assign a notion of distance to¡ a pair
we can
¢ of time
¡ series
¢
¡ define
¢
n
n
0
0
the Pearson distance as d ρ : R × R → [0, 2] , C ,C 7→ d ρ C ,C := 1 − ρ C ,C 0 . As
a result, d ρ is blind for global shifts and amplitude-scaling
¡ on0the
¢ measurementaxis since both time series have vanishing distance d ρ C ,C = 0 for all a > 0.
Unfortunately, d ρ does not fulfil
triangle inequality3 and also violates the
¡ the
¢
coincidence property since d ρ C ,C 0 = 0 but C 6= C 0 . Hence, the Pearson distance
is not a metric. Nevertheless, a close relationship between PCC and ED can be
shown.
Definition 4 (z-normalization). Let C ∈ Rn be a time series of length n then
µ
¶
C −µ
C0 − µ
C n−1 − µ
z : R → R , (C 0 , . . . ,C n−1 ) 7→ z(C ) =
:=
,...,
σ
σ
σ
n

n

where µ is the average and σ the standard deviation is called z-normalization.
The nomenclature originates in z-scores of standardized random variables.
Analogous, a z-normalized time series z(C ) has zero mean and a standard deviation of one. This procedure corresponds to the manual removal of the shift
and an equalization of amplitudes on the measurement-axis in a preprocessing
2

The interested reader may refer to the Maximal Information Coefficient [20] – a sophisticated
correlation measure to capture non-linear dependencies.
3
Choose C = (1, 0, 0),C 0 = (1, 0, 1) and C 00 = (0, 0, 1) for a counterexample since 12 + 21 < 32 .
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phase. Moreover, z-normalization defines an equivalence relation ∼z on the space
of time series due to the equivalence kernel ∼z : C ∼ C 0 :⇐⇒ z(C ) = z(C 0 ). The
equivalence classes {z(C ) |C ∈ Rn } consist of time series which only differ in global
shifts and amplitudes. Employing ED on the equivalence classes in the quotient
space Rn / ∼z uncovers the relationship between ED and the Pearson distance [6].
Proposition 3 (z-normalized ED). Let C ,C 0 ∈ Rn be two time series of length n then
q
¢¢
¡
¢ °
¡ 0 ¢°
¡
¡
° ¡ ¢
°
0
.
zED C ,C :=°z C − z C ° = 2 · n · 1 − ρ C ,C 0
2

Proof. Starting on the left hand side taking the square since kC k ≥ 0 for all C :
° ¡ ¢
n−1
X ³ ¡ ¢2
¡ 0 ¢°
¡ 0 ¢ ¢2 n−1
¡ ¢ ¡ 0¢
¡ 0 ¢2 ´
°
°2 X ¡ ¡ ¢
C
−
z
C
=
z
C
−
z
C
C
−
2
·
z
C
·
z
C
+
z
C i
=
z
°z
°
i
i
i
i
i
2

Since µC = n1

n−1
P
i =0

i =0

.

i =0

n−1
¡ ¢
P ¡ ¢2
z C i = 0 and σC = n1
z C i = 1 for all C ∈ Rn we deduce:
i =0

Ã
!
X C i − µC C i0 − µC 0
¡ ¢ ¡ 0¢
1 n−1
2·z C i ·z C i = 2·n · 1−
= 2·n −
·
.
n i =0 σC
σC 0
i =0
n−1
X

Finally, the definition of PCC can be substituted and the proof is finished.
Hence, z-normalized ED is proportional to the square root of the Pearson
distance. Note that in contrast to ED on the quotient space Rn / ∼z , the mapping
of representatives
¢
¡
¢ q ¡
0
d z : R × R , C ,C 7→ d ρ C ,C 0
n

n

still violates the coincidence property and therefore is not a metric on Rn . The use
of z-normalization can significantly boost the quality of the used distance measure.
Figure 2.2 illustrates how zED outperforms ED on slightly rescaled and shifted
instances of the popular Cylinder-Bell-Funnel dataset. However, z-normalization
is not always advisable. Counterexamples where z-normalization can even be
harmful will be discussed later in Chapter 4. Furthermore, the reversed triangle
inequality cannot be used as an effective lower bound since it degenerates to the
trivial zero lower bound:
¡
¢
p
p
LB z(C ), z(C 0 ) := |kz(C )k − kz(C 0 )k| = n − n = 0 .
Nevertheless, distinct lower bounds exploiting Parseval’s theorem are still conceivable. A detailed discussion of orthogonal basis systems and their use for the
construction of lower bounds can be found in Section 2.2.
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Clustering of CBF instances using z-normalized L2 and plain L2 -norm
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Figure 2.2: Agglomerative clustering of three instances from the popular CylinderBell-Funnel dataset [16] using complete linkage. On the left hand side, two Bell
instances are correctly clustered together using the z-normalized L 2 -norm. The
remaining instance from the Cylinder class is excluded from the cluster. In contrast,
the plain L 2 -norm fails to predict the correct clustering on the right hand side. The
slightly shifted mean of the time series strongly influences the final result. The
time-axis (zero vector) has been plotted as a red line for comparison.

2.1.3 Dynamic Time Warping
We have seen, that global shift and amplitude invariance can improve the quality
of time series clustering. Hence, the reader may ask: ‘Are there other invariance
that can be exploited to improve the situation?’ Both ED and its normalized variant
zED calculate the final distance value by summing up index-wise differences. As a
result, the time ticks of both time series are bijectively mapped onto each other in
a strict one-to-one manner. This lock-step property is desirable from a theoretical
point of view but may be too restrictive for real-world datasets.
Consider two voice recordings of the word ‘exact’. The online service of Oxford
Learner’s Dictionaries [21] specifies the pronunciation as ‘Ig"zækt’ for both American and British English. However, the provided recordings differ in the length
of syllables. The American speaker spends more time on the ‘a’ than his British
counterpart. Figure 2.3 illustrates the z-normalized signals for both voice records
and a direct comparison of both time series. Obviously, both recordings have similar shape but occasionally tend to be out of phase. As a result, a rigid one-to-one
mapping of indices is apparently not advisable. The simplest approach to fix the
phase shifts would be the local adjustment of the time-axis in such a manner that
19
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Figure 2.3: An example for two voice records of the word ‘exact’ in American (blue)
and British (red) English pronunciation taken from the online service of Oxford
Learner’s Dictionaries. The time series were sampled at 40100 Hz for roughly one
second. Both time series are aligned at the initial spike. The overlay of both signals
emphasizes the difference in local phases.

both speakers spend the same time on each syllable. In 1994, Berndt and Clifford
introduced such a time-warping mechanism to the data mining community [22]
which was developed before by Sakoe and Chiba in 1978 [9] in the field of speech
recognition. Figure 2.4 illustrates the idea of local shrinking and stretching of
the time-axis for the two given voice recordings. Thus, we have to give a formal
description for the dynamic deformation of the time-axis. However, we do not
want to allow arbitrary mappings between the index sets of C and C 0 and therefore
impose the following restriction:
¡ ¢
¡ ¢
Definition 5. Let I := dom C and J := dom ¡C 0 be the index¢ sets of the time
series C and C 0 , then the sequence of tuples γ := (i l , j l ) ∈ I × J l is a monotone,
continuous and bounded warping path if and only if
min(i l +1 − i l , j l +1 − j l ) ≥ 0 ∧
max(i l +1 − i l , j l +1 − j l ) = 1 ∀l ∈ {0, ..., |γ| − 2} ,
where (i 0 , j 0 ) = (0, 0) and (i |γ|−1 , j |γ|−1 ) = (|C | − 1, |C 0 | − 1).
Three major properties of the Dynamic Time Warping similarity measure can
be directly derived from the definition.
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Figure 2.4: The same example for two voice records of the word ‘exact’ in American
(blue) and British (red) English pronunciation taken from the online service of
Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries. Here, we locally dilated and contracted the timeaxis to find an optimal alignment in terms of least square error. As a result, both
voice recordings have an intuitive alignment in comparison to the original setting.

■

■

■

(monotony) Each segment of the warping path γ has to increment at least
one index of C or C 0 . As a result, we are not allowed to map an index tuple
(i l , j l ) several times.
(continuity) Consecutive entries in γ must be reached by horizontal, vertical
or diagonal steps of length 1. Hence, every index of C and C 0 is matched
without gaps.
(bounding) The warping path starts at the first index of C and C 0 . Analogously, γ ends at the last index. Therefore, the final mapping is a global
alignment of indices.

For each combination of indices (i l , j l ) in the warping path γ we can locally assign
non-negative weights w : I × J → R+
0 , (i l , j l ) 7→ w(i l , j l ) that describe the similarity between the corresponding values C i l and C 0j of both time series. The local
l
weights are usually determined by the L p -norm on R. Finally, the DTW distance
calculates the optimal warping path in terms of the following definition.
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Figure 2.5: An example for the DAG representation of the optimization problem for
the DTW distance measure between two time series of length four. The nodes are
connected by horizontal, vertical and diagonal edges of step size one (continuity).
Each edge increments at least on index (monotony). Due to the bounding property
of DTW the optimal warping path (red) starts in the upper left and ends in the
lower right cell.
Definition 6 (DTW). Let Γ be the set of all monotone, continuous and bounded
warping paths. The optimal warping path γ̂ and its associated measure dˆ with
respect to a given weighting function w : I × J → R+
0 are defined as:
X
X
γ̂ := argmin
w(i l , j l ) and dˆ := min
w(i l , j l ) .
γ∈Γ (i l , j l )∈γ

γ∈Γ(i , j )∈γ
l l

This optimization problem is equivalent to the calculation of a shortest path
within a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Each cell (i l , j l ) is represented by a node and
has maximal three incoming edges with associated weights w(i l , j l ). The SingleSource Shortest Path problem on DAGs can be solved in linear time O (|V | + |E |) by
the relaxation of nodes in topological order [23]. Fortunately, we do not need to
compute a topological sorting since it is implicitly given by the relaxation scheme
if we interpret the cell indices (i , j ) as integers in b-adic representation i · b + j
where b = |C 0 |. As a result, we can consecutively relax the cells in row-major order
without violating node dependencies (see Figure 2.5). In practice
¡ the computation
¢ ¡
¢
is achieved by dynamic programming using a matrix of size |C | + 1 × |C 0 | + 1 .
The corresponding relaxation scheme can be written recursively



M [0, 0] = 0
M [i − 1, j ]
M
[0, j ] = ∞ ∀ j ≥ 1 .
M [i , j ] = w(i − 1, j − 1) + min M [i , j − 1],
where


M [i − 1, j − 1]
M [i , 0] = ∞ ∀i ≥ 1
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£
¤1
¡
¢
As a result, the final DTW measure M |C |, |C 0 | p can be computed in O |C |·|C 0 |
time.4 The optimal warping path γ̂ is determined by back-tracing the predecessor
information stored in a separate matrix. The L p -norm is a special case where γ
consists only of nodes on the main ¡diagonal.
Hence,
the
¢
¡
¢ Euclidean-flavoured DTW
measure fulfils the inequality DTW C ,C 0 ≤ ED C ,C 0 for all time series C ,C 0 of the
same length. The resulting map DTW : Rn × Rn → R+
0 has the following properties:
■

■

The assigned measure is non-negative. This can easily be proved since the
final value is a finite sum of non-negative edge weights.
¡
¢
¡
¢
DTW is a symmetric map, i.e. DTW C ,C 0 = DTW C 0 ,C for all C ,C 0 ∈ Rn
since both variants result in the same DAG representation.

■

¡
¢
The measure DTW C ,C 0 vanishes whenever C is a time-warped variant
of C 0 .¡ This¢is true especially for C = C 0 . However, the reversed statement
DTW C ,C 0 = 0 ⇒ C = C 0 does not hold in general. As a result, the coincidence property of metrics is violated.

■

The triangle inequality is violated as well. The special case C = (1, 1, 1)
C 0 = (1, 1, 0) and C 00 = (1, 0, 0) provides a counterexample where
p
¡
¢
¡
¢
¡
¢
DTW C ,C 0 + DTW C 0 ,C 00 = 1 + 0 < 2 = DTW C ,C 00 .

In summary, despite its desirable properties DTW is not a metric. In the following, we will refer to non-negative and symmetric functions as (dis-)similarity or
distance measures, respectively.
A comparison between DTW and ED for two Cylinder instances of the CylinderBell-Funnel dataset is illustrated in Figure 2.6 and 2.7. The assumptions about
z-normalization also apply to DTW since warping only effects the alignment on
the time-axis. DTW’s invariance against local phase shifts can drastically boost the
classification quality on strongly warped data. The Cylinder-Bell-Funnel dataset
is an example where the relative classification error of a one-nearest-neighbour
classifier (1NN) decreases from 12.21%±3.66% for ED to almost vanishing 0.47%±
0.46% for DTW. Another example is given by the Two-Pattern dataset [16] where
we can improve from 9.48% ± 0.68% to an immeasurable error of 0.00% ± 0.00%
over 50 shuffled splits of the dataset.5 In summary, DTW should be favoured on
the majority of datasets over ED despite its increased computational complexity.
4

Note, the shortest path algorithm is indeed linear in the number of nodes and edges of the
graph. However, this number is proportional to |C | · |C 0 | which results in quadratic runtime in
terms of lengths.
5
See Chapter 4 for a detailed description of the experiments and the used protocols.
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ED alignment

DTW alignment

Figure 2.6: An example of two Cylinder instances from the Cylinder-Bell-Funnel
dataset aligned with ED and DTW. In contrast to ED, DTW can capture the local
phase shifts and therefore correctly maps the edges onto each other. The relaxed
penalty matrix M and the optimal warping path γ̂ of DTW (red) and the diagonal
path of ED (black) are illustrated on the right hand side. The used colormap (jet)
ranges from blue (small values) over yellow (medium values) to red (high values).

2.1.4 Sakoe-Chiba-Constrained DTW
The proposed relaxation scheme for DTW determines the optimal warping path
on the whole graph. Empirical studies [15] suggest that DTW’s quality (in terms
of 1NN-classification error) can be increased by restricting warping paths to the
neighbourhood of the main diagonal. Common variants are the Sakoe-Chiba band
and the less used Itakura parallelogram [24] which both exclude nodes on the
upper right and lower left region of the penalty matrix (see Figure 2.8). As a result,
pathological alignments are excluded which may increase classification quality.
The Sakoe-Chiba band restricts the indices of a candidate C with a positive
window W ∈ N0 such that max(i −W, 0) ≤ j ≤ min(i +W, |C 0 |−1) for all j ∈ dom(C 0 ).
Historically, the global constraints were introduced to reduce the computational
complexity of DTW from O (|C | · |C 0 |) to O (W · |C 0 |) [25]. Unfortunately, the asymptotic complexity remains the same since W ∝ |C |. This can easily be seen if one
considers a resampling of the time-axis of the involved time series by an arbitrary
positive factor. The window W has to be scaled by the same factor to ensure
comparability. Furthermore, the external parameter W has to be learned on a
training set to provide optimal results. Nevertheless, in most cases the constrained
variants of DTW outperform the unconstrained (full) DTW. As an example, the
24
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Clustering of CBF instances using z-normalized DTW and ED
1

2

0

1

2

0

01234567
z-normalized DTW

0 5 10 15 20 25
z-normalized L2 -norm

Figure 2.7: Agglomerative clustering of three instances from the popular CylinderBell- Funnel dataset using complete linkage. On the left hand side, two Cylinder
instances are correctly clustered together using z-normalized Euclidean-flavoured
DTW. The remaining instance from the Bell class is excluded from the cluster.
In contrast, z-normalized ED fails to predict the correct clustering on the right
hand side due to the approximate global alignment of the Cylinder (1) and Bell (2)
instance. The global shift on the time-axis between both Cylinder instances can
only be captured by DTW.

relative 1NN-classification error of unconstrained DTW drops from 31.60%±1.59%
to 22.58% ± 1.61% for Sakoe-Chiba-constrained DTW on the 50Words dataset in
the UCR-Repository [16]. Another example for an impressive improvement can
be observed during the 1NN-classification of the CinC_ECG_torso dataset (UCRRepository) where constrained DTW performs with 4.80% ± 2.56% in contrast to
unconstrained DTW with far worse 29.76% ± 3.79%.6 The literature even provides
approaches how to learn the shape of global constraints [15] which is challenging
due to the problem of overfitting to the training set. The pseudo-code for the
Sakoe-Chiba-constrained DTW measure (CDTW) is listed in Figure 2.9.

2.1.5 Other Similarity Measures
A plethora of similarity measures for time series has been proposed during the
last decades. The majority of the proposed algorithms for the global alignment of
two time series are variations of Levenshtein’s edit distance for the comparison of
strings [26] (including DTW).
6

See Chapter 4 for a detailed description of the experiments and the used protocols.
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C0
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Figure 2.8: An example for the Sakoe-Chiba band constraint (left) and the Itakura
parallelogram constraint (right). Both global constraints restrict the warping path
to the neighbourhood of the main diagonal.

1: function CDTW 2 (C , C 0 , W )
2:
M ← array[|C | + 1, |C 0 | + 1]
. penalty matrix
3:
4:
for i = 0 → |C | do
. initialize penalty matrix
0
5:
for j = max(i − W − 1, 0) → min(i + W + 1, |C |) do
6:
M [i , j ] ← ∞
7:
end for
8:
end for
9:
M [0, 0] ← 0
10:
11:
for i = 1 → |C | do
. relax all nodes in the band
12:
for j = max(i − W, 1) → min(i + W, |C 0 |) do
13:
P ← min(M [i − 1, j − 1], M [i − 1, j ], M [i , j − 1])
14:
M [i , j ] ← P + (C i −1 −C 0j −1 )2
15:
end for
16:
end for
17:
return M [|C |, |C 0 |]
18: end function

Figure 2.9: Pseudo-code for the computation of the constrained DTW measure
with Sakoe-Chiba restriction. The penalty matrix M is only relaxed within the given
Sakoe-Chiba band. The unconstrained DTW measure can be seen as a special case
of CDTW where W → ∞.
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Edit distance with Real Penalty (ERP) is an example where Chen et al. equipped
an elastic (time-warped) distance measure similar to DTW with a triangle inequality [27]. The same author introduced Edit Distance on Real sequence (EDR) [28]
which provides an effective computation of the proposed similarity measure at the
expense of accuracy. The compared time series are reinterpreted as strings where
two values match if and only if they lie within a predefined ²-neighbourhood.
Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS) [29] and Minimum Variance Matching
(MVM) [10] exhibit the relaxation of DAGs. The same is true for the symbolic
matching algorithms of Needleman-Wunsch [30] and Smith-Waterman [31].
Furthermore, the literature provides a vast variety of similarity measures for
time series utilizing geometric complexity [32], information theoretic approaches
(approximation of Kolmogorov complexity via compression) [33] as well as variations of Dynamic Time Warping amongst others Derivative DTW [34], incomplete
DTW relaxation [35], greedy DTW relaxation [36] and ∆-DTW (quotient of DTW
and ED) [4].

2.2 Representations of Time Series
The introduced similarity measures in this chapter are based on the index-wise
comparison of residues of the involved time series. However, other representations of the time series which do not use the actual values assigned to the time
ticks are conceivable. For this purpose, consider distinct sequences of values Ĉ
0
and Ĉ 0 closely related to the original time series C and
notion
¡ C 0.¢An equivalent
¡
¢
0
0
ˆ
ˆ
of distance d between Ĉ and Ĉ can be defined by d Ĉ , Ĉ := d C ,C . However,
this theoretical construction lacks applicability unless we can provide explicit
expressions for the calculation of the representation Ĉ and the involved similarity
measure dˆ. From the computational view, one may ask if it is beneficial to compute a new representation and the associated distance measure to gain the same
result. As we will see, there exist a class of representations that can be utilized to
significantly speedup the calculation.

2.2.1 Unitary Bases of Cn
The canonical representation of time series C = (C 0 , . . . ,C n−1 ) in Rn is equivalent
to the decomposition of C into axis-aligned (and thus real-valued) unit vectors:
C=

n−1
X
i =0

Ci · e i

where (e i ) j := δi j

½
1 if i = j
and δi j :=
0 if i 6= j

.

The coefficients C i map exactly onto the entries of the given time series. The
(standard) basis vectors E := {e i } are mutually orthogonal and normalized to unit
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length i.e. 〈e i , e j 〉 = δi j for all i and j . Consider now another normed orthogonal
P
basis B := {b j := n−1
i =0 Ui j · e i } which can be obtained by a unitary transformation
U ∈ U (n, C) := {U ∈ Cn×n |U † ·U = 1}
of the coordinate system i.e. length and angle preserving isomorphism on Cn . As
we will see, it is not mandatory that the transformation is fully complex such that in
some cases a real-valued orthogonal transformation O(n, R) ⊂ U (n, C) is sufficient.
Nevertheless, we discuss the general case to avoid redundancy in the following
subsections. Consequently, we can calculate the new coefficient representation of
C in the basis B by a simple matrix-vector multiplication:
!

C=

n−1
X
j =0

Ĉ j · b j =

n−1
X

Ĉ j ·

j =0

X
¡n−1
i =0

X ¡n−1
X
¢ n−1
¢
Ui j · e i =
Ui j · Ĉ j · e i

⇒

C = U · Ĉ

.

i =0 j =0

This accounts for O (n 2 ) operations for each of the N time series candidates C (k) .
Later in this section we will introduce special transformations that can be computed in O (n · log n) or O (n) time, respectively.
The Euclidean distance between two time series candidates C and C 0 is the
same independent of the choice of the used unitary basis.
Proposition 4 (isometries of complex finite vector spaces). Let C ∈ Cn be a time
series of length n and E as well as B two unitary bases of Cn . Further let C i and Ĉ j
be the coefficient representations of C according to E and B then
n−1
X

|C i |2 = 〈C ,C 〉 = 〈Ĉ , Ĉ 〉 =

i =0

n−1
X

|Ĉ j |2

.

j =0

Proof. Exploiting the isometry property of U (n, C) by a straight-forward substitution of C = U · Ĉ and the duality property of the scalar product 〈U · Ĉ ,U · Ĉ 〉 =
〈Ĉ , (U † ·U ) · Ĉ 〉 on Cn . The same is true for differences of time series candidates
C −C 0 since U is a linear map.
Thus, independent of the chosen unitary basis we can define a simple lower
bound by restricting the index set to a subset.
Proposition 5 (index set constrained lower bound). Let C ,C 0 ∈ Cn be two time
series of length n and I = dom(C ) = dom(C 0 ) the index set of C and C 0 . ED constrained to any subset J ⊆ I of indices is a lower bound of ED over the whole index
set I i.e.
X
X
¡
¢
¡
¢
LB2 C ,C 0 :=
|C j −C 0j |2 ≤
|C i −C i0 |2 = ED2 C ,C 0 .
j ∈J
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2.2.2. P RINCIPAL C OMPONENT A NALYSIS
Proof. Since the residues |C i −C i0 | are non-negative for all i ∈ I any partial sum of
residues over J is smaller or equal than the full sum over all indices.
Consequently, any partial sum of residues represented in any unitary basis
is a lower bound of ED. Nevertheless, we have to provide a suitable basis and an
appropriate constraint of the index set for the construction of tight lower bounds.

2.2.2 Principal Component Analysis
Consider an N × n data matrix D with entries D ki := C i(k) representing N realvalued time series candidates each of length n. The associated n × n-shaped
covariance matrix of D can be calculated as square of the centred data matrix:
Σ := (D − µ)T · (D − µ) where (D − µ)k j := D k j − µ j = D k j −

−1
1 NX
C (k)
N k=0 j

.

The average time series µ is subtracted from each time series candidate C (k) in
every row. Thus, the centred time series C̃ (k)
:= C (k)
− µ j add up to the zero-vector
j
j
of length n. An eigenvalue decomposition with real eigenvectors can be computed
since Σ is a real-valued and normal (ΣT · Σ = Σ · ΣT ) square matrix. The associated
T
spectrum σ(Σ) = {λi ∈ R+
0 } is real due to symmetry (Σ = Σ) and positive semidefinite since 〈x, Σx〉 = 〈(D − µ)x, (D − µ)x〉 ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Rn . Thus, the eigenvalue
decomposition can be written as follows:
Σ = U T · Λ ·U

where Λ = diag(σ(Σ)) and U ∈ O(n, R) ⊂ U (n, C) .

As a result, the n eigenvectors b j (rows of U ) each of length n represent an orthogonal basis of Rn . Sorting the eigenvectors according to a descending order
of the eigenvalues one obtains the principal directions of the dataset. Great eigenvalues indicate that a reasonable amount of the data’s variance is captured by
the associated eigenvector. Eigenvectors with small eigenvalues can be neglected
since they do not contribute significantly to the description of the data (see Figure
2.10). Finally, each (centred) time series can be transformed into the basis of eigenvectors B = {b j }. Restricting the orthogonal (and thus unitary) transformation
U to the top-k eigenvectors Utop-k by setting the remaining n − k eigenvectors to
zero, we obtain a lower bound for ED:
ED2 (Utop-k (C ),Utop-k (C 0 )) =

k−1
X
j =0

(Ĉ j − Ĉ 0j )2 ≤ ED2 (C ,C 0 ) .

The factorization of the data matrix Σ is usually obtained by a singular value
decomposition of (D − µ)T which accounts for asymptotic O (min(n, N ) · n · N )
operations. The resulting runtime is computationally intractable for the majority
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Figure 2.10: An example for short time series of length n = 2 which can be grouped
into two classes. In the canonical representation (first panel) ED should be calculated on the whole index set since the restriction on the first index might not be
distinctive. At least one time series of the blue class has a smaller distance to the
red class than to its own. In contrast, the first coefficient (index 0) of the principal
component representation (second panel) is sufficient for a reasonable approximation of ED. The second coefficient (index 1) does not contribute significantly to
the measure and therefore can be neglected. The coordinate representation (last
panel) emphasizes this observation. Obviously, the projection of the data onto the
first basis vector b 0 provides sufficient descriptive power.

of online algorithms. Furthermore, the decomposition only addresses the structure
of the time series present in D. The factorization may not provide a suitable
eigenvector when appending a new measurement to the dataset and thus has to
be recomputed. Nevertheless, the principal component representation is ideally
suited as a preprocessing step for the (unsupervised) clustering of time series due
to its close relationship to the k-Means algorithm [37].

2.2.3 Discrete Wavelet Representations
Consider a slightly noisy time series C with length n = 2 · m for a suitable m > 0.
To get rid of the noise, one could average nearby values with a low-pass filter:
L : Rn → Rm , C 7→ L(C ) :=
30

¡ C 0 +C 1
2

C n−2 +C n−1
3
, C 2 +C
2 ,...,
2

¢

.
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Figure 2.11: A time series candidate C from the Gun-Point
dataset of length n = 150
p
(panel on top). The even indices of U (C )even = 2 · L(C ) correspond to the n/2
coefficients of the low-pass filter (left panel at the bottom). The coefficients at the
odd indices represent the high-pass portion U (C )odd = p1 · H (C ) (right panel at
2
the bottom). The contributions from the high-pass filter are approximately one
order-of-magnitude smaller since C is a slowly varying signal. Thus, the restriction
of ED on even indices is a tight lower bound of the whole ED measure.

Analogously, one could stress the differences of nearby entries by calculating the
discrete derivative. The associated high-pass filter is given by:
H : Rn → Rm , C 7→ H (C ) :=

¡ C 1 −C 0
1

n−2
2
, C 3 −C
, . . . , C n−1 −C
1
1

¢

.

Both filters are linear and can be computed with only O (n) operations. Their
matrix representations L, H ∈ Rm×n are given as follows:


1 1 0 0 ... 0 0

1
0 0 1 1 . . . 0 0
L :=  . . . . .
. .
2  .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 
0 0 0 0 ... 1 1



−1 1 0 0 . . . 0 0
 0 0 −1 1 . . . 0 0


and H :=  .
..
..
.. . .
..
.. 
 ..
. .
.
.
.
.
0 0 0 0 . . . −1 1

.

The original time series C can be reconstructed from the filtered signals L(C )
and H (C ). This can easily be proved by the construction of an orthogonal (and
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thus unitary) transformation interleaving the rows of L and H :
 


1 1 0 0 ... 0 0
C0
−1 1 0 0 . . . 0 0  C 

  1 

 

 0 0 1 1 . . . 0 0  C 2 


1  0 0 −1 1 . . . 0 0
 ·  C3 
U : Rn → Rn , C 7→ U (C ) := p 
 .


..
..
.. . .
.
..   .. 
2 .

. ..
 .
.
.
.
.  . 

 

 0 0 0 0 . . . 1 1 C n−2 
0 0 0 0 . . . −1 1
C n−1

.

Assume that the amount of noise is negligible then the high-pass filtered signal is
almost vanishing i.e. H (C ) ≈ (0, 0, . . . , 0).7 Consequently, the major contribution
of the time series is located in the low-pass portion (see Fig 2.11). As a result, we
can define a tight lower bound of ED by summing only over the even indices of
U (C ) and U (C 0 ). Further, we can append the odd indices at the end to obtain the
original measure:
¡
¢
¡
¢
ED(C ,C 0 )2 = ED2 (U (C ),U (C 0 )) = ED2even U (C ),U (C 0 ) + ED2odd U (C ),U (C 0 )
{z
}
|

.

≈0

This approach can be extended hierarchically to determine a reasonable approximation of ED(C ,C 0 ) with far less than n2 indices. The first published and most
popular variant of a multi-resolution transformation is the discrete Haar filter [38].
For n = 4 its matrix representation has the following form:


1
1
1
1
1
1
1 
 −1 −1

UHaar4 :=  p p

2
0
0 
2 − 2
p p
0
0 − 2
2
Row zero corresponds to the low-pass filter and the remaining rows are equivalent
to derivatives on different time scales. Again assuming slowly varying signals, the
major contribution to the measure will be caused solely by the low-pass filter.
Although the matrix is dense, U (C ) can be calculated with only O (n) operations
using the lifting-scheme for discrete (second generation) wavelets [39].
Beyond the Haar filter, a plethora of discrete wavelets have been proposed in
the last century (see Figure 2.12 for an example) amongst others the Daubechies
family (guaranteeing a maximal number of vanishing moments) [40], the Symlet
family (a symmetrized variant of the Daubechies family) [41] and biorthogonal
wavelets (where U is not necessarily unitary). Similar aggregation techniques that
focus solely on the low-pass can be found in the literature. Piecewise Aggregate
Approximation (PAA) [42] and Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX) [7] are
popular extensions of the discussed low-pass approximation.
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Figure 2.12: A time series candidate C from the Gun-Point dataset of length
n = 150 (panel on top). The coefficients representation in a Daubechies-4
wavelet basis exhibits an exponential decline in terms of coefficient amplitudes
(left panel at the bottom). The decomposition filters are stated explicitly at
http://wavelets.pybytes.com/wavelet/db4/. The captured normalized variP
2 Pn−1
2
ance k−1
j =0 |Ĉ j | / j =0 |Ĉ j | saturates rapidly for a small number of used coefficients k (right panel at the bottom). Thus, with only k = 15 coefficients we can
describe more than 95% of ED’s contribution.

Wavelet theory is not constrained to discrete domains and can also be developed for Hilbert spaces on continuous domains. An interested reader may refer
to the comprehensive introductions by Daubechies [40] and Mallat [43].

2.2.4 Discrete Fourier Transform
In contrast to previous subsections that introduced real-valued orthogonal transformations U ∈ O(n, R) for the construction of lower bounds, this section focuses
on an actual unitary basis transformation. Thus, any real-valued time series C ∈ Rn
has to be embedded into the complex vector space Cn by adding an imaginary
part of zero for each time tick. A decomposition of C into sinusoidal basis vectors
p
¡
1
i·j ¢
(b j )i := p exp i2π n
where i := −1
n
7

In particular, this is true for all constant time series C .
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Figure 2.13: A time series candidate C from the Gun-Point dataset of length n = 150
(panel on top). The Fourier coefficients representation exhibits an exponential
decline in terms of coefficient amplitudes (left panel at the bottom). Since C is
z-normalized (zero mean) the first coefficient C 0 vanishes. The captured normalP
2 Pn−1
2
ized variance k−1
j =0 |Ĉ j | / j =0 |Ĉ j | saturates rapidly for a small number of used
coefficients k (right panel at the bottom). Thus, with only k = 6 coefficients we
can describe more than 99% of ED’s contribution.

can be obtained by mapping the canonical coefficients by a unitary matrix U ∈
P
U (n, C) with entries U j i = (b j )∗i such that Ĉ j = i U j i C i . The common definition
of the discrete Fourier transform (up to a normalization factor8 ) is given as follows:
X
¡
1 n−1
i·j ¢
Ĉ j = p
C i · exp −i2π n
.
n i =0
The substitution j 7→ n − j reveals a redundancy in the Fourier representation
∗
for real-valued signals: Ĉ n−
= Ĉ j ∀ j > 0 (so-called Hermitian symmetry). As a
j
result, it is sufficient to compute the first n2 coefficients. Although U is a dense
matrix the matrix-vector product U (C ) can be computed with only O (n · log n)
operations using Cooley et al.’s Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) published in 1965
[44]. This algorithm exploits the structure of U by recursively splitting it into
two sub-problems of half the size. Ironically, Carl Friedrich Gauss discovered an
equivalent algorithm with the same asymptotic complexity more than 150 years
earlier [45].
8
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Here, the normalization factor was chosen such that the basis vectors have unit length.

2.2.5. I NDEXING WITH S PATIAL A CCESS M ETHODS
For a slowly varying signal the projection onto low frequency basis vectors
(small j s) will be dominant.9 Thus, we can safely truncate the sequence of
Fourier coefficients by removing the almost vanishing contributions from highfrequencies (see Figure 2.13). Analogous to the previous sections, we can define a
lower bound of ED by restricting the index set to the top-k basis vectors. This procedure is equivalent to lossy compression techniques used in many audio/video
encoders.

2.2.5 Indexing with Spatial Access Methods
The dimensional reduction to only a few coefficients allows for the indexing of
time series with common spatial access methods amongst others R-trees [46] and
kd-trees [47]. In this context, the use of the canonical representation with all n
data points is not advisable since the querying process degenerates to linear search
within the database due to the so-called curse of dimensionality [48].
Furthermore, this approach assumes that dimensional reduction (PCA, Wavelet, FFT etc.) as well as the construction of the spatial access data structure can
be carried out in a preprocessing phase. Similar indexing techniques exist for
the use of elastic measures DTW and Longest Common Subsequence [49]. However, recent research on the subsequence alignment of time series in long data
streams suggests that lower-bounded linear search is the most appropriate method
in terms of memory consumption when providing support for arbitrary query
lengths as stated by Keogh et al. [17]:
‘Moreover, if we are interested in tackling a trillion data objects we
clearly cannot fit any index in the main memory, much less all of them,
or any two of them.’
and execution speed during the querying process (same source):
‘While our work has focused on fast sequential search, we believe that
for DTW, our work is faster than all known indexing efforts.’
Consequently, we focus on the acceleration of lower-bounded linear search during the rest of this thesis and neglect classical indexing techniques despite their
superior properties on small data sets with hard-coded query length.

9

For the special case of constant time series all coefficients except Ĉ 0 =

p
n · C vanish.
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CHAPTER

3

PARALLELIZATION OF THE UCR-S UITE
‘Making it faster (usually an order of magnitude, or
no one cares). ’ — Eamonn Keogh, UC Riverside

Euclidean Distance (ED) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) are cornerstones
in the field of time series data mining. Many high-level algorithms like kNNclassification [13], clustering [6] or anomaly detection [7] make excessive use of
these distance measures as subroutines. Furthermore, the vast growth of recorded
data produced by automated monitoring systems or integrated sensors establishes
the need for efficient implementations.
An example for tremendous amounts of time series data is PhysioBank1 – a repository of over 60 datasets featuring over 40,000 recordings of annotated, digitized
physiologic signals and time series [50]. The total quantity of the recorded data
exceeds 4TB. Another popular source for time series data is the UCR-Repository
[16] which consists of over 40 datasets from different domains including mass
spectra, trajectories, power consumption records and leaf shapes.
Mining such amounts of time series data demands for exceedingly fast algorithms in theory and practice. Furthermore, many high-level data mining algorithms among others kNN-classifiers [13], classification with kernel machines
[51], Kernel-k-Means as well as spectral clustering [52] rely on the pair-wise distance information between all time series in the database or training set. In these
cases, the workload is proportional to the squared number of database entries N
1

http://www.physionet.org
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such that the processing of even small datasets can be computationally demanding. Let Td be the time consumption of the used similarity measure then the total
time complexity is in O (N 2 · Td ). Consequently, a moderate amount of only 100
database entries increases the runtime of the used high-level algorithm by a factor
of 10,000 in comparison to the subroutine of comparing two time series.
In contrast to algorithms that employ pair-wise distance information between
pairs of time series, one encounters algorithms that extract subsequence candidates from individual database instances [6] or an isolated stream [17]. On the one
hand, a single time series of length n consists of n (n+1)
subsequence candidates
2
(k)
(k)
C of all possible lengths |C | ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Hence, the runtime scales quadratically independent of the choice of the used distance measure. On the other hand,
consider a stream of time series data S of length n and a query Q of length m
then there exist n − m + 1 possible locations to align Q in S. The resulting time
complexity corresponds to O (n 2 · Td ) in the former and O (n · Td ) in the latter case.
In both situations, we have to consider a significant increasing of the runtime in
comparison to the ordinary (global) alignment of two time series.
There exist three major strategies to face the challenge of reducing the runtime
for the above mentioned applications:
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■

(Parallelization) The total runtime always depends on the computational
cost of the involved similarity measure d . Therefore, it is advisable to
speedup its computation. This can be achieved with massively parallel
algorithms on modern hardware accelerators. For this purpose, suitable
computation schemes have to be designed. Nevertheless, the asymptotic
runtime will remain the same such that the speedup needs to be considerable i.e. one or two orders-of-magnitude.

■

(Exploit Redundancy) Redundant information during the computation can
be exploited to lower the theoretical runtime of the algorithm. This strategy
can be agonizing since there is no straight way to achieve this. Nevertheless,
a mitigation in the asymptotic complexity during the processing of streams
with millions of data points will be clearly noticeable. In combination with
parallelization techniques enormous improvements in the performance are
conceivable.

■

(Lower Bounding) Many algorithms rely only on the smallest distance between a given query Q and the set of candidates C (k)
database
or stream.
¡ in a(k)
¢
As a result, we can abandon a computation of d Q,C
if it exceeds the
value of a precomputed distance measure. This early-exit is possible
¡ since¢
d (Q,C (k) ) is at least as big as the optimal distance d ∗ := mink d Q,C (k) .
Moreover, if we can find a distinct similarity
measure
is compu¡
¢
¡ LB which
¢
tational less demanding and satisfies LB Q,C (k) ≤ d Q,C (k) for all queries

3.1. T HE UCR-S UITE
Q and all candidates C (k) , we can use it to lower-bound the original similarity measure. Initially, one computes the lower bound for a candidate
and decides whether the computation of the original similarity measure is
still promising or not. Depending on the runtime and the pruning power
of the used lower bound this technique can be a powerful tool to speedup
alignment algorithms.
In summary, time series data mining is challenging – even modestly sized
datasets may demand for vast computational resources. Nevertheless, powerful
tools can be utilized to overcome these issues. In the following, we will combine
efficient pruning techniques and massively parallel algorithm design to develop
novel computation schemes for ED and DTW on modern hardware accelerators.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 repeats the basic
normalization and lower-bounding techniques for ED and DTW. Moreover, we
give a brief introduction in the alignment of subsequences in huge streams followed by a detailed discussion of the UCR-Suite[17], the current state-of-the-art
implementation of time series subsequence alignment. The parallelization of
subsequence ED and DTW on CUDA-enabled accelerators is presented in section
3.2. Finally, a performance evaluation of our implementation in comparison to
the UCR-Suite is given in Section 3.3.

3.1 The UCR-Suite
Among other important tasks in time series data mining, stream monitoring is a
crucial application for the inspection of the measured data [53]. Usually, a system
of sensors records consecutive values over time with no further information about
the signal itself i.e. annotations, regions of interest or changes of state in the
underlying process are completely lacking. Nevertheless, a concerned data miner
might be interested in the building blocks of the data in order to reveal its latent
structure. Questions about the periodicity of the stream, the potential occurrence
of anomalies [7] or characteristic segments to be used in clustering or classification
arise [6]. Hence, we pursue a high-level description of the measured data.
A popular example is given by the long-term measurement of electrocardiograms (ECG). The recording of the signal is often accomplished with only little
or no supervision by a domain expert. Usually, a cardiologist annotates some
heartbeats right after the calibration but will leave the remaining measurement
unsupervised. As a result, a predominant part of the measured stream holds no
meta-data at all. Analogously to the above mentioned problems, one would like
to determine the exact location of each individual heartbeat or the most unusual
heartbeat during the whole measurement. Figure 3.1 illustrates this idea on a
small excerpt of an ECG stream. Further tasks may be the automated grouping
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into healthy and abnormal beats for the construction of a classifier to enable future
investigations of the patient’s recovery.

Q

S

Figure 3.1: Local alignment of a heartbeat query (red/bold) in a stream of ECG
data (grey/thin) using locally z-normalized ED.

Another example is given by the recording of thickness profiles of produced
metal bands during the hot-rolling of steal. The metal is deformed in several
rolling steps to obtain the final product. For this purpose, the primal steal ingots
are heated in an oven to achieve a proper temperature for the deformation. Small
variations in the spatial distribution of the temperature may cause irregularities in
the thickness which becomes noticeable in characteristic spikes. These occasionally occurring skidmarks can drastically reduce the quality of the product which
may cause severe economical losses. Given their shape one may ask if these spikes
are present and for the corresponding location in the measured stream. Further
considerations may involve the construction of automated skid-mark detectors
and the design of robust quality measures (see Figure 3.2).
Consequently, the alignment of characteristic shapes (heart beats, skidmarks
etc.) in long data streams is the fundamental task to be accomplished for the
construction of high-level representations of the involved time series. The UCRSuite [17], a recent approach by Rakthanmanon et al., is to our best knowledge the
fastest implementation of locally z-normalized subsequence alignment under ED
and DTW and thus needs further investigation. It uses sophisticated techniques to
speedup the computation amongst others lower bound cascades and on-the-fly
z-normalization. During the following sections, the used techniques and their
asymptotic complexities are discussed in detail.
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Figure 3.2: An example for a z-normalized thickness measurement of a metal coil
during the hot-rolling of steal. At least five obvious sharp spikes (skidmarks) can
be found in the measurement that may decrease the quality of the final product.

3.1.1 Subsequence Alignment in Streams
A straight-forward approach for the calculation of the best alignment position
of a query Q in a long stream S is calculating the distances for each of the subsequence candidates C (k) by shifting an extraction window of fixed size |Q| over
the whole stream. As we have seen in the previous chapter, z-normalization is a
crucial preprocessing step and thus each of the |S| − |Q| + 1 possible subsequences
have to be normalized independently2 before they can be compared to the query.
The optimal alignment position is determined by the smallest distance measure
amongst all possible candidates. Figure 3.3 states the pseudo-code of the proposed
algorithm.
Let T z be the cost of the normalization step and Td the amount of time for the
calculation of the involved distance measure
then the ¢overall computational cost
¡
has an asymptotic time complexity of O |S| · (T z + Td ) . ED and z-normalization
can be processed in O (|Q|) time, yet DTW accounts for O (|Q|2 ) operations. Thus
the runtime is at least in O (|S| · |Q|) and upper-bounded by O (|S| · |Q|2 ). The
resulting runtime may be computationally intractable even for moderately sized
databases. The naïve approach has another drawback: Imagine we introduced
2

Please note, it is not sufficient to simply z-normalize the whole stream at once.
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1: function SUBSEQUENCE _ ALIGN (Q, S)
2:
3:

Q ← normalize(Q)
distances ← array[|S| − |Q| + 1]

. Q normalized once in preprocessing
. distance for each position

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

for k = 0 → |S| − |Q| do
. for each alignment position
C ← normalize(S[k : k + |Q|])
. extract alignment candidate
distances[k] = distance_measure(Q,C )
. compute distance
end for

9:

. pick best alignment position
. pick best alignment distance

k̂ ← argmin(distances)
dˆ ← distances[
¡
¢ k̂]
ˆ
12:
return k̂, d
13: end function
10:

11:

Figure 3.3: Pseudo-Code of a general subsequence alignment algorithm.

an extraordinarily fast similarity measure d magic that can be computed in zero
time, the normalization step would still need O (|S| · |Q|) operations. As a result, a
separate computation of the stream’s local statistics is advisable.

3.1.2 Windowed z-Normalization
The empirical mean µk and standard deviation σk of a time series candidate C (k)
are defined as:
µk :=

|Q|−1
X
i =0

p i C i(k)

and σ2k :=

|Q|−1
X
i =0

p i (C i(k) − µk )2

where p i :=

1
.
|Q|

Rewriting the equations
of a uniformly
distributed random vari¡
¢ as expectations
¡
¢
able i.e. µk = E C (k) and σ2k = E (C (k) − E (C (k) )2 we can derive an alternative
formula for σk since E is an idempotent and linear map:
X ¡ (k) ¢2
¡
¢
¡
¢2
1 |Q|−1
σ2k = E (C (k) )2 − E C (k) =
C
− µ2k
|Q| i =0 i

.

On the first sight, there is no benefit: The mean µk and standard deviation σk still
account for O (|Q|) operations. However, we can extend the formulas to the whole
stream by substituting C i(k) by S i +k . Using a discrete version of the fundamental
theorem of calculus we can reinterpret the sums over S j and S 2j as differences of
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the integral functions F and G evaluated at the borders:
Ã
!
k−1
X
X
X
1 |Q|−1+k
F (k + |Q|) − F (k)
1 |Q|−1
S i +k =
Sj −
,
Sj =
|Q| i =0
|Q|
|Q|
j =0
j =0
Ã
!
X 2
X 2 k−1
X 2
1 |Q|−1+k
G(k + |Q|) −G(k)
1 |Q|−1
S i +k =
Sj −
Sj =
.
|Q| i =0
|Q|
|Q|
j =0
j =0
Both, F and G, can be computed with exclusive prefix sums in O (|S|) time. Rakthanmanon et al. [17] and Chan et al. [54] mention the risk of numerical instabilities
during the computation of the proposed calculation scheme for the standard
deviation if σ is small and the number of time ticks is large. In cases where double
precision cannot guarantee the desired accuracy for the whole stream S, a partitioned calculation of the prefix sums F and G is conceivable. Thus, we process the
windowed standard deviation and mean independently on batches of a fixed size.
Neglecting the small overlaps between the individual batches, the computational
effort is the same due to the associativity of the sum operation.
Thus, when moving the computation of the stream statistics to the preprocessing phase, the asymptotic time complexity of the general
subsequence
align¡
¢
ment algorithm can be modified to O (|S| · Td + |S|) = O |S| · (Td + 1) . Assuming
again, d magic to perform distance calculations with zero operations, the runtime
would be reduced to the O (|S|) contribution of the z-normalization. Although
d magic cannot possibly exist, we will see in subsection 3.2.2, that it is indeed possible to calculate ED with only logarithmic3 effort per time tick.

3.1.3 Warping Envelopes
¡
¢
The (constrained) DTW similarity measure with its O |Q|2 contribution per alignment position is considered to be superior to ED in means
on the
¡ of quality
¢
2
majority of data sets. The overall asymptotic runtime of O |S| · |Q| may be too
demanding, especially for long queries. Thus, we need to construct efficient lower
bounds analogous to the unitary transformation in Chapter 2. However, the elastic
mapping of indices prohibits the same approach unless we can rewrite DTW’s
warping property in terms of a lock-step assignment of indices. A naïve approach
would be the following [55]:
1. Calculate the global maximum and minimum Q − and Q + of the query.
2. During the comparison of a candidate sequence C with Q, assume that each
value in C can be ideally assigned to a value in Q as long as C exclusively
takes values in [Q − ,Q + ]. In this case, we have constructed the trivial zero
lower bound, since the resulting measure does not contribute at any point.
3

Note, log2 109 < 30 – that is almost as fast as d magic .
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3. Assume now, that at least one value C i is greater than Q + . Since warping only
affects the time-axis, there must be a non-vanishing contribution, namely
(C i − Q + )2 . It is smaller than the actual DTW measure because we overoptimistically assumed ideal warping for values in [Q − ,Q + ].
4. Extend this approach to all values C i that are either greater than Q + or
smaller than Q − . By the same argument, the sum over the non-vanishing
contributions is a lower bound of DTW.
Recall DTW’s bounding property i.e. the first and last indices have to be matched
onto each other. As a result, we can define LBKim [56] (see Figure 3.4) as:
−Q + )2 if C i > Q +
(C −Q − )2 if C i < Q − .
 i
0
else


¡
¢
LB2Kim Q,C := (Q 0 −C 0 )2 + (Q |Q|−1 −C |Q|−1 )2 +

|Q|−2
X (C i
i =1

Please note, although LBKim is not symmetric in the arguments Q and C , their
roles may be reversed while still obtaining a lower bound for DTW in O (|Q|) time.

Computation of the LBKim lower bound
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Figure 3.4: An example for two z-normalized time series from the Gun-Point
dataset. The classic LBKim lower bound calculates the differences between the
candidate sequence C and the so-called warping-envelope of the query Q. Here,
the measure only contributes non-vanishing residues in the middle and at the
endpoints of both time series.
Furthermore, one may utilize the proposed lower bound for indexing with
spatial access methods by restricting LBKim to the 4−tuple (C 0 ,C |Q|−1 ,C − ,C + ) for
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each subsequence candidate C . Unfortunately, the pruning power of this lowdimensional representation will most likely be insufficient on z-normalized data
due to the following observation:4 Each z-normalized subsequence candidate
C has zero mean and a standard deviation of one. Assuming similar statistical
distributions for the values of different alignment candidates, the global extrema
C + and C − are approximately constant as mentioned in [17].
‘The original definition of LBKim also uses the distances between the
maximum values from both time series and the minimum values
between both time series in the lower bound, making it O (n). However,
for normalized time series these two extra values tend to be tiny and it
does not pay to compute them, and ignoring them allows the bound to
be O (1), a fact we will exploit below. ’
For that reason, only the differences in the first and last index contribute reasonably. This tiny fraction of the whole index set renders the measure useless,
especially for long queries.
In order to improve the situation, the UCR-Suite [17] uses a modified variant5
of LBKim that accumulates the warped contributions of the first and last k indices.
To achieve this, the penalty matrix of residues M [i , j ] = (Q i − C j )2 is filled with
zeros except for the upper left and lower right k × k submatrices. Afterwards, the
optimal warping path is calculated independently on both remaining squares (see
Figure 3.5). The sum of both measures is a lower bound of the unconstrained
DTW measure since it neglects the potentially non-vanishing contributions on the
remaining part of the penalty matrix. Consequently, the following inequality chain
holds for all Q and C and W ≥ 0:
¡
¢
¡
¢
¡
¢
LBKim Q,C ≤ DTW Q,C ≤ CDTW Q,C ,W
.
In practice, k is chosen to be a small constant such that LBKim can be processed
in O (k 2 ) = O (1) time. However, this modified lower bound may also perform
inefficiently during the pruning of very long time series since it only considers a
2k
small fraction |Q|
of the whole index set.

3.1.4 Lemire’s Efficient Streamed Min-Max-Algorithm
It seems to be hard to construct tight lower bounds for the unconstrained DTW
measure where we have to consider either global extrema or only small fractions
of the index set. This can be explained as follows: Full DTW allows for arbitrarily
4

Note the similarity to the infeasibility of the reversed triangle inequality for zED (see 2.1.2),
where we obtain the trivial zero lower bound.
5
During the rest of this thesis, we focus on the modified variant and omit the classic LBKim
lower bound.
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Figure 3.5: An example for two z-normalized time series from the Gun-Point
dataset. The modified LBKim lower bound calculates the unconstrained DTW
between the candidate sequence C and the query Q only at the upper left and
lower right k × k squares of the penalty matrix. In this illustration, we chose k = 50
for a better visualization. However, in practice k is set to small constants e.g. k = 5.
The used colormap (jet) ranges from blue (small values) over yellow (medium
values) to red (high values).

big dilatation and contraction of the time-axis. In the worst case, all indices but
one (the first) of a query could be mapped onto the last index of a candidate
sequence. As a result, we have either to calculate the actual contribution or
assume that the contribution will vanish. The first approach degenerates to a
complete DTW relaxation and the latter results in an ineffective lower bound for
long queries. However, the situation can be improved significantly for constrained
elastic measures.
Recall the Sakoe-Chiba-constrained variant of DTW discussed in Chapter 2. It
restricts the warping path to the neighbourhood of the main diagonal. For a given
index of the candidate
l the warping of indices is limited
to a defined region in the
£
¤
interval Ω(l ) := max(0, l − W ), min(|Q| − 1, l + W ) of maximal length 2 · W + 1. As
a result, one could calculate the windowed extrema L l and Ul :
¡
¢
(L l ,Ul )Q := min Q k , max Q k for all l ∈ {0, . . . , |Q| − 1} .
k∈Ω(l )

k∈Ω(l )

The constructed time series L and U describe a local (time-dependent) warping
envelope in contrast to the global assignment L = Q − and U = Q + of the classic
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LBKim lower bound. By the same argument, we can define another lower bound
since the delocalization of an index l is bound to Ω(l ) during the warping of the
time-axis [24] (see Figure 3.6)6
−Ul )2 if C l > Ul
(L −C l )2 if C l < L l
 l
0
else


¡

¢

LBKeogh (L,U )Q ,C :=

|Q|−1
X (C l
l =0

.

Similar to LBKim the roles of Q and C could be interchanged while still obtaining

Computation of the LBKeogh lower bound
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Figure 3.6: An example for two z-normalized time series from the Gun-Point
dataset. The LBKeogh lower bound calculates the accumulated square of residues
between the candidate sequence C and the warping envelope (L,U )Q of the query.
In this illustration, we chose the Sakoe-Chiba constraint to locally restrict the
warping path to W = 10 indices to the left and right. In contrast to the classic
LBKim lower bound, the resulting measure considers a bigger contribution of
residues and thus is considered to be tighter (see Figure 3.4).
a lower bound. The computation
of
¡
¢
¡ the¢ warping envelope (L,U )Q can naïvely be
accomplished with O W · |Q| = O |Q|2 operations by the local determination of
the extrema in Ω(l ) for all indices l . This will not influence the runtime drastically
since (L,U )Q has only to be computed once at the beginning of the alignment task.
However, the situation is completely different if we allow to interchange
¡ 2 ¢the roles
of Q and C . The local computation of (L,U )C would demand
for¢O |Q| at each
¡
alignment position resulting in an overall runtime of O |S| · |Q|2 – as bad as the
brute-force computation of DTW itself.
6

A rigid proof can be found in the corresponding publication.
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1: function L EMIRE -M IN -M AX(Q, W )
2:
L̂, Û ← [0], [0]
. double-ended queues for the indices
3:
L,U ← array[|Q|], array[|Q|]
. resulting warping envelope
4:
5:
for i = 1 → |Q| − 1 do
6:
if i > W then
. reporting the extrema after leaving the window
7:
U [i − W − 1] ← Q front(Û )
8:
L [i − W − 1] ← Q front(L̂)
9:
end if
10:
if Q i > Q i −1 then
. readjustment of monotonicity
11:
Û .pop_back()
12:
while Q i > back(Û ) do
13:
Û .pop_back()
14:
end while
15:
else
16:
L̂.pop_back()
17:
while Q i < back(L̂) do
18:
L̂.pop_back()
19:
end while
20:
end if
21:
22:
L̂ .push_back(i )
. finally add the new index at the right position
23:
Û .push_back(i )
24:
25:
if i = 2 · W + 1 + front(Û ) then . remove indices when not present in window
26:
Û .pop_front()
27:
else if i = 2 · W + 1 + front(L̂) then
28:
L̂.pop_front()
29:
end if
30:
end for
31:
32:
for i = |Q| → |Q| + W do
. write out the remaining W indices
33:
U [i − W − 1] ← Q front(Û )
34:
L [i − W − 1] ← Q front(L̂)
35:
36:
if i − front(Û ) ≥ 2 · W + 1 then
37:
Û .pop_front()
38:
end if
39:
if i − front(L̂) ≥ 2 · W + 1 then
40:
L̂.pop_front()
41:
end if
42:
end for
43:
return (L,U )Q
44: end function

Figure 3.7: Pseudo-code for the efficient computation of the warping envelope.
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Fortunately, Lemire [57] proposed a streamed min-max algorithm which can
carry out the same task with no more than 3 · |Q| operations. The basic idea
behind this approach can be explained as follows: One maintains two separate
lists of indices L̂ and Û that describe monotonic (not necessarily consecutive)
subsequences of the values Q l from a certain position. Exemplary, L̂ 0 indicates
that Q L̂ 0 is the global minimum in the interval [0,W − 1]. Furthermore, L̂ 1 encodes
recursively the index of the global minimum in [L̂ 0 ,W − 1] and so on. As a result,
Q L̂ m ≤ Q L̂ m+1 for all m such that (Q L̂ 0 ,Q L̂ 1 , . . . ) is a monotonic non-decreasing
sequence. The same is carried out for the global maxima i.e. (QÛ0 ,QÛ1 , . . . ) is a
monotonic non-increasing sequence. Hence, the windowed extrema on [0,W − 1]
can be reported as L 0 = Q L̂ 0 and U0 = QÛ0 . When shifting the alignment window
the lists L̂ and Û have to be updated accordingly by popping indices from the front
(if L̂ 0 or Û0 are no more present in the window) and back (if the new value QW
violates the monotonicity). Figure 3.7 states the pseudo-code.
Exploiting the monotonicity of the sequences (Q L̂ m )m and (QÛm )m , every
value Q¡l is compared
amortized three times. As a result, the reversed variant
¢
LBKeogh (L,U )C ,Q can be calculated in only linear time per alignment position
independent of the chosen window W . Moreover, we can¡reduce ¢the asymptotic
¡ ¢
cost for the calculation of all warping envelopes from O |S| · |Q| to O |S| with
only minor losses in the tightness of the lower bound.7 Assume we calculate the
warping envelope (L,U )S on the whole stream without applying z-normalization
¡
¢
instead of doing the same for each z-normalized subsequence candidate z C (k) .
How can we relate the subsequences of the global envelope (L,U )S restricted to
the interval [k, k + |Q| − 1] to the individual local envelopes (L,U )z(C (k) ) ? Since the
maximum and minimum operations commute index-wise with z-normalization
max

³x −µ´
σ

=

max(x) − µ
σ

for all x, µ ∈ R, σ > 0 ,

it does not matter which is applied first. Furthermore, the readjusted global
envelope encloses all local envelopes due to the following observation:
■

Consider the indices of (L,U )z(C (k) ) that lie apart from the borders of the
subsequence candidate by at least W positions, then (L,U )z(C (k) ) and (L,U )S
have exactly the same values after z-normalization since they determine the
windowed extrema on that portion of the stream and consequently agree.

■

Values at indices near the borders of the subsequence candidate (i.e. less
than W positions apart) may differ slightly since (L,U )z(C (k) ) does not consider the overlap during the shifting of the window. However, the maximum
can only increase when considering additional values from the halo and
analogously the minimum can only decrease.

7

To our best knowledge, this idea has not been published so far.
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Thus, the local envelope of C (k) must be enclosed index-wise by the global envelope of S (see Figure 3.8). The tightness of the lower bound is almost the same,
since the envelope may differ only on 2 · W indices.8 Similar to z-normalization
with prefix sums, we can substitute the computation of the local envelopes by a
global computation in a preprocessing phase with only 3 · |S| comparisons.
As we have seen, the envelopes are compared in a lock-step manner during the
evaluation of LBKeogh . Since the windowed extrema (L,U )C are locally smoothed
variants of the candidate sequence C , dimensional reduction techniques can be
utilized using e.g. piecewise constant approximations of the envelope [7, 42]
or spectral approximations like PCA and Wavelet/Fourier coefficients as seen in
Chapter 2. Unfortunately, for each possible length of Q an indexing structure has
to be constructed. Thus, this approach renders intractable in terms of memory
when providing support for queries of arbitrary length.

3.1.5 Assembly of the Building Blocks
We have seen in the previous subsections, that the local statistics and warping
envelopes can be computed with only linear cost in a preprocessing phase right
before the actual alignment task (see Table 3.1). Since we do not expect a subsequence similarity measure to find an optimal alignment in less than O (|S|) time,9
z-normalization (µk , σk ) and the computation of the envelopes (L,U )Q , (L,U )S
are not discussed in the following but can be considered to be given implicitly
whenever needed. The UCR-Suite consists of two major time series alignment
preprocessing step
z-normalization of Q
z-normalization of all C (k)
warping envelope of Q
warping envelope of all C (k)

naïve runtime

final runtime

technique

O (|Q|)
O (|S| · |Q|)
O (|Q|2 )
O (|S| · |Q|2 )

O (|Q|)
O (|S|)
O (|Q|)
O (|S|)

–
prefix sums
Lemire-3n
commutativity

Table 3.1: Asymptotic worst case runtimes of preprocessing steps. The mitigation
in the asymptotic time complexities is a prime example for the exploitation of
redundant information during the processing.

algorithms: A lock-step calculation of z-normalized subsequence ED (sED) and
an elastic subsequence alignment under the constrained DTW similarity measure
(sCDTW) also using z-normalization. The authors introduced further improvements to speedup sED and sCDTW in comparison to former state-of-the-art
8

The window W ranges usually between 5% and 10% of the query length. Thus, in the worst
case 80% of the envelope is not affected. Moreover, the remaining 20% may only differ slightly.
9
It should at least know the value of each entry of the stream S to guarantee optimality.
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Computation of the streamed warping envelope
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Figure 3.8: An example of a stream built from an instance of the Gun-Point dataset
using concatenation (red). Obviously, the global envelope (black) encloses the
local envelope (blue) at each index of the subsequence in the middle. Only minor
differences in the values are perceivable at the borders caused by the overlap of
the window (W = 10). The region of interest is magnified in the lower panel. As a
result, the streamed envelope can be considered as tight as the local one.
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implementations which usually rely on early-abandoning of the measure itself,
lower-bounding and avoiding the computation of square roots:
■

Since the sum operation + is associative and commutative, we can process
P
ED in an arbitrary order of the indices. Thus, ED(Q,C )2 = i (Q π(i ) − C π(i ) )2
for any permutation π in the symmetric group S (|Q|). Assume BSF ∈ R+
0
being your best-so-far alignment score, then ED(Q,C )2 can be abandoned
early if any partial sum of squared residues exceeds that value. Amongst all
|Q|! = |S (|Q|)| possible permutations Rakthanmanon et al. propose to sort
the values of Q in descending order of their magnitude |Q i |. This heuristic
reordering can be applied in a preprocessing phase with only O (|Q| · log |Q|)
effort and may reasonably decrease the overall runtime.

■

Assume there is more than one dedicated lower bound for a similarity measure. In the majority of publications the authors determine the best amongst
all known lower bounds or improve a promising candidate e.g. LBimproved
as enhancement of LBKeogh [58]. Thus, occasionally loose lower bounds like
LBKim are often omitted. In contrast, Rakthanmanon et al. propose to use
all these lower bounds in a cascade beginning with the least demanding in
means of runtime and then switching to more expensive ones.

Although it seems counter-intuitive to do more work than needed, the latter can
be¡ justified
¢ as follows: Assume you have calculated a perfect alignment BSF =
d Q,C (k) = 0 for some k and all other subsequence candidates differ at least in
the first
them to Q.10 The obviously loose lower bound
¡ index
¢ when comparing
2
2
LBloose Q,C := (Q 0 − C 0 ) would prune every other candidate in constant time.
Thus, the search on the remaining indices could be accomplished with O (|S|)
effort both under ED and DTW. Although a perfect match is very unlikely, BSF will
be almost vanishing after the inspection of only a small portion of the stream. It
would be crude to use a more expensive lower bound in this situation – even the
very efficient linear time LBKeogh would be a waste of resources.
During the elastic alignment of time series LBKim is a perfect representative for
a cheap but occasionally loose lower bound. In contrast, if LBKim cannot exclude
a certain candidate, it is reasonable to invest the linear runtime of LBKeogh or its
reversed variant. The full relaxation of DTW is performed only if all lower bounds
fail. Similar to the abandoning of the ED measure itself, DTW can be equipped
with a (sightly more complex) early-exit mechanism.11 Let d ( · , · ) be a measure or
10

The first assumption may be overoptimistic but the second one is almost always fulfilled.
An obvious decision criterion for an early exit can be found when using a wavefront relaxation
for DTW . A detailed description of this computation scheme can be found in the next section.
11
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lower bound then its early-exit capable variant shall be denoted as follows:
d

BSF

¢
¡
¢
½ ¡
¡
¢
d Q,C
if BSF > d Q,C
Q,C :=
∞
else

.

With the help of this definition we can state the simplified pseudo-code of the
lower bound cascade utilized in the UCR-Suite under the CDTW measure. Since it
is a single-threaded online algorithm the IO of the stream, memory accesses and
the calculation of the stream’s statistics (µk , σk ) can be considered to be processed
in a lazy-evaluation fashion i.e. expensive square roots and divisions during znormalization are only executed if the measure is smaller than the already obtained
BSF-value. Thus, z-normalization is completely suppressed in Figure 3.9 to avoid
the introduction of distractive clutter in the control flow. The computation of
UCR-Suite’s subsequence alignment under ED omits lower bounds and uses only
early-exit capable processing of z-normalization and ED combined with the above
mentioned reordering of indices.
Concluding, Rakthanmanon et al. exploited redundancy and lower bounds
to achieve faster execution times. However, the authors consider parallelization
but provide no explicit strategy – in contrast, they underline that UCR-ED and
UCR-DTW are faster than existing multi-core implementations:
‘It is important to note that while we can get essentially linear speedup
using multicores, the software improvements we will present in the next
section completely dwarf the improvements gained by multicores. As
a concrete example, a recent paper shows that a search of a time series
of length 421,322 under DTW takes "3 hours and 2 minutes on a single
core. The (8-core version) was able to complete the computation in 23
minutes" [34]. However, using our ideas, we can search a dataset of this
size in just under one second on a single core. ’
In this certain context, this may be a valid statement where the authors compare
their implementation to already existing algorithms. Nevertheless, modern hardware accelerators amongst others CUDA-enabled graphics cards (Nvidia K20x:
∼ 1 Tflops/s) and many-core boards like the Xeon Phi (5110p: ∼ 1 Tflops/s) effectively12 provide up to five times more double-precision operations per seconds
than a state-of-the-art CPU (Xeon E5-2680v2: ∼ 200 Gflops/s) using all cores [59].
During the rest of this chapter, we will design computational schemes that allow for
the porting of the described (often inherent sequential) techniques to parallel processors. Furthermore, we explicitly implement these schemes on CUDA-enabled
accelerators and multi-core CPUs.
12

We avoid to cite exact numbers for the peak performance provided by the vendors. In most
applications, they do not reflect reality.
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1: function UCR _ CASCADED _ CDTW(Q, S, W )
2:
(k̂, BSF) ← (−1, ∞)
. initialize best match with dummy values
3:
4:
for k = 0 → |S| − |Q| do
. for each alignment position
5:
C ← S[k : k + |Q|]
. extract alignment candidate
6:
7:
if BSF < LBBSF
(Q,C ) then
. 3-point full DTW ∈ O (1)
Kim
8:
continue
9:
end if
10:
if BSF < LBBSF
((L,U )Q ,C ) then
. Q-enveloped LB ∈ O (|Q|)
Keogh
11:
continue
12:
end if
13:
if BSF < LBBSF
((L,U )C ,Q) then
. C -enveloped LB ∈ O (|Q|)
Keogh
14:
continue
15:
end if
16:
17:
d ← CDTWBSF (Q,C ,W )
. complete constrained relaxation ∈ O (|Q|2 )
18:
19:
if d < BSF then
. check for best alignment
20:
(k̂, BSF) ← (k, d )
21:
end if
22:
end for
23:
¢
¡
24:
return k̂, BSF
25: end function

Figure 3.9: Pseudo-code for the efficient computation of sCDTW.

3.2 Parallelization on CUDA-enabled accelerators
Besides the reasonable increasing in floating point operations modern hardware
accelerators operate with a significantly better energy efficiency than common
CPUs. Thus, especially in high performance computing (HPC) environments, it
can be expected that the ratio of hardware accelerator cards will increase in the
near future. Exemplary, under the top 10 entries of the Green 500 benchmark13
nine out of ten systems explicitly state NVIDIA K20x or K40 cards. For historical
reasons, GPUs are specialized on single-precision floating point operations which
can be processed up to five times faster than double precision on that dedicated
hardware. As a result, they are ideally suited for the processing of big amounts of
floating point data e.g. time series streams of enormous lengths.
Unfortunately, GPU cores process the data in a different manner than thread13

The Green 500 list from June 2014 can be found at:

http://www.green500.org/lists/green201406&green500from=1&green500to=100 .
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ing models on common multi-core CPUs. As we will see, a straight-forward port of
the stated pseudo-codes is often impossible due to the single-instruction-multiplethreads (SIMT) constraint on graphics hardware. In the following subsection, we
give a brief overview of the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), which
provides specialized language bindings (C/C++ and Fortran dialects) for the programming of NVIDIA graphics cards. Although there exist unified approaches for
the programming of GPUs from other vendors and multi-core CPUs (e.g. OpenCL
and OpenACC), CUDA is nowadays the dominant programming model in scientific applications designed for the execution on graphics hardware. In CUDA,
the parallelism has to be expressed explicitly allowing for precise control on a low
level which, if done properly, results in efficient performance.

3.2.1 A Brief Review of CUDA
This subsection aims for a brief introduction into CUDA and thus cannot be
considered to be complete. An interested reader may refer to [60] for an extensive
overview. Whenever hardware specifications are cited we assume an NVIDIA
Tesla K40 graphics card [61]. In the following, we focus solely on the features of
CUDA that are required for the understanding of our algorithmic design and the
impact on performance. This includes the organization of parallelism, memory
and caches as well as synchronization.

Computational Model
The CUDA programming model achieves parallelism with a massive amount of
threads which each are executed independently on a separate stream processor
(SP). The number of SPs can exceed several thousands e.g. 2880 for an NVIDIA
K40 allowing for the simultaneous processing of vast amounts of scalar operations.
The SPs themselves are organized in a grid of streaming multiprocessors (SM)
each consisting of several hundreds SPs (NVIDIA K40: 192 SPs in each of the 15
SMs). Figure 3.10 depicts the hardware layout for the GK110 architecture which is
used by K40 boards. The scheduler can assign more than one thread to a single
SP. The corresponding context switches between the execution of threads do not
reasonably mitigate the overall performance due to a large register file. Exemplary,
an NVIDIA K40 GPU provides 65536 32bit registers per SM which allows for the
simultaneous maintenance of thousands of lightweight threads without the need
for dumping states. As we will see later, this switching between threads with
minimal overhead can be exploited to hide the latency of the attached memory.
Threads are organized in thread blocks which loosely map to the above mentioned
SMs. Similar to the scheduling of threads the scheduler may maintain more blocks
than the number physically existing SMs. Concluding, up to 1024 threads are
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Figure 3.10: Layout of the GK110 chip used in NVIDIA K40 accelerator cards [61].

grouped into a grid of up to 232 − 1 thread blocks. Depending on the user’s needs
the grids can be configured to map indices in the 1D, 2D or 3D domain.
Roughly speaking, a CUDA-enabled GPU can be utilized as a huge vector machine: A typical use case would be the pixel-wise smoothing of an image where
each thread calculates a weighted average over a small region of the neighbouring pixels. In this case, each thread would execute exactly the same sequence of
operations similar to the single instruction multiple data (SIMD) computation
model of vector units in modern CPUs. Although data can be (re)arranged to lie in
consecutive memory for many applications, SIMD puts on us an additional constraint which may be too restricting.14 The CUDA programming model relaxes the
SIMD paradigm to a less restrictive computation scheme – the single instruction
multiple thread (SIMT) model:
■

14

Single instruction is only enforced on batches of 32 consecutive threads.
However, branch divergence within this so-called warp is still allowed but
will be serialized by the hardware. Thus, all threads in a warp should execute
the same branch to achieve reasonable performance.

Note, when smoothing an image the pixels on the x-axis are arranged in consecutive memory.
In contrast, memory accesses along the y-axis are scattered through the whole memory.
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■

Consecutive threads in a warp do not necessarily need to access consecutive
memory. Let I = (i 0 , i 1 , . . . ) be a random sequence of indices then thread j
is allowed to access memory at position i j . In contrast, SIMD would enforce
thread j to access the memory at position j + k for some constant k ∈ N0 .

Nevertheless, it is advisable to treat a warp, whenever possible, as if it was an SIMD
vector unit of length 32.

Figure 3.11: Layout of a single streaming multiprocessor unit [61]. Obviously, there
are three times more single-precision units (green cores) than double-precision
units (yellow cores) which explains the performance gap between both computation modes. All cores in an SM share the same low latency level one cache and
constant memory.
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Memory
CUDA-enabled accelerators provide at least three different types of memory. In
contrast to CPUs, the level one cache has to be programmed explicitly. Only a
minor part of the level one cache and the whole level two cache of the GPU is
administered implicitly by the hardware. Similar to Von Neumann architectures
memory bandwidth is considered to be the major bottleneck during the computation. Thus, the programmer has to carefully choose a proper memory utilization
scheme to ensure execution speed.
■

(Global Memory) Modern GPUs are equipped with up to 12 GB dedicated
GDDR5 RAM. The CPU’s RAM is physically detached from the GPU’s offchip memory and connected via a PCIe bus operating at ∼ 6 GB/s. As a
result, the user must explicitly transfer the data between the host system
(host) and the CUDA device (device). The address space of the host and
device are strictly separated.15 Each thread can access the global memory
of the GPU with an overall bandwidth of about 300 GB/s. Memory accesses
should ideally be coalesced i.e. consecutive threads access consecutive
memory locations. Assuming one single precision floating point operation
per datum and omitting latencies of the memory and the involved floating
point operation, we are bound by the global memory bandwidth to process
only 300GB/s·
= 75 Gflops/s – merely 2% of the theoretical peak performance
4B/flop
(NVIDIA K40: 4.29 Tflops/s). In contrast, when reusing data, the utilization
of shared memory and (local) registers can drastically improve this situation.

■

(Shared Memory) Each SM has access to 64 KB on-chip memory split into
48 KB of user-controlled cache and 16 KB level one cache controlled by the
hardware. Depending on the user’s needs the sizes of the partitions may
be reversed to 16 KB/48 KB with an explicit option before the launch of the
computation. Access to shared memory is orders-of-magnitude faster than
global memory reads but is restricted to the threads in one block. Hence,
it can be utilized for inter-thread communication but cannot be used for
inter-block communication. Shared memory is partitioned into 32 memory
banks with a user-defined word size of either four or eight bytes. During the
concurrent execution each memory bank should be read by only one thread
at once – otherwise the accesses are serialized by the hardware which causes
a notable decreasing in performance. Since host data cannot be transferred
directly to the shared memory, it has to be staged in global memory. Thus,
the use of shared memory is only advisable when the cached data is accessed
several times or in random order.

15

CUDA 6.0 introduced a unified memory model which automatically administers the data
transfers between the host and the device. However, the physical address spaces remain separated.
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■

(Registers and Local Memory) Each thread has access to its own private
memory. On the one hand, the user can define fast registers within the
register file limitation of 64 · 1024 · 32 bits per SM and at maximum 255
registers per thread. If this limit is exceeded the register are spilled into
slow global memory and thus should be avoided at any cost. Unfortunately,
registers cannot be enumerated with for-loops which may result in cluttered
code. On the other hand, local arrays can be defined in a thread which allows
for a convenient enumeration. However, this so-called local memory resides
off-chip and should consequently be called ‘thread-local global memory’.
Besides minor optimization techniques using interleaved addressing, local
memory is almost as slow as accesses to the global memory. Therefore,
whenever applicable, shared memory should be utilized instead of local
arrays to avoid poor performance. If the whole data fits into registers and
no inter-thread communication is needed, it is advisable to omit the use of
shared memory and fully rely on the even faster registers.

Furthermore, CUDA offers at least two mechanism for the implicit caching of
global memory, namely constant memory and textures. On the one hand, constant
memory can be considered as a small portion of 64 KB heavily-cached global
memory. It has to be declared in the program header and is read-only during the
concurrent execution of threads. If no cache misses occur, the access is almost
as fast as register reads. However, if threads access different memory positions at
once which are not present in the cache, the reads are serialized by the hardware.
On the other hand, texture objects can be bound to the global memory up to a
length of 227 elements for the 1D case. Textures provide faster access than raw
reads from global memory if the access patterns exhibit spatial locality. Further
hardware-accelerated filter modi like clamping and linear interpolation can be
exploited to save some flops during the computation. Unfortunately, the read-only
texture memory has to be declared in the header of the program and thus cannot
be defined dynamically during runtime. Concluding, the major challenge during
the design of efficient CUDA-programs is to find an optimal distribution of the
memory and the determination of proper access patterns.

Latency Hiding
Assume our algorithm uses optimal access patterns resulting in maximum throughput once the data is flowing. However, we still have to consider the initial overhead
of memory access (latency): During this time span, the GPU cannot possibly process anything which results in a reasonable waste of computational resources.
There exist two popular strategies for latency hiding. Please note, the following
techniques cannot reduce latency at all, they aim for a better utilization of the hard59
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ware by overlapping computation and memory accesses resulting in an overall
shorter runtime of the program:
■

(Over-Provisioning of Threads) The latency of a global memory read can
take up to several hundreds of cycles in contrast to only a few cycles for
the actual floating point operation. A SM can maintain up to 2048 threads
simultaneously although it only consists of 192 SPs. During the time span a
warp has to wait, another warp can process its already received data. Assuming ideal overlap of the computation and memory accesses, the latency can
be almost completely hidden. Thus, when dealing with only a few floating
point operations per memory access, a huge number of active threads i.e.
high occupancy may help to improve the performance. Nevertheless, the
performance will be bound by the throughput of the used memory.

■

(Compute to Global Memory Access Ratio) Over-provisioning of threads
is often advised in the literature but may be disadvantageous. In a recent
talk, Volkov demonstrated that ‘Better Performance at Lower Occupancy’
is indeed possible [62]. In the meantime, mainstream libraries e.g. cuBLAS
[63] and cuFFT [64] reduced the number of concurrent threads and gained
additional performance. This can be achieved by significantly increasing
the work done in a thread. Exemplary, Volkov introduced a simple memcpykernel where each thread copies up to 14 float4 structs at once. This
kernel saturates at only 4% occupancy and is faster than NVIDIA’s native
cudaMemcpy implementation. Furthermore, complex kernels may benefit
from instruction-level parallelism and the possibility to communicate directly via fast registers. The Compute to Global Memory Access Ratio (GCMA)
is an important indicator whether an algorithm performs well (high values) or wastes its computational resources while waiting for memory (low
values).

Concluding, the more time is spent on computation the less latency matters.
Synchronization
As mentioned before, warps scheduled in a block are executed concurrently. Unfortunately, the CUDA programming model does not provide a mechanism to
control the order of warps during execution. However, it is ensured that all threads
in a warp are executed simultaneously and thus there is no need to synchronize
them. Many algorithms rely on synchronization barriers e.g. right after the loading
of the data to shared memory. Within a block of threads this can be done explicitly
with a __syncthreads() call. In contrast, there exists no equivalent device-side
command to synchronize the program across several thread blocks. Although one
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could simulate global barriers by writing state variables to slow global memory,
this approach is not advisable due to performance reasons.
Nevertheless, global synchronization can be enforced explicitly and implicitly
from the host side. On the one hand, the user can rely on the fact that all threads
within a predefined stream finished their work right after the corresponding kernel
has terminated. Thus, when relying on global barriers, the algorithm can be split
into a sequence of kernel calls which are stacked within a loop. When overlapping CPU and GPU computations, the user can enforce a global barrier across
all streams with an explicit cudaDeviceSynchronize() call. Moreover, CUDA
provides an event mechanism to model dependencies between predefined streams
of threads. On the other hand, some commands implicitly synchronize the device
amongst others memory allocations (cudaMalloc[Host]), non-asynchronous
memory operations (cudaMemcpy and cudaMemset) and the configuration of the
L1-cache to shared memory ratio (cudaDeviceSetCacheConfig).

3.2.2 Euclidean Distance
Let us recall the general subsequence alignment algorithm stated in Figure 3.3.
It could be used for the one-nearest-neighbour (1NN) search of a query Q in a
stream S under ED and in fact the UCR-Suite [17] effectively uses this computation scheme in combination with the mentioned optimization techniques. The
asymptotic worst case time complexity is in O (|S| · |Q|) due to the linear cost of
ED.16 Although, the proposed reordering of the query’s indices can be trivially implemented on a GPU, the early-abandoning of ED cannot be mapped efficiently in
an SIMT-compliant way: In a warp of consecutive threads, the alignment position
which abandons last determines the overall runtime, even worse, we have to use
expensive communication to ensure that all threads can safely exit. On the one
hand, the communication could be decreased by checking only every few cycles if
all threads finished their computation. On the other hand, we could argue that the
runtime is anyway in O (|S| · |Q|) and thus we aim to reduce the leading constant
by simply using the additional flops on the GPU.
In contrast, we propose a completely different approach which can be parallelized easily and has a better worst time complexity than UCR-ED. The algorithm is
capable to calculate all of the |S| − |Q| + 1 alignment scores without using lower
bounds and at the same time being faster than UCR-ED. Moreover, its asymptotic
runtime is independent of the query length |Q| and thus queries with millions of
values can be accomplished with no perceivable mitigation in runtime. The rest
of this subsection is based on our publication at the International Conference on
Parallel Processing (ICPP 2014) [65].
16

Please note, early abandoning of ED is still in O (|Q|) unless we use an even weaker lower
bound similar to LBKim . Thus, UCR-ED reduces the constant omitted by the Landau notation.
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Assume we omit z-normalization of the involved time series then all distance
scores for k ∈ {0, . . . , |S| − |Q|} can be computed as follows:
X ¡
X ¡ 2
¢
¢2 |Q|−1
¡
¢2 |Q|−1
Q i − 2 · Q i · S i +k + S i2+k .
Q i − S i +k =
ED Q,C (k) =
i =0

i =0

Although the right-hand-side of the equation looks more complex than the initial
expression, we can lower the naïve O (|S| · |Q|) runtime to a log-linear dependency in the stream length. The first and the third summand can be calculated
with the help of prefix sums in O (|S|) time and memory similar to the windowed
computation of the z-normalization. The second term can be written as a convolution which results in O (|S| · log |S|) runtime using the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) [44]. To achieve that, the query has to be embedded into a zero-vector
ι(Q) := (Q 0 , . . . ,Q |Q|−1 , 0, . . . , 0) of length |S| since
ρ(k) :=

|Q|−1
X

Q i · S i +k =

|S|−1
X

i =0

ι(Q)l %|S| · S (l +k)%|S|

for all k ∈ {0, . . . , |S| − |Q|} .

l =0

As a result, the correlation term ρ(k) can be calculated by a convolution of S and
the time-reversed embedding ι(Q)r := (Q 0 , 0, . . . , 0,Q |Q|−1 ,Q |Q|−2 , . . . ,Q 1 ).17 The reversal of Q could be accomplished efficiently in shared memory to avoid backward
addressing. However, the same can be achieved in a more elegant way by the
complex conjugation of Q in the (dual) frequency space. The modulo operations
are suppressed in the following to avoid unnecessary clutter in the formulas.
Theorem 1 (Correlation Theorem). Let ι : R|Q| → R|S| , Q 7→ (Q 0 , . . . ,Q |Q|−1 , 0, . . . , 0)
be an embedding of the query Q into a zero-vector of length |S|, then
ρ(k) =

|S|−1
X

³ ¡
¢∗
¡ ¢´
ι(Q)l · S l +k = F −1 F ι(Q) ¯ F S ,
k

l =0

where F is the discrete Fourier Transform , ¯ the point-wise product of vectors and
∗ the common complex conjugation.
Proof. By a straightforward calculation of the right-hand-side:
|S|−1
X
¡
¢∗ ¡ ¢
¡
¢
(l 0 −l )s
F ι(Q) s F S s =
ι(Q)∗l · S l 0 · exp −2πi|S|
l ,l 0 =0

=

|S|−1
X
l =0

ι(Q)∗l ·

|S|−1
X
k=0

¢
¡
iks
S l +k · exp −2π
.
|S|

In the last term we used the cyclic index substitution k = l 0 − l . The final result is
obtained by the inverse transform. Please note, the entries of ι(Q) are real such
that ι(Q)∗ = ι(Q).
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Note, the sign of j has to be altered to rewrite ρ(k) as convolution.
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Thus, sED(Q, S) can be processed with only three FFT calls and an indexwise multiplication in the dual space. Subsequence ED can be equipped with
z-normalization afterwards using the precomputed statistics µk and σk . Without
loss of generality assume Q already being z-normalized i.e. Q has a vanishing
P
1 P
2
mean l Q l = 0 and a normalized standard deviation of |Q|
l Q l = 1. FurtherP
S −µ
1
2
more, set z(S)l +k := l +kσ k and by the same argument |Q|
l z(S)l +k = 1 for all
k
k ∈ {0, . . . , |S| − |Q|}. It holds:

sED(Q, S)2 = min
k

= min
k

|Q|−1
X ¡

Q l − z(S)l +k

l =0
|Q|−1
X ¡
l =0

¢2

Q l2 − 2 · Q l · z(S)l +k + z(S)2l +k

¢

³
X ¡
¢´
2 |Q|−1
Q l · S l +k −Q l · µk
= min 2 · |Q| −
k
σk l =0
´
³
X
1 |Q|−1
Q l · S l +k
.
= 2 · |Q| − max
k σk l =0
The final equation can be seen as an extension of Proposition 3 being aware of
translations along the time-axis. Besides the constant |Q| and the division by
the precomputed statistics σk , z-normalized sED is effectively given by the plain
correlation term ρ(k). If one considers data streams with almost constant σk ,
which can be safely assumed for e.g. ECG signals, then maximizing correlation
over all alignment positions is equivalent to minimizing ED while at the same time
guaranteeing translation invariance along the measurement-axis. As max is an
associative map, one could split the computation of sED into smaller batches if
the stream size exceeds the RAM of the GPU. Furthermore, we can reduce the
workload of the used FFT algorithm by a factor of two since we can exploit the
Hermitian symmetry of Fourier-transformed signals on real-valued domains.
Our implementation utilizes the NVIDIA CUDA FFT library (cuFFT) [64] which
is bundled with the NVIDIA CUDA toolkit and Intel’s FFT routines from the Math
Kernel Library (mklFTT) [66]. Both libraries provide arbitrary length support using
2,3,5,7-radix schemes. Nevertheless, Q and S are embedded in zero-vectors whose
sizes are a multiple of 24 · 54 = 10000 to avoid poor performance when |S| is prime.
Finally, the optimal value of sED(Q, S) is obtained using a call to a device-wide
reduce primitive from the CUB library. An advantage of our implementation is
portability. The major portion of the runtime is spent in cuFFT and CUB routines.
Hence, the algorithm can benefit from future performance improvements of the
libraries and next-generation GPUs without editing a single line of code.
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3.2.3 Subsequence Constrained DTW
Convolution is a bilinear map i.e. (Q +Q 0 )?(S+S 0 ) = Q ?S+Q 0 ?S+Q ?S 0 +Q 0 ?S 0 for
all time series Q,Q 0 , S and S 0 . In contrast to lock-step measures, elastic measures
allow for the dynamic mapping of indices which does not obey this linear property.
Thus, the structure of algorithms for the elastic alignment of subsequences may be
similar to the processing of convolutions but unfortunately cannot benefit from
FFT-accelerated approaches. As a result, the use of lower bounds is mandatory
to ensure reasonable runtime. In the following, the presented work is based on
our publication at ICPP 2014 [65]. We consider three different approaches for
computing the CDTW measure on CUDA-enabled accelerators.
Thread-Level Parallelization of CDTW
This approach assigns one CUDA-thread to one CDTW alignment which can be
achieved by a straight-forward port of the pseudo-code in Figure 2.9. Since the
CUDA shared memory is limited to 48 KB, a single warp of 32 threads can only
address window sizes of less than 100 single-precision floating point values:
48 · 1024 bytes
>
sizeof(float) · 2 rows · 32 threads

|2 · W
{z+ 1}

.

total window size

As a result, the penalty matrix has to be stored in slow global18 memory even for
moderately sized query lengths.
Block-Level Parallelization of CDTW
We propose a fine-grained parallelization scheme to avoid the limitations of the
shared memory. The CUDA-programming model allows for a block-wide synchronization of threads but does not guarantee a specific execution order. To address this problem, our implementation exhibits a wave-front relaxation scheme,
also used by the parallelization of the Smith-Waterman algorithm [67]. It updates
the nodes of the DAG in topological order. Each cell on a minor diagonal is updated independently accessing the two previous diagonal lanes of length W + 2
(see Figure 3.12). All of the |Q| + |C | + 1 lanes in total can be relaxed using only
three lanes by cyclic writes to the shared memory. As a result, the runtime and
memory requirements are equivalent to the sequential code. Moreover, the shared
memory footprint allows to employ window sizes of up to 4,094 values since:
48 · 1024 bytes
> W +2
sizeof(float) · 3 lanes | {z }

.

lane size

18

Please note, even locally allocated arrays within a kernel (known as local memory) reside in
global memory.
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T2
penalty matrix M
T1

T1
C

T0

T0

j

(0, 0)

(0, 1)

(0, 2)

(0, 3)

(1, 0)

(1, 1)

(1, 2)

(1, 3)

(2, 0)

(2, 1)

(2, 2)

(2, 3)

(3, 0)

(3, 1)

(3, 2)

(3, 3)

Q

i

Figure 3.12: An example for the wave-front relaxation scheme of CDTW using a
window of W = 1 (black thick border). Only three consecutive diagonal lanes (blue
and red boxes) of maximum length W + 2 = 3 are utilized to ensure O (W ) memory.
In each lane, one sentinel cell stores the value ∞ in order to avoid comparisons
at the borders of the Sakoe-Chiba band. Each thread T0 , . . . , TW +1 can operate
independently on the cells in its lane. The thick arrow indicates the relaxation
order of the lanes.

During relaxation of a single lane the indices of Q and C are read in random order.
Texture memory can be bound to the stream S to gain higher performance when
accessing spatially located indices of the subsequence candidate C . Additionally,
we can use the remaining shared memory to cache the whole query.
Batch-Level Parallelization of CDTW
The block-level parallelization can be disadvantageous if the window size is too
small. Assume W = 1 analogous to the example in Figure 3.12 then only three
threads are involved in the computation of one CDTW measure. In this case less
then ten percent of the threads in a warp (equivalent to 32 threads) are used resulting in noticeable performance losses. Thus, we propose a batch-level approach.
The relaxation of a few CDTW computations is executed simultaneously in one
block. The lanes of the first CDTW calculation is processed by the first batch of
W +2 threads and so on. We choose one block to contain four to eight warps since a
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further increase of the number of threads would decrease performance. The batchlevel parallelization scheme is only used for small lane lengths i.e. W + 2 ≤ 256
(equivalent to eight warps). For greater lane lengths the above-mentioned blocklevel parallelization is used.

3.2.4 Lower Bound Cascades
As mentioned before, LBKim is a partially relaxed DTW on a minor portion of the
penalty matrix. Our implementation processes the upper left and lower right
submatrices (each of size 5 × 5) for the first and last five entries of the query Q
and a subsequence candidate C . LBKim is a lower bound since it neglects the
non-negative contributions on the rest of the penalty matrix. Each CUDA-thread
independently calculates one LBKim value. The whole submatrix is stored in only
ten registers since the relaxation of cells only depends on the current and previous
row indices. Multiple accesses to Q and C can also be cached in registers. Therefore, coalesced reads from global memory can be guaranteed. Both submatrices
are calculated independently such that the final value is the sum of the associated
measures of both optimal warping paths. As long register spilling does not occur
the relaxation of bigger sized submatrices is conceivable.
The computation of LBKeogh depends on the precomputed warping envelope (L,U )Q and the subsequence candidate C . (L,U )Q can be determined using
Lemire’s streaming min-max-filter [57] with amortized 3 · |Q| comparisons. This
can be delegated to the CPU because the size of Q is usually much smaller than
the length of S. In our implementation each CUDA-thread calculates one LBKeogh
value analogously to the processing of LBKim . The computation is very similar to a
(non-linear) convolution of a small sized kernel with a huge one-dimensional image.19 The envelope is written to constant memory such that consecutive threads
can simultaneously access the same indices. Shared memory can be utilized as
follows: Assume LBKeogh is calculated on consecutive candidates in the stream.
Each thread in a block loads one of the consecutive values of S to shared memory.
Additionally, |Q| − 1 halo values are appended to ensure the overlap of the kernel
with the right boundary. The redundant reads from S during the calculation of
the residues can now benefit from the up to 100 times faster shared memory in
comparison to global memory. Figure 3.13 illustrates the used memory layout.
Further, we introduce our lower bounding strategy for the incremental computation of the best CDTW alignment of a query in a stream of time series data.
■

19
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Firstly, the windowed statistics µk and σk are calculated for all |S| − |Q| + 1
alignment positions using the above-mentioned linear time and memory
algorithm. The z-normalization of the query and its envelope are precomputed on the CPU and subsequently transferred to constant memory.

Unfortunately, the non-linear structure prohibits a log-linear scheme.

3.2.4. L OWER B OUND C ASCADES
Block with N threads
shared memory
S0

S1

...

...

SN −1

threads
T0

T1

...

SN

...

...

SN +|Q|−2

halo values
...

TN −1

Figure 3.13: Memory layout for LBKeogh within a block of dimension N . Each of
the N CUDA-threads (blue/left-hand-side) independently operates on one of the
N consecutive positions. Furthermore, |Q| − 1 halo values (red/right-hand-side)
are appended to the shared memory to guarantee boundary overlap.

■

Secondly, the fast register version of LBKim calculates the lower bounds for all
alignment indices. Furthermore, a call to a device-wide radix-sort primitive
from the CUB library rearranges the indices according to ascending values of
the lower bound. Since LBKim is a partially relaxed DTW, we assume its values
to be approximately proportional to its corresponding CDTW measure. As a
result, it is likely that the optimal subsequence alignment is situated at the
beginning of the reordered indices.

■

Thirdly, the CDTW measure is processed on a first chunk of indices obtaining
a preliminary best-so-far (BSF) value of the CDTW measure using a devicewide min-reduce primitive from the CUB library. If this BSF value is smaller
than the first LBKim value from the next chunk we can abort since every
CDTW value of the remaining indices must be greater than our computed
CDTW alignment. Otherwise, the next chunk is processed.

■

Fourthly, on each of the next chunks we use LBKeogh to filter the candidates
from the index list that can safely be pruned since their lower bound value
is greater than the current BSF value. This can be achieved with array compaction techniques using prefix sums to avoid the use of lists on the GPU.
This procedure is repeated until the BSF value is smaller than the first LBKim
value in the next chunk or there are no chunks left respectively.

Figure 3.14 illustrates the used lower-bound cascade. Similar to the computation of sED, the associativity of the min-map can be exploited to execute this
scheme in batches if the stream size exceeds the RAM of the GPU.
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and prune with the BSF-value.
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LBKeogh
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1. Compute CDTW on all

d0

d1

d2

> BSF

≤ BSF

...

2. Compute CDTW on the remaining indices of the chunk.

indices of the chunk.
CDTW

≤ BSF

d3

d5

d7

2. Compute chunk-wise minimum: 3. Update the BSF-value:
BSF=min(d0 , . . . , d3 )
3. if BSF < Kim4 then
return BSF

BSF=min(BSF, d5 , d7 )

...

4. if BSF < Kim8 then
return BSF

Figure 3.14: Illustration of the used lower bound cascade for a chunk size of four.
Initially, all indices are sorted by LBKim and a preliminary BSF-value is computed
on chunk0 . In the further procedure, we can early-exit if the smallest LBKim -value
in the next chunk is greater than the already obtained BSF-value. The amount of
CDTW computations in the following chunks can be reduced using the LBKeogh
lower bound. This procedure is repeated for consecutive chunks until there are no
chunks left or an early-exit can be achieved, respectively.

3.3 Performance Evaluation
The performance evaluation has been carried out on the following platform:
■

(CPU) Intel Core i7-3970X @ 3.50 GHz (six cores using Hyper-Threading)
with 32 GB DDR3 RAM @ 1600 MHz

■

(GPU) NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN @ 836 MHz 6 GB RAM, CUDA version
5.0 (Compute Capability 3.5)

■

(OS) Ubuntu Linux Release 13.10 (64bit), gcc 4.8.1

To ensure a fair comparison, all tested algorithms have been compiled and executed on the same machine. The CFLAGS for the compilation of CPU-side source
code provide -O3 optimization for our implementations as well as for the compared algorithms of other authors. FFT code provided in Intel’s Math Kernel
Library has been compiled with the Intel C++ Compiler version 14.0.0.
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Since the execution times of the compared algorithms may depend on the
characteristics of the input data, we provide the performance evaluation for two
publicly available datasets from different domains:
■

(ECG) The dataset consists of approximately 22 hours streamed electrocardiograms (20,140,000 data points) and was used during the evaluation of the
UCR-Suite by Rakthanmanon et al.[17]. The full dataset can be downloaded
at the supplementary website of the paper [68]. We reuse this dataset to
ensure a fair comparison between the UCR-Suite and our implementations.
An excerpt of the data stream is visualized in Figure 3.1. The use of windowed
z-normalization is advisable due to the time-dependent offset of the stream.
A separately measured stream for the extraction of queries is provided, too.

■

(Metal) The dataset consists of 1,000 pairs of thickness signals measured
during the hot rolling of metal bands in steel mills. The obtained time series
are used for quality monitoring during the production process. Each time
series is measured twice to avoid accidental mix-ups. Hence, we can access
two individually recorded streams (both of about 11 million data points) –
one for the extraction of the queries and one for the target data stream. The
full dataset can be downloaded at [69]. Analogous to the ECG signals, the
data exhibits time-dependent offset shifts, too (see Figure 3.2). Hence the
use of windowed z-normalization is advisable.

The experimental setup is the same for all algorithms:
1. For each experimental setup i.e. algorithm, dataset and parameter setting
(query length, warping window) determine the execution times Ti for the
subsequence alignment of ten randomly chosen queries Q i in the associated
stream of time series data. The queries are taken from a separate dataset
such that they are not present in the stream S. The specific queries are given
in the data folder of our supplementary website [69]. The length of the used
queries ranges from 128 to 8,192 to cover a wide spectrum of application
scenarios.
2. Report the average µ and standard deviation σ of the random variable Ti .
Afterwards, speedups are determined using the averaged execution times.
The given error bars indicate ±1σ of the determined standard deviation.

3.3.1 Euclidean Distance
The GPU and CPU versions of our described log-linear scheme for the computation
of locally z-normalized subsequence alignment using ED are compared to the
state-of-the-art implementation of the UCR-Suite (UCR-ED) [17]. To our best
knowledge, UCR-ED is the fastest implementation of sED so far. Nevertheless, the
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Table 3.2: z-Normalized Subsequence Euclidean Distance
sED ECG dataset – averaged runtime in seconds and speedups:
|Q|

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

8192

GPU
MKL
UCR

0.617
8.000
0.629

0.618
7.990
0.821

0.620
7.985
1.489

0.616
7.999
5.006

0.628
8.017
17.62

0.640
7.996
60.69

0.636
8.032
235.9

MKL/GPU 12.97
UCR/GPU 1.020

12.94
1.329

12.87
2.400

12.99
8.129

12.76
28.06

12.49
94.83

12.64
371.2

sED Metal dataset – averaged runtime in seconds and speedups:
|Q|

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

8192

GPU
MKL
UCR

0.437
3.930
0.863

0.434
3.930
2.005

0.436
3.937
4.470

0.439
3.929
8.785

0.440
3.931
15.16

0.449
3.929
28.72

0.448
3.922
55.30

MKL/GPU 8.996
UCR/GPU 1.976

9.064
4.624

9.033
10.25

8.944
19.99

8.943
34.50

8.758
64.02

8.754
123.4

implementation uses plain text files for the input of the queries and stream data
which can be exceedingly expensive during the parsing of floating point values.
Therefore, we have tuned the UCR code to handle binary inputs such that the
whole data can be read once and written to arrays afterwards. As a result, the
access times to the query and stream is only limited by the bandwidth of the
RAM. The reported execution times for all algorithms exclude file IO to ensure
fair competition and prevent influence of the used file system. Note that the
binary-tuned versions always perform better than the original code and can be
downloaded at our supplementary website [69].
Since single-precision FFT may not provide the needed accuracy for extremely
long streams, our implementation features double-precision for floating point
values. The obtained execution times are visualized in Figure 3.15 and stated explicitly in Table 3.2. The CUDA-implementation outperforms UCR-ED on all datasets
for all tested parameter settings. The CPU code using Intel’s Math Kernel Library
(MKL-ED) performs worse than UCR-ED for short queries but better for longer
ones. The runtime of our log-linear scheme does not depend on the query length
resulting in almost constant execution times. In contrast to UCR-ED, arbitrarily
long time series (|Q| ≤ |S|) can be queried without a perceivable increase of the
runtime. Furthermore, the log-linear scheme computes all alignments at once,
UCR-ED only provides one optimal alignment candidate. Nevertheless, UCR-ED
is a remarkably fast algorithm on short queries.
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execution time in seconds
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MKL-ED
UCR-ED
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128
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512 1024 2048 4096 8192
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Figure 3.15: Averaged execution times for the subsequence alignment using locally
z-normalized Euclidean distance on the two described datasets ECG (|S| ≈ 20
million) and Metal (|S| ≈ 11 million). Three different algorithms were investigated: Our CUDA-implementation (GPU-ED) using the cuFFT library (blue
circles/dashed line), a CPU-implementation (MKL-ED) using Intel’s Math Kernel
Library (green triangles/dotted line) and an IO-tuned version of the subsequence
Euclidean distance implementation of the UCR-Suite (red rectangles/solid line).

3.3.2 Constrained Dynamic Time Warping
We compare the runtimes of the CDTW measure for the described thread-level and
block-level variants without using a lower bounding cascade to evaluate the raw
CDTW performance. Furthermore, a single-core and an OpenMP (12 threads) implementation according to the pseudo-code in Figure 2.9 are tested. The OpenMP
variant parallelizes the for-loop over the different alignment positions. The computation scheme of CDTW does not depend on the dataset, thus we only investigate
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the ECG dataset for relative band sizes of 10% to 20% of the query length. Empirical benchmarks [16] of the 1NN-classification quality of CDTW suggest that the
size of the Sakoe-Chiba band should be between 0% and 20%. Greater band sizes
usually do not increase the classification quality and can even be harmful to the
classifier.20
The stream size is reduced to 10,000 data points because of the demanding
time complexity of O (|S| · |Q| · W ). As stated before, our CDTW implementation
uses a mixed-precision approach: The statistics of the stream are calculated in
double-precision and the lower bounds as well as the relaxation of the penalty
matrix are computed in single-precision. During the experiments, the maximum
query length is limited to 4,096 due to limitations of the constant memory size but
could easily be removed by transferring the query to global memory.
Execution times are illustrated in Figure 3.16 and explicitly reported in Table 3.3.
The combined block/batch-level approach is about two times faster than the naïve
thread-level implementation. Furthermore, it is about one order-of-magnitude
faster than the OpenMP version and almost two orders-of-magnitude faster than
the single-core variant. As a result, we focus on the faster block/batch-level CDTW
methods for the remaining benchmarks.

3.3.3 Lower-Bounded Dynamic Time Warping
Our CUDA-parallelization (GPU-DTW) is compared to the CDTW portion of the
UCR-Suite (UCR-DTW). UCR-DTW features a variety of additional strategies to
reduce the runtime during the pruning of unpromising candidates among others
an early-exit capable LBKim and CDTW computation including the reordering of
the query indices and a reversed LBKeogh lower-bound using warping envelopes
(L,U )C of the candidates in the stream. Unfortunately, many of these techniques
cannot be easily used on a GPU due to the SIMT restriction within warps. As a
result, our described lower-bound cascade has a smaller filter efficiency than the
one used by UCR-DTW and we therefore do not expect to gain the same speedups
as in the raw CDTW computation. In the following, the stream size S is fixed to
100,000 and the same experimental protocol is repeated for both ECG and Metal
since the lower bound cascade is influenced by the characteristics of the time
series. Additionally, UCR-DTW was tuned again with binary file IO to ensure
fair competition. The execution times are reported in Figure 3.17 and Table 3.4,
respectively. GPU-DTW outperforms UCR-DTW on all tested datasets for all tested
settings. In most cases speedups of one order-of-magnitude can be achieved.
Performance improves for longer queries e.g. on the ECG dataset about two third
of the raw CDTW speed can put through the lower bound cascade.
20

Please, see the CinC_ECG_torso dataset in the UCR repository where even Euclidean distance
performs better than the unconstrained DTW measure.
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Figure 3.16: Averaged execution times for the subsequence alignment using locally z-normalized CDTW on the ECG dataset (here |S| = 10, 000). Four different
algorithms were investigated: Our combined block/batch-level-variants on the
GPU (blue circles/solid line), the thread-level implementation on the GPU (green
rectangles/dashed line) and the OpenMP (red triangles/dashed-dotted line) and
single-core CPU versions (black pentagons/dotted line) for 10% and 20% relative
band sizes of the Sakoe-Chiba band.
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Figure 3.17: Averaged execution times for the lower-bounded subsequence alignment using locally z-normalized CDTW on the ECG and Metal dataset (here
|S| = 100, 000 ). Two algorithms were tested: Our lower-bounded combined
block/batch-level CUDA-implementation of CDTW (blue circles/solid line for
10% and green rectangles/dashed line for 20%) and the lower-bounded CDTW
implementation of the UCR-Suite (red triangles/dashed-dotted lines for 10% and
black pentagons/dotted line for 20%).
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Table 3.3: Raw z-Normalized Subsequence CDTW
Raw CDTW ECG 10 – averaged runtime in seconds and speedups:
|Q|

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

Block
Thread
OpenMP
Single

0.003
0.006
0.040
0.177

0.010
0.023
0.107
0.686

0.038
0.087
0.376
2.656

0.126
0.307
1.343
9.942

0.571
1.126
4.662
35.03

1.738
4.379
13.93
104.8

Thread/Block
OpenMP/Block
Single/Block

2.215
14.60
64.34

2.312
10.60
68.11

2.282
9.824
69.36

2.428
10.64
78.72

1.970
8.159
61.31

2.519
8.015
60.26

Raw CDTW ECG 20 – averaged runtime in seconds and speedups:
|Q|

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

Block
Thread
OpenMP
Single

0.005
0.009
0.058
0.331

0.020
0.035
0.185
1.294

0.068
0.126
0.673
4.978

0.241
0.461
2.494
18.73

0.834
1.800
8.777
66.32

3.902
7.079
26.00
196.9

Thread/Block
OpenMP/Block
Single/Block

1.694
10.98
62.88

1.731
9.077
63.53

1.847
9.902
73.21

1.915
10.37
77.82

2.158
10.53
79.53

1.814
6.662
50.46
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Table 3.4: Lower-Bounded z-Normalized Subsequence CDTW
Lower-Bounded CDTW ECG 10 – runtime in seconds and speedups:
|Q|

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

GPU-10
UCR-10

0.007
0.052

0.022
0.225

0.179
2.087

1.215
29.93

6.380
218.4

25.02
1172

UCR-10/GPU-10

7.226

10.13

11.68

24.64

34.23

46.82

Lower-Bounded CDTW ECG 20 – runtime in seconds and speedups:
|Q|

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

GPU-20
UCR-20

0.010
0.134

0.059
0.686

0.486
7.670

2.283
67.92

9.386
470.5

56.91
2402

UCR-20/GPU-20

13.14

11.60

15.77

29.75

50.13

42.21

Lower-Bounded CDTW Metal 10 – runtime in seconds and speedups:
|Q|

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

GPU-10
UCR-10

0.007
0.029

0.026
0.198

0.152
1.420

0.550
6.816

2.642
31.38

14.30
230.8

UCR-10/GPU-10

4.095

7.642

9.352

12.38

11.88

16.14

Lower-Bounded CDTW Metal 20 – runtime in seconds and speedups:
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|Q|

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

GPU-20
UCR-20

0.011
0.084

0.074
0.870

0.401
6.251

1.289
28.98

5.348
143.9

43.09
917.5

UCR-20/GPU-20

7.797

11.68

15.61

22.48

26.90

21.29

CHAPTER

4

T OWARDS E LASTIC S UBSEQUENCE
A LIGNMENT WITH L INEAR C OST
‘Can we do better than UCR Suite?’ — Thanawin
Rakthanmanon et al., Searching and Mining
Trillions of Time Series Subsequences under DTW

¡
¢
Traditional 1NN search under elastic distance measures accounts for O |S| · |Q|2
time independent of the use of lower bounds. Depending on the pruning power of
the lower bound cascade, the leading constant omitted by the Landau notation
can be reduced by a significant amount. Nevertheless, LBKim as well as LBKeogh
1
are loose in theory and practice when querying long time series.
Consequently,
¡
¢
we aim for an elastic subsequence distance measure with O |S| · |Q| worst time
complexity that provides sufficient quality in means of 1NN classification error.
During this chapter, we will discuss two traditional algorithms and introduce a
novel similarity measure for the subsequence alignment of time series:
■

FastDTW (FDTW) a hierarchical approach by Salvador and Chan [25]

■

GreedyDTW (GDTW) an approximate DTW by MacLean and Labahn [70],
later adapted as Lucky Time Warping (LDTW) by Spiegel et al. [71]

■

Gliding Elastic Match (GEM) our fully relaxed subsequence measure [72]

1

More specifically, LBKim on long queries since it considers only a vanishing portion and
LBKeogh on rapidly varying shapes where envelopes degenerate to global min − max enclosures.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Firstly, we investigate the potential
for parallelization of publicly available libraries providing classic implementations
(C/C++, R, Java and Python) and linear-time approximations of DTW (FDTW and
GDTW). Secondly, we introduce a fine-grained parallelization scheme for Spiegel’s
DTW approximation on CUDA-enabled accelerators which provides two ordersof-magnitude speedup in comparison to sequential code. Finally, our fully relaxed
Itakura-flavoured subsequence DTW and its implementation on GPUs is discussed.
The proposed scheme provides amortized linear cost for each alignment position
while still being competitive to constrained subsequence DTW in means of 1NN
classification error.

4.1 Performance of Publicly Available Libraries
4.1.1 Fast Dynamic Time Warping
A linear time algorithm for the approximate calculation of DTW scores was introduced by Chan and Salvador in 2004 [25]. The authors propose a recursive
refinement strategy for the warping path starting at a coarse resolution of the
penalty matrix.
Firstly, the involved time series have to be resampled at different resolutions
on a dyadic grid in scale space. The implementation features a Haar wavelet
decomposition as stated by the authors: ‘Coarsening reduces the size (or resolution)
of a time series by averaging adjacent pairs of points.’ This can be achieved in linear
time using the lifting scheme for (second generation) wavelets [39] and can be
proved by a simple calculation:
T (|C |) ∝

s cutoff
X

|C |

k=0

2k

≤ |C | ·

∞ 1
X
k=0

2k

=

|C |
1 − 12

∈ O (|C |) .

Secondly, the optimal warping path is processed on the coarsest resolution which
accounts for constant time. Afterwards, the warping path is projected onto a
grid of higher resolution (see Figure 4.1). Assuming again a dyadic refinement,
the number of traversed cells will be increased by a factor of maximum four.
Depending on the user’s need, the resulting area may be expanded by applying a
dilatation operation to ensure more variability of the warping path. The additional
margin of constant width r preserves the area’s linear dependency on the length
of the warping path. A detailed expression which explicitly considers the dilatation
by r cells is stated by the authors. The number of traversed cells T (|C |)0 at the
highest resolution can be upper-bounded by |C | · (4 · r + 3) and thus the overall
runtime is linear as long as the dilatation width does not depend on the length |C |:
T (|C |) ≤ T (|C |)0 ·
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∞ 1
X
k=0 2

k

= 2 · T (|C |)0 = |C | · (8 · r + 6) ∈ O (|C |) .

4.1.2. G REEDY DYNAMIC T IME WARPING
Although having a purely linear dependency in theory, the recursive refinement
and dilation can be considered as heavy-weight operations acting on only small
batches of consecutive memory. A a result, we expect FastDTW to outperform
DTW on long time series but being slower on short ones.2 The authors report
a reasonable approximation quality of FastDTW in means of absolute distance
values. Unfortunately, they do not state relative classification errors for FastDTW
in comparison to fully relaxed DTW variants.
This could be of interest for future research since the refinement strategy
introduces a non-trivial band constraint (the shaded area) which could possibly
increase classification quality in comparison to unconstrained or Sakoe-Chibaconstrained DTW. Furthermore, LBKim could be used to effectively lower-bound
FastDTW on short time series in constant time since FastDTW is an upper bound
of DTW. As a result, we could utilize a simplified lower bound cascade as used in
our CUDA implementation of UCR-DTW. The FastDTW calls could be parallelized
on diagonal lanes similar to the discussed wavefront scheme.
L (0) = |C4 |

L (1) = |C2 |

L (2) = |C |

Figure 4.1: An example for the recursive refinement of the warping path (red) by
repetitively projecting the traversed cells onto a grid of higher resolution (heavily
shaded cells) followed by a morphologic dilatation (here r = 1) of the corresponding area with a single cell (grey shaded cells). Afterwards, the warping path is
recalculated for each recursion level. The accumulated traversed area over all
recursion levels exhibits only a linear dependency on the time series’ length |C |.

4.1.2 Greedy Dynamic Time Warping
An even simpler approach for a linear cost approximation of DTW was introduced
by MacLean and Labahn [70] in 2010. The authors propose a greedy approximation
of the warping path γ̂ by locally choosing the optimal extension for each cell of
2

Explicit numbers are stated in Subsection 4.1.4.
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the penalty matrix. The computational cost is proportional to the length of the
warping path and thus upper-bounded by O (|C |) in contrast to the full relaxation
of O (|C |2 ) edges (see Figure 4.2). Moreover, GDTW requires only constant memory
since the local extension of γ does not depend on the preceding nodes. As a
result, GDTW is a light-weight alternative to FastDTW. Unfortunately, MacLean
and Labahn do not discuss constrained variants of GDTW or provide classification
errors on the UCR repository [16].

0

ticks in time series one

20
40
60
80
100
120
140
0

20

40 60 80 100 120 140
ticks in time series two

Figure 4.2: The optimal warping path (red) and the greedy warping path (green)
for two time series from the Gun-Point dataset [16]. The color plot represents
the entries in the Sakoe-Chiba-constrained penalty matrix ranging from small
residues (blue) to higher ones (red). The majority of traversed cells are the same
for the fully and greedily relaxed warping path. Minor differences can be spotted
e.g. at (60, 100) where the greedy path steadily follows the valley of small residues
until it hits the constraint border.
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In a recent paper, Spiegel et al. [71] investigated the classification quality
of GDTW and its Sakoe-Chiba-constrained variants – rebranded as Lucky Time
Warping similarity measure (LDTW). Omitting global constraints, we assume that
local maxima on the original (fully relaxed) warping path are negligible or do not
influence the approximation reasonably. In the complementary case, the approximate warping path and its optimal counterpart will not differ substantially due to
the rigid restriction of the Sakoe-Chiba band. Consequently, the authors report
competitive 1NN classification errors in comparison to CDTW on the whole UCR
repository [16]. The corresponding pseudo-code for the Sakoe-Chiba-constrained
Lucky Time Warping measure (CLDTW) is listed in Figure 4.3. Analogous to GDTW,
the runtime of CLDTW is upper-bounded by the length of the warping path and
therefore results in O (|C |) operations independent of the used window size. Unfortunately, Spiegel et al. only report accumulated costs for CLDTW in comparison to
a conventional two stage LBKeogh -CDTW lower bound cascade. Comparisons to
UCR-Suite’s four stage LBKim -LBKeogh -LBreversed Keogh -CDTW cascade and absolute
execution times are lacking.
1: function CLDTW 2 (Q, C , W )
2:
(i , j ) ← (0, 0)
. initial state in top left corner
3:
distance ← (Q 0 −C 0 )2
4:
5:
while i + 1 6= |Q| or j + 1 6= |C | do
. not final corner
6:
(diag, down, right) ← (∞, ∞, ∞)
7:
8:
if i + 1 < |Q| and j + 1 < |C | then
9:
diag ← (Q i +1 −C j +1 )2
10:
end if
11:
if i + 1 < |Q| and |i − j + 1| ≤ W then
12:
down ← (Q i +1 −C j )2
13:
end if
14:
if j + 1 < |C | and | j − i + 1| ≤ W then
15:
right ← (Q i −C j +1 )2
16:
end if
17:
18:
distance += min(diag, down, right)
19:
readjust (i , j ) according to the optimal direction
20:
end while
21:
return distance
22: end function

Figure 4.3: CLDTW pseudo-code with band constraint
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4.1.3 Parallelization of Lucky Dynamic Time Warping
A straightforward port of the constrained Lucky Time Warping measure as stated
in the pseudo-code in Figure 4.3 to the CUDA programming model is not obvious
due to the while-loop in line five. The lengths of the greedily relaxed warping
paths can differ significantly between nearby alignment positions in the stream
S. As a result, branch divergence in a warp may drastically hurt the performance
since divergent branches have to be serialized by the hardware.
Nevertheless, the maximum length of a warping path is upper-bounded by
|Q| + |C |. Thus, we can enforce the coherent execution of instructions within a
warp by steadily carrying out |Q| + |C | − 1 relaxation steps. In cases where the
relaxation should have stopped with less than the maximum amount of possible
iterations, we read dummy values from the query Q and alignment candidate C .
To ensure correct results, the local weighting function w(i , j ) has to be multiplied
with a binary auxiliary factor ϕ(i , j ) which is true (=1) if and only if (i , j ) is a valid
cell in the penalty matrix and false (=0) in the opposite case. Finally, the modified
weights can be written as:
¡
¢
ŵ(i , j ) := ϕ(i , j ) · w ϕ(i , j ) · i , ϕ(i , j ) · j .
The whole query and the corresponding portion of the stream can be written
to shared memory since there is no need to store a penalty matrix. As a result
coalesced reads are guaranteed for both the query and the stream. All threads in
a block share nearby entries in the same fashion as the non-linear convolution
scheme of LBKeogh in Figure 3.13. The state information (i , j ) and the distance
variable d can be kept in fast registers. Assuming 1,024 threads per block this
scheme allows for the processing of queries up to the length of 5632 values:
48 · 1024 bytes
> 2 · |Q| + threads − 1
|
{z
}
sizeof(float)

.

entries in shared memory

To allow for the alignment of even longer queries, the values of Q can be read from
constant or texture memory. However, the performance will degrade by a factor
of approximately two. Alternatively, the number of threads per block could be
decreased accordingly.
Since CLDTW is an upper bound of the classic CDTW measure, the lower
bounds of CDTW are still valid. However, LBKeogh has the same asymptotic time
complexity as CLDTW and thus there is no benefit from using it. The less demanding LBKim could be used but enforces a reordering of indices (see Figure 3.14)
which excludes the efficient use of shared memory as described above. As a result,
we limit ourselves to the brute-force computation of all alignment positions for
the CLDTW measure.
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4.1.4 Performance Evaluation
This subsection provides an overview of the performance of publicly available libraries for fully relaxed DTW and its linear cost approximations. The used protocol
as well as the hardware are identical to the ones stated in Section 3.3.
Publicly Available Libraries
We investigate the runtimes of four publicly available libraries for the alignment
under the DTW measure and compare them to our baseline implementation of
DTW written in C/C++. Java-ML [73], R’s DTW package [74] and mlpy [75] each
provide single-threaded library calls for unconstrained DTW. Furthermore, JavaML provides calls for FastDTW. Moreover, we reimplemented a sequential C/C++
version of Spiegel’s Lucky Time Warping measure (original code written in Matlab).
In the experiments, we neglect z-normalization and calculate all subsequence
alignments for a given query in a ECG stream of 10,000 data points. The length
of the queries ranges between 128 and 4,096. Execution times for the loading of
the data are not considered. Detailed results and the code can be found on the
supplementary website [69]. The runtimes are visualized in Figure 4.4 and explicit
numbers are stated in Table 4.1. Our C/C++ baseline algorithm and mlpy’s DTW

subsequence measures |S| =10,000 (ecg dataset)

103

execution time in seconds

102

C/C++ DTW
mlpy DTW
R-DTW package
Java-ML DTW
FastDTW (r=1)
LDTW (w=100%)

101

100

10-1

10-2

128

256

512

1024
query length

2048

4096

Figure 4.4: Double-logarithmic plot of the runtimes T (|Q|) of the linear cost approximations FastDTW (magenta stars) and LDTW (orange hexagons) next to
our baseline implementation of unconstrained DTW (blue circles), mlpy’s DTW
calls (green boxes), Java-ML DTW (black diamonds) and R’s DTW package (red
triangles).
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Table 4.1: Single-threaded Subsequence Measures
averaged runtime in seconds:
|Q|

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

native C/C++
mlpy
Java-ML
R-DTW

0.587
0.646
1.325
43.51

2.371
2.375
4.999
135.1

9.386
9.004
19.18
452.0

35.47
33.52
73.66
intractable

151.2
145.8
267.1
intractable

444.1
427.6
781.4
intractable

FastDTW
LDTW C/C++

4.587
0.025

9.476
0.049

19.00
0.100

38.20
0.194

74.50
0.352

134.7
0.528

routine are the fastest among the fully relaxed DTW implementations. The Java-ML
library is about two times and the DTW package of R about fifty times slower than
the baseline. As expected, the graphs for all fully relaxed DTW implementations
d
exhibit a slope κ := dk
log2 T (2k ) of approximate two and thus empirically verify
DTW’s quadratic dependency on |Q|. In contrast, the slope for the runtimes of
FastDTW and unconstrained LDTW is given by κ ≈ 1 which emphasizes their
linear nature. The use of FastDTW is only beneficial for time series longer than
512 due to the non-negligible intercept. The sequential LDTW implementation
outperforms all measures on all tested settings by at least one order-of-magnitude
and thus is an ideally suited candidate for parallelization. The bend of the graphs
at longer query lengths can be explained by a non-negligible distortion term of
the overall runtime T (|Q|) ∝ (|S| − |Q| + 1) · |Q|κ = (|S| + 1) · |Q|κ − |Q|κ+1 that can
only be observed when |S| ≈ |Q|.

CUDA-Parallelization of the Lucky Time Warping Measure
The CUDA-parallelization of constrained LDTW is compared to a single-threaded
and an OpenMP version on the CPU. The OpenMP implementation parallelizes
the outer for-loop over all |S| − |Q| + 1 alignment positions in the stream (roughly
20 million for ECG). Since LDTW has no measurable dependency on the used
dataset or the specified window size, we only report runtimes for the ECG dataset
and a relative Sakoe-Chiba constraint of 10%. Execution times are illustrated in
Figure 4.5 and explicitly reported in Table 4.2. The obtained speedups on the GPU
increase for longer queries except for |Q| = 4, 096. This can be explained by the
utilization of the shared memory. In this case, one block uses more than 50% of
the 48 KB limitation for one streaming processor. Thus, the scheduler can only
assign one block for simultaneous execution. However, we constantly achieve two
orders-of-magnitude faster execution times in comparison to a single CPU and
speedups of more than twenty in comparison to OpenMP.
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subsequence CLDTW (ecg dataset)
execution time in seconds

103
102

GPU-10
CPU-openmp-10
CPU-single-10

101
100

10-1 128

256

512

1024
2048
query length

4096

Figure 4.5: Averaged execution times for the subsequence alignment using locally znormalized CLDTW on the ECG dataset (here |S| = 20, 040, 000 ). Three algorithms
were tested: Our CUDA-implementation of CLDTW (blue circles/solid line), the
OpenMP parallelization of CLDTW (green rectangles/dashed line) and a singlethreaded baseline implementation of CLDTW (red triangles/dashed-dotted lines).
Table 4.2: z-Normalized Subsequence CLDTW
CLDTW ECG 10 – averaged runtime in seconds and speedups:
|Q|
128
256
512
1024 2048 4096
GPU
OpenMP
Single

0.334
8.768
58.87

0.629
17.95
117.8

1.211
36.83
236.9

2.371
75.35
478.7

4.705
152.4
970.8

12.32
305.3
1964

Single/GPU
OpenMP/GPU
Single/OpenMP

176.3
26.26
6.714

187.3
28.54
6.561

195.6
30.40
6.434

201.9
31.78
6.354

206.3
32.39
6.369

159.5
24.79
6.434

4.2 Gliding Elastic Match
During subsequence alignment, the asymptotic cost Td for the distance computation of the query ¡Q and a¢ single candidate C influences the overall runtime linearly
since Toverall ∈ O |S| · Td . Thus, conventional approaches focus on the optimization of Td itself, namely FastDTW and LDTW, or alternatively try to reduce the
impact of Td by lower-bounding with computational inexpensive approximations.
The latter leads to heavily fluctuating runtimes depending on the characteristics of
the alignment candidate, as seen in the previous chapter (see the enormous error
bars in the Figures 3.15 and 3.17). Although FastDTW and LDTW guarantee linear
cost, they can also be disadvantageous. FastDTW is practically intractable on short
time series and LDTW may stick in local minima due to the greedy decision rule.
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During the rest of this section, we pursue an alternative approach where we
excessively exploit redundancy during
the shifting of the alignment window to
¡
lower the overall complexity to O |S| · |Q|) while at the same time processing full
relaxations of the penalty matrix. In 2007, Sakurai et al. [53] proposed a similar
idea where the authors reused the information from nearby alignment positions
to speedup the calculation of subsequence DTW. In 2010, this approach was
abandoned by Sart et al. due to the missing z-normalization of each alignment
candidate as stated in [76]:
One of the most cited methods is SPRING [27], where a query time
series is searched in a larger streaming time series. The authors achieve
significant speed-up by reusing computations. Unfortunately, this reuse
means that the method allows false negatives [. . . ]
The importance of z-normalization has been stressed several times in the literature
and proved empirically on different datasets [32, 77]:
The results are quite startling, without normalization time series similarity has essentially no meaning. More concretely, small changes in
offset rapidly dwarf any information about the shape of the two time
series in question.
As a result, we can only access a candidate sequence after the z-normalization
step. Thus, every globally relaxed subsequence alignment algorithm
on
¡ that relies
¢
2
individual z-normalization of candidates will degenerate to the O |S| · |Q| worst
case. This can be avoided if we substitute z-normalization with an equivalent
filter.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Firstly, we discuss pitfalls of
z-normalization and introduce a distinct windowed normalization filter, namely
the exponential moving average (EMA). Secondly, the introduced EMA filter is interleaved with a translation and scale-invariant subsequence alignment algorithm
similar to [31]. Thirdly, parallelization schemes for multi-core and CUDA-enabled
devices are discussed followed by a performance evaluation in terms of quality
and runtime. Finally, we provide an extension to multi-shape alignment tasks.

4.2.1 The Algorithm
The presented techniques are based on our publication at ACM SAC 2014 [72].
Pitfalls of z-Normalization
Removing local averages and the equalization of amplitudes is considered a crucial preprocessing step in time series data mining. During the last decade, z86

P ITFALLS OF Z -N ORMALIZATION
normalization has been the predominant method to achieve that:
µ
¶
C0 − µ
C −µ
C n−1 − µ
n
n
:=
,...,
z : R → R , (C 0 , . . . ,C n−1 ) 7→ z(C ) =
σ
σ
σ

,

where µ is the average and σ the standard deviation of C . The z-map can be
decomposed into two independent normalization filters z = A ◦ O, namely offset
removal O and amplitude equalization A. In the following, we discuss potential
pitfalls of both filters:
P|C |−1
■ (z-normalization is not elastic) Offset removal O(C ) = C −
pk · Ck
k=0
simply subtracts the mean from the original times series. Thus, each time
tick k contributes equally with p k = |C1 | to the estimate of the offset. However,
a uniform distribution can only be assumed on the whole data set if we
pair-wise compare time series under lock-step measures e.g. Euclidean or
Manhattan distance. An a priori knowledge about p k is not accessible when
applying elastic measures. As an example, consider two noiseless instances
of the Cylinder class from the CBF data set (see Figure 1.3) C 0 := 6 · χ[a,b]
and C 1 := 6 · χ[A,B ] . Although they should have vanishing distance under
DTW, their different mean causes a non-vanishing result under DTW after
z-normalization since:
µC 0 = 6 ·

b −a +1
B − A +1
6= µC 1 = 6 ·
128
128

for b − a 6= B − A .

We would have been better by simply omitting the offset removal. The same
is true for amplitude equalization. The standard deviation and thus the final
amplitude is heavily influenced by the temporal distribution of the time
ticks. Thus, two time series with the same but differently warped features
will have distinct amplitudes after z-normalization (see Figure 4.6).
■

(amplitude equalization removes physical units) Many time series represent shapes of certain objects e.g. fish shapes and skull silhouettes [16]. As a
result, it is desirable to remove arbitrary scaling factors caused by e.g. different camera settings or lighting conditions. However, a non-negligible
amount of time series is recorded during the monitoring of physical processes e.g. motion-capturing of hand poses, voltages in an integrated circuit
or pressures during the hot-rolling of metal coils. The latter intrinsically
carry a physical unit which has to be taken care of during the alignment. As
an example, it is meaningless to compare the velocity of a car with the speed
of an aeroplane. Nevertheless, when using amplitude equalization, the two
velocity profiles could match and consequently produce a false positive. In
industrial settings, the absolute value of the measured amplitude is often an
important indicator if the monitored system behaves as expected. In this
context, amplitude equalization is prohibitive.
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Figure 4.6: Three examples demonstrating improper use of z-normalization. The
panels on the left each show two input signals (blue and green solid lines). The
plots on the right depict their z-normalized variants. The two Cylinder instances
C 0 = 6 · χ[16,111] and C 1 = 6 · χ[32,95] in the first row have vanishing distance under
DTW. However, their z-normalized variants have non-vanishing distance. The
same phenomenon can be observed when building mixed streams from the basis
shapes S 0 = (C 0 ,C 1 ,C 0 ) and S 1 = (C 1 ,C 0 ,C 1 ) (middle row). Moreover, amplitude
equalization tends to overemphasize meaningless noise on slowly-varying signals
as demonstrated in the last row.

Concluding, the use of z-normalization is beneficial on many data sets but should
not be imposed as an universal paradigm. Furthermore, the average µ and the
standard deviation σ obviously depend on the candidate’s length. The majority
of subsequence alignment algorithms including the UCR-Suite postulate this
length by specifying the width of the sliding window. Another problem arises
when aligning a query in a stream which has been sampled at a different rate.
The optimal alignment candidate and the query will have different length due
to uniform scaling. As an example, it is meaningless to align two periods onto
three periods of a cosine since DTW has to match endpoints. Unfortunately,
the original sample rates are often imprecise or completely lacking. In this case,
z-normalization is ill-defined unless we brute-force all possible scaling factors
between the query and the stream. Despite the unreasonable computational effort,
a lower-bounded variant of this technique is considered as state-of-the-art [32]:
The main difficulty in creating uniform scaling invariance is that we
typically do not know the scaling factor ahead of time, and are thus
condemned to testing all possibilities within a given range [11].
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This problem as well as the above mentioned artefacts can be completely avoided
if we abandon z-normalization as the one and only filter that has to be applied
before the alignment step and substitute it by an equivalent filter which does not
depend on the candidate’s length.
Restricted Affine Invariance in Time Domain
Consider again the typical use case of finding a given shape Q in a huge time series
S. As mentioned before, the global time scale of a potential candidate C in S may
be slightly different from the one of Q. It is not useful to consider arbitrary small or
big scaling factors of C because the similarity of two time series practically implies
a physical process with not necessary equal but similar scale. A domain expert can
easily estimate the possible range, e.g. a drop or raise of the heart beat frequency
by a factor of ten strongly indicates that it can not be caused by a living human
being.
The Gliding Elastic Match (GEM) introduces a set of different monotone warping paths, denoted as ΓGEM , that gives granular control over the upper and lower
bounds of the occurring scale s ≥ 1:
©
ΓGEM := γ ∈ Γ | i 0 = 0 ∧ i |γ|−1 = |Q| − 1
∧ min(i m+1 − i m , j m+1 − j m ) = 1
ª
∧ max(i m+1 − i m , j m+1 − j m ) ≤ s .
Hence, the query Q and a potential match C in S may only be mapped by a scale
transformation in the interval [1/s, s] ⊂ R+ . An exemplary set of allowed edges
in the directed acyclic graph (DAG) G is illustrated in Figure 4.7. Here, the query
Q = Q [0:3] is mapped onto M = S [1:6] in an elastic manner. As 13 < 1s = 12 , the
vertex (3, 1) is unreachable and cannot be matched. In addition, independent
scaling factors s − , s + for shrinking and enlarging the query Q are conceivable.
Furthermore, the possibility to skip values in Q and S provides robustness against
noise from sensors and occlusion.
Every vertex (0, j ) in row zero is a possible starting node for the calculation of
the best warping path γ̂. Therefore, GEM may translate the query Q to every suitable position in S.3 In summary, GEM provides invariance under affine mappings
of the time domain for a given restriction [1/s − , s + ] ⊂ R+ of the scaling factor.
Automatic Offset and Trend Adjustment
A method for automatic offset adjustment in matching algorithms was proposed by
Latecki et al. [10] in connection with the MVM algorithm. The objective function
3

Although, there are several starting nodes, it is still a SSSP problem by adding a virtual super
node that is connected to every vertex (0, j ) with vanishing weights.
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Figure 4.7: An s = 2 edge scheme for the GEM-algorithm and an exemplary warping
path (red/bold).

w MVM (i m , j m ) = |Q i m + ∆m − S j m |p for a given p ∈ N was introduced where the
offset
∆m is¢ calculated by an incremental ordinary average over all residues Um :=
¡
S j m −Q i m in the warping path γ:
∆m+1 =

m +1
1
∆n +
Um+1
m +2
m +2

with ∆0 := U0

.

The starting nodes in row zero do not contribute to the measure since w MVM (i 0 , j 0 ) =
|Q i 0 + (S j 0 − Q i 0 ) − S j 0 |p = 0. The residue is then carried along the whole warping
path by ordinary averaging.
This method is feasible to adjust a global offset. Consider the query Q being a
shifted variant of the subject sequence S with the same length, i.e. S = Q +N where
N is a random variable with sample mean µ. The average residue will reproduce
the shift exactly [10]:
∆|γ|−1 =

X¡
X
¢
1 |γ|−1
1 |γ|−1
S i −Q i =
Ni = µ .
|γ| i =0
|γ| i =0

Unfortunately, this approach is not applicable to a time-dependent trend adjustment. To illustrate this point, consider Q to be a deformed variant of S with the
same length, i.e. S = Q + D where D is a deformation represented by a uniformly
sampled cosine wave on the interval [0, 2π):
µ
¶
X
X
1 |γ|−1
1 |γ|−1
2πi
∆|γ|−1 =
Di =
A cos
=0.
|γ| i =0
|γ| i =0
|γ|
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M OVING AVERAGE WITH C ONSTANT M EMORY
The deformation D i at i = |γ| is obviously the amplitude A but would be estimated
A
incorrectly with 0 ≈ |γ+1|
= ∆|γ| . Therefore, global ordinary averaging cannot
be used for a local trend removal. This problem can be approached by using a
windowed averaging filter. Unfortunately, it is difficult to perform an on-the-fly
calculation of an ordinary windowed average with constant memory4 per node
since all the values in the window have to be cached at the same time.
Moving Average with Constant Memory
GEM employs a distinct low-pass filter, that can be applied for offset and timedependent trend adjustment with constant memory utilization. In contrary to the
MVM algorithm the exponential moving average (EMA) is used to propagate the
residues along the warping path γ for an α ∈ [0, 1]:
∆m+1 = (1 − α) · ∆m + α ·Um+1 with ∆0 := U0 .
¡
¢
¡
¢
Let Um m = S j m − Q i m m be the sequence of residues on γ, then the EMA-filter
can be calculated in exactly the same manner as the ordinary average. Although,
EMA is calculated on whole γ, the average ∆ satisfies a local property as shown by
Klinker [78].
¡
¢
Proposition 6 (Klinker). Let Um m be an admissible sequence, ∆ the Exponential
Moving Average and ∆(N ) its windowed variant restricted to the last N values, then
|∆ − ∆(N ) |
< (1 − α)N .
|∆|
The influence of residues declines exponentially with the distance taken on
the warping path γ. Hence, the EMA filter is essentially a windowed average that
can be computed with constant memory. Furthermore, the user can control the
effective window size with the averaging coefficient α.
As seen in the previous section, GEM allows edges that skip at least one row or
column for a scaling bound of s ≥ 2. In this case fractional indices emerge, that
cannot be covered by the discrete filter given above. Therefore, GEM introduces
an adaptive averaging coefficient α depending on the step size with the help of
the corresponding differential equation:
d
1
1
∆(t ) + ∆(t ) = U (t ) with τ ∈ R+ .
dt
τ
τ

(4.1)

Without loss of generality assume ∆(t = 0) = ∆m and further approximate locally
U (t ) = Um+1 for all times t > 0, then the unique solution of (4.1) is given by:
³
¡ t ¢´
¡ t¢
∆(t ) = exp − τ · ∆m + 1 − exp − τ ·Um+1 .
4

Please note, we do not claim that a windowed average cannot be calculated in constant time
which is indeed possible with the help of prefix sums.
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Consequently, the adaptive
¡ t ¢averaging coefficient of the non-uniform EMA filter is
defined as αt := 1 − exp − τ . For ∆m+1 := ∆(t = 1) we assume α1 being the right
choice for unit steps. Furthermore, αt can be expressed in terms of α1 :
³
³
αt = 1 − exp −t · ln

1 ´´
= 1 − (1 − α1 )t .
1 − α1

The parameter α1 ∈ [0, 1] can be interpreted as flexibility of the trend adjustment.
Let α1 := 0 and therefore αt = 0 for all t ∈ [0, ∞), then the average ∆m = U0 is a
constant approximation over the whole warping path γ. Otherwise, let α1 = 1, then
the average ∆m reassembles exactly the sequence of residues Um . The first limit
can be considered as one-sample constant offset approximation and the second
one as super-flexible trend adjustment, that maps any time series Q onto S with
zero cost. In real-world application small values of α1 ¿ 1 provide a robust and
local trend adjustment.

4.2.2 Complexity
As discussed, two distinctive features of GEM are bounded scale invariance in the
time domain and automatic local trend adjustment. Therefore, the final algorithm
depends on three external parameters, the shrinking scale s − , the stretching scale
s + and the flexibility degree α1 . The pseudocode of GEM is given in Figure 4.8.
The matrices C , L and ∆ are updated in the relaxation procedure RELAX shown
in Figure 4.9. GEM minimizes the cost along the warping path γ normalized to its
length. This normalization has to be applied to prevent the algorithm favouring
shorter paths. GEM therefore minimizes the mean error
¡ after trend adjustment.
¢
The relaxation
of the
¢ whole DAG G can be achieved in O |Q| · |S| · (s − + s + − 1) time
¡
and O |S| · (s − + 1) space by cyclic writing to the memory. As stated above, a linear
memory algorithm is possible solely because the EMA filter can be calculated
with constant memory per node. Conventional windowed averaging would need
space proportional to |Q| · |S| which would be infeasible even for moderate sized
queries Q. Back-tracing the optimal warping path γ̂ can be done on a much smaller
subgraph of G with a number of nodes proportional to |Q|2 ¿ |Q| · |S|.

4.2.3 Parallel Relaxation
The distinct scheme for the edges in the DAG G allows for an efficient fine-grained
parallelization of GEM. Since there is no data dependency (horizontal edge)
between individual vertices every node in a single row of G can be relaxed independently. Furthermore, forward relaxation is replaced by a backward relaxation
scheme to avoid any race conditions for updating matrix entries. More specifically,
the GEM
¡ pseudo-code in Figure 4.8
¢ is modified by¡replacing the forward calls
¢ to
RELAX (i , j ), (i + 1 + k, j + 1), w, δ and to RELAX (i , j ), (i + 1, j + 1 + l ), w, δ by
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4.2.3. PARALLEL R ELAXATION
1: function GEM(Q, S, s − , s + , α1 )
2:
initialize cost, length and average matrices C , L, ∆
3:
for i = 0 → |Q| − 2 do
4:
for j = 0 → |S| − 2 do
5:
for k = 0 → s − − 1 do
6:
if i + 1 + k < |Q| then
7:
α ← 1 − (1 − α1 )1/(k+1)
8:
δ ← (1 − α) · ∆i , j + α · (S j +1 −Q i +1+k )
9:
w ← |Q i +1+k + δ − S j +1 |p
¡
¢
10:
RELAX (i , j ), (i + 1 + k, j + 1), w, δ
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
for l = 1 → s + − 1 do
14:
if j + 1 + l < |S| then
15:
α ← 1 − (1 − α1 )l +1
16:
δ ← (1 − α) · ∆i , j + α · (S j +1+l −Q i +1 )
17:
w ← |Q i +1 + δ − S j +1+l |p
¡
¢
18:
RELAX (i , j ), (i + 1, j + 1 + l ), w, δ
19:
end if
20:
end for
21:
end for
22:
end for
23:
find optimal length-normalized cost dˆ in the last row of C
24:
backtrace γ̂ with memoized predecessor information

. jumps in rows

. jumps in cols

return optimal cost dˆ and warping path γ̂
25: end function

Figure 4.8: GEM pseudocode
1: procedure RELAX((i m , j m ), (i m+1 , j m+1 ), w, δ)
2:

if

C i m , j m +w
L i m , j m +1

<

C i m+1 , j m+1
L i m+1 , j m+1

then

3:
C i m+1 , j m+1 ← C i m , j m + w
4:
L i m+1 , j m+1 ← L i m , j m + 1
5:
∆i m+1 , j m+1 ← δ
6:
end if
7: end procedure

. normalized to length
. update C
. update L
. update ∆

Figure 4.9: Pseudocode of the edge relaxation procedure RELAX

¡
¡
¢
backward calls
¢ to RELAX (i − 1 − k, j − 1), (i , j ), w, δ and to RELAX (i − 1, j − 1 −
l ), (i , j ), w, δ ). Consequently the loop over j can be parallelized independently for
each value of j .
Several CUDA kernels, each operating on a different row of GEM matrices,
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are queued to be executed in sequential order. Within a row, consecutive CUDA
threads work on results of consecutive entries to ensure coalesced accesses to the
global memory. Since backward relaxation is used, intermediate values can be
stored in registers and only the final results are written to global memory. Memory
reads to previously relaxed entries are also coalesced. For a previously relaxed
entry, there are at most max(s + , s − ) threads reading it. Thus, if the values of s + and
s − are large, one can utilize CUDA shared memory to enhance speed. Figure 4.10
explains this memory access pattern.
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Figure 4.10: An example of coalesced memory access during the relaxation of four
nodes in a single kernel invocation. Each thread relaxes the three (s = 2) possible
backward edges consecutively (I, II, III / red, blue, green) and finally updates the
score, length and averaging matrices (IV / black).
In comparison to the CUDA implementation of subsequence DTW presented
in [76] (CUDA-subsequence-DTW), CUDA-GEM does not require local memory
for each thread since three registers per thread are enough to store the GEM states
(C , L, ∆) when relaxing an entry. Since local memory accesses are significantly
slower than register accesses, our CUDA version is able to achieve a high performance.
We further optimize the code for the newest generation of CUDA-enabled
devices with compute capability version 3.0 (Kepler). The new version enables
launching up to 231 − 1 blocks in each kernel call. Hence, we can spawn as many
threads as the size of S and let the scheduler assign the thread blocks to the
hardware.

4.2.4 Matching Quality
Although GEM features translation-invariant subsequence matching in the time
domain we compare its matching quality to global matching algorithms. Given
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two time series Q and S of the same length then translation-invariant matching
degenerates to the global case since a potential match C in S has the approximate length of S itself. The superiority of subsequence DTW over other local
matching algorithms is usually justified by the matching quality of the (global)
DTW similarity measure [76]. We therefore infer statements about GEM’s local
matching quality from the global case. In the following, matching quality will
be expressed in terms of classification errors of 1NN-classifiers. Since GEM
is not a symmetric
distance measure5¢we always use its symmetrized variant
¡
gem∗ (Q, S) := min gem(Q, S), gem(S,Q) during quality benchmarks to avoid ambiguity in the definition of nearest neighbours. Euclidean-flavoured versions of the
distance measures are used in all experiments i.e. the parameter p of the L p -norm
is set to 2.

Metal Dataset
The Metal dataset consists of 1000 pairs of thickness profile measurements of
metal coils. Given a thickness measurement child(i ) we assign the corresponding
time series parent(i ) for all i ∈ {0, . . . , 999}. As a result, the dataset consists of
1000 classes with two members each. Since GEM and CDTW both depend on
external parameters, we have to carry out parameter learning. Unfortunately,
every stratified split of the dataset into a training and test set creates classes with
exactly one member which renders parameter learning infeasible. Therefore, we
separate a small subset for parameter learning beforehand and determine the
error rates on the complementary set to avoid leakage. For our experiments we
use the following protocol:
(i) Shuffle the index set I := {0, . . . , 999} with a random permutation π to obtain
π(I ) := {π(0), . . . , π(999)}.
(ii) Split π(I ) into four disjoint index subsets – two pairs of parameter learning
and holdout sets: (L left , Hleft ) as well as (L right , Hright ) with |L j | = 100 and
|H j | = 400 each.
(iii) For each of the two pairs (L j , H j ) do the following: Learn the parameters
of the given distance measure on the indices L j by picking the parameter
that yields minimum classification error of a 1NN-classifier built with the
parents. After picking the most promising parameter determine the 1NNclassification error on the complementary index set H j in the same manner.
Finally, one yields one error for each H j . Go to (i) until finished.
5

Exemplary, consider two time series Q, S with lengths |Q|·s + < |S| for a s + ≥ 1 then gem(Q, S) ∈
R but gem(S,Q) = ∞ since S is too long.
+
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The partition of the dataset is motivated by the following criteria: Parameters are
learned on a small subset since this is the desired real-world setting. The parameter
for CDTW is given by the relative window size of the Sakoe-Chiba Band [15] and
ranges from 0% to 20%. GEM’s scaling parameters s − , s + ∈ S ©and the averaging
ª
coefficient α1 ∈ A are taken from the sets S = {1, 2} and A = 2−p | p ∈ {1, . . . , 8} .
Shuffling the indices during step (i) ensures variability of parameter learning
scenarios. Additionally, the dataset is split into two pairs (L j , H j ) to guarantee the
same variability for the final error rate since H j is substantially altered each run.
Otherwise, we would end up with nearly identical holdout sets if we provided only
one pair (L, H ) for each iteration.
In our experiments, we investigate ED, (un)constraint DTW and symmetrized
GEM during 120 iterations compliant with the given protocol. All distance measures but GEM are allowed to use z-normalization. In the following, results are only
reported for CDTW and GEM since both considerably outperform unconstrained
DTW and ED.6 Hence, one obtains a sequence of 240 (relative) error rates (E id )i
(see Figure 4.11) for each distance measure where
E CDTW ± σCDTW = 0.134 ± 0.024 and E GEM ± σGEM = 0.017 ± 0.014 .
The averaged error rates are determined on the same samples each iteration to
guarantee fairness. Additionally, the mean ∆ and the standard deviation σ∆ for the
sequence of differences (∆i )i = (E iCDTW −E iGEM )i are given by ∆±σ∆ = 0.116±0.026.
As a result, GEM outperforms CDTW on the metal dataset with an approximate
8 times smaller error rate. This improvement is crucial for quality management
in rolling mills since every alert notifying a possible mix-up enforces manual
intervention of a domain expert.
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Figure 4.11: Histograms of relative errors for GEM (green/left) and CDTW
(blue/right) each on the same samples for 120 shuffled splits (i.e. 240 errors).

6

The error rates for all distance measures and detailed information about the individual
iterations are provided on the supplementary website [79].
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Fish Dataset
Local deformation is not exclusively limited to time series from the metal domain.
The fish dataset [3] consists of 350 time series extracted from the silhouettes of
fish and exhibits seven distinguishable classes. Five members of the first category
are exemplary shown in Figure 4.12. Obviously, the dataset was preprocessed

Figure 4.12: Five members of the first class of the fish dataset plotted together. The
tiny local structures on top of the signals are shifted along both axes.
to have same length, approximate alignment and amplitudes. We therefore do
not expect (C)DTW to perform considerably better than ED. However, a close
look at Figure 4.12 reveals tiny structures on top of the signals that are shifted
on both axes. Shifts on the time-axis may be covered by warping but not on the
measurement-axis. GEM’s invariance against local deformation can be exploited
to improve the situation.
Again, we consider a resampling strategy for our experiments to provide means
and standard deviations. The fish dataset has been included into the UCR database
[16] and therefore a canonical split into a training and test set is provided. For
further resampling we use the following protocol:
(i) For the first iteration take the UCR split, otherwise accomplish a stratified
random split of the dataset into a training and test set conserving the split
and class ratios.
(ii) Learn the parameters of the distance measures with Leave-One-Out-CrossValidation (LOOCV) on the training set. Pick the parameter that minimizes
the error rate.
(iii) Build a 1NN-classifier with the training set and the optimal parameter. Determine the final error rate on the test set with this classifier. Return to (i)
until finished.
During the learning of parameters we use the same parameter sets as in the
metal experiments. This protocol is executed 240 times. The results show, that
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unconstrained DTW performs slightly worse than CDTW and ED.7 In the following,
we focus again on the comparison of CDTW and GEM (see Figure 4.13). The means
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Figure 4.13: Histograms of relative errors for symmetrized GEM (green/left) and
CDTW (blue/right) on the same samples for 240 stratified shuffled splits.
and standard deviations for the individual distance measures are given by
E CDTW ± σCDTW = 0.200 ± 0.029 and E GEM ± σGEM = 0.090 ± 0.020 .
The differences of relative errors yield the following outcome ∆±σ∆ = 0.111±0.034.
This improvement of the relative error rate by a factor of about 2 demonstrates
that invariance against local deformation can also substantially increase accuracy
offside the metal domain.
UCR Database
In this section, we further investigate the performance of CDTW and GEM on a
range of datasets from different domains including ECG, mass spectra and motion
capture data. We repeated the above mentioned protocol from the fish dataset
for almost all of the 47 members of the UCR time series repository [16]. Since we
want to give an impression of the general performance the number of iterations
is limited to 50 instead of 240. The obtained error rates for CDTW and GEM are
shown in Figure 4.14. On the first sight CDTW and GEM perform equally well but
a close look reveals that GEM can considerably decrease the error rates on several
datasets e.g. OSULeaf (-13%), Car (-9%) and TwoLeadECG (-8%). The use of GEM
may also increase the error rate as happened in Lighting7 (+10%). Nevertheless,
the benefits of GEM are predictable on small samples. Exemplary, the CBF dataset
30
exhibits a ratio of training and test set sizes of 900
. The final performance on the
usually much bigger test set can be inferred from the resubstitution error on the
training set during parameter learning. Figure 4.15 shows the average difference of
relative errors ∆ (CDTW-GEM) on the training and test set for each tested member
of the UCR repository. The plot is divided into four disjoint regions:
7
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ED and CDTW perform identically. Please, see our website [79] for details.

UCR D ATABASE

0.6 In this region cDTW is better.
relative error for GEM

0.5

0.4

Lighting7

0.3
0.2

0.1

Fish
In this region GEM is better.

0.00.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
relative error for cDTW

Figure 4.14: Relative errors (blue/bold dots) for CDTW and symmetrized GEM
averaged over 50 runs. The error bars (grey) visualize ±1σ standard deviation.

TP (true positive) In this regions, we predict on the training set that GEM performs better than CDTW on the test set.
TN (true negative) We predict correctly during training that GEM will perform
worse than CDTW on the test set.
FP (false positive) Points in this quadrant indicate that we erroneously predict
GEM to perform better than CDTW.
FN (false negative) Complementary to FP, the prediction that CDTW performs
better than GEM is false.
The majority of datasets is located at the origin which confirms the results in Figure
4.14. However, the substantial improvements of GEM over CDTW in the upper
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Figure 4.15: Average of the differences of relative errors (blue/bold dots) over 50
runs on the training and test set. The error bars (grey) represent ±1σ standard
deviation. The four regions refer to true/false positive/negative predictions.

right corner of TP are predictable. Almost all predictions are located in the regions
TP and TN with a bias in favour of TP. The lower left outlier in TN represents
Lighting7. Thus, a reasonable decline in classification accuracy is predictable,
too. Only a few data sets lie in the region FP but not a single one with sufficient
margin in relation to its standard deviation. Hence, we can confidently infer the
final performance of the investigated distance measures beforehand. Finally, we
can state, that GEM and CDTW can be used complementary. In addition, datasets
that obey the mentioned invariances of local deformation and scaling can profit
substantially during classification tasks.
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4.2.5. RUNTIME AND S PEEDUPS

4.2.5 Runtime and Speedups
The performance of CUDA-GEM is compared to our CPU implementation using
the following platforms:
■

(CPU) Intel Xeon X5650 Dual Hex-Core, 96 GB RAM, gcc-4.6.3 compiler with
-O3 optimization, Linux Ubuntu 12.04.

■

(GPU) NVIDIA GeForce Titan with 6 GB RAM, CUDA version 5.5, attached
to an Intel Core-i7 CPU, Linux Ubuntu 12.04.

In addition to our sequential C/C++ implementation, we also have implemented a
multi-core parallelization using OpenMP. The OpenMP version also parallelizes
the inner loop over j using multiple threads.

Figure 4.16: Performance in terms of execution time for the sequential (1 thread),
OpenMP (12 threads) and CUDA implementation of GEM. The x-axis represents
the size of S, the size of Q is fixed at 1024. The y-axis represents the execution time
(in seconds), both using logarithmic scale.
Figure 4.16 shows the performance comparison for a query Q of size 1024 and
a subject S with size ranging from 1M to 32M (1M = 10242 ). Our CUDA implementation achieves an average speedup of 140.3 (14.9) compared to the sequential
(OpenMP) implementation. Furthermore, our OpenMP implementation achieves
an average speedup of 9.4 using 12 threads compared to the sequential implementation.
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We further compare the performance of GEM to the DTW implementation of
the UCR Suite (UCR-DTW) using the ECG dataset (subject and queries are taken
from [16]) and the metal dataset (subject and queries provided at [79]). Both the
UCR and GEM CPU implementations are executed on the Xeon CPU. CUDA-GEM
is exectuted on the Titan GPU. The experimental results are shown in Figure 4.17
for the ECG and in Figure 4.18 for the metal dataset.
CUDA-GEM outperforms UCR-DTW on both tested datasets for all tested
settings. The execution time of GEM is linear with respect to the query length,
while the execution time of UCR-DTW increases at a higher rate. This can be
explained as follows: The UCR Suite uses a cascade of lower bounds. The used
LBKim (O (1) time complexity) and LBKeogh (O (|Q|) time complexity) lower bounds
increasingly lose pruning power. In this case, the time complexity of UCR-DTW is
considerably influenced by the O (|Q|) dependency of LBKeogh and even O (|Q|2 ) if
all lower bounds fail.
We also tested CUDA-GEM in comparison to a CUDA implementation of DTW
without lower bounding in [76] for the same query and a subject of length 128K
(1K= 1024) on the same GPU-based hardware. The measured runtime shows

Figure 4.17: Performance in terms of execution time for the ECG dataset for the
sequential (1 thread), OpenMP (12 threads), CUDA implementation of GEM in
comparison to UCR-DTW with three different window settings (0.05, 0.1, 0.2). The
x-axis represents the size of Q. S is fixed at size 20.1 million. The y-axis represents
the execution time (in seconds), both using logarithmic scale.
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Figure 4.18: Performance in terms of execution time for the metal dataset for the
sequential (1 thread), OpenMP (12 threads), CUDA implementation of GEM in
comparison to UCR-DTW with three different window settings (0.05, 0.1, 0.2). The
x-axis represents the size of Q. S is fixed at size 11.34 million. The y-axis represents
the execution time (in seconds), both using logarithmic scale.

that CUDA-GEM is five orders of magnitude faster. A comparison of the time
complexities of both approaches (O (|S|·|Q|2 ) for subsequence-DTW and O (|S|·|Q|)
for GEM) indicates an expected speedup of about three orders of magnitude for
the sequential GEM algorithm and the given problem size of |Q|=1K. Therefore,
the achieved runtime performance of CUDA-GEM shows an additional speedup
of two orders of magnitude. This result indicates that the row-independent edge
scheme employed in GEM allows for a more efficient fine-grained parallelization
in comparison to DTW.

4.2.6 Multi-Shape Alignment and Stream Segmentation
The pseudo code given in Figure 4.8 is limited to obtain only the best match of Q in
S. It can be extended to return a set of non-overlapping matches in ascending order
in terms of alignments scores as follows. The starting node of a warping path has to
be passed whenever an edge is relaxed. As a result one gains the first and last index
of a matched subsequence S[start : end] together with the associated normalized
cost for every entry in the last row. A standard sorting algorithm can now be
applied to obtain an ascending order of the normalized costs. Finally, a balanced
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binary tree can be used to determine whether two intervals are overlapping or not.
In the following, our notion of non-overlapping is defined as follows:
Definition 7 (p-non-overlapping intervals). Let [s 1 , e 1 ] and [s 2 , e 2 ] be two nonempty intervals and p ∈ [0, 1], then both intervals are called p-non-overlapping if
and only if
¯
¡
¢ ¯
(e 1 − s 1 ) + (e 2 − s 2 ) − ¯(s 1 + e 1 ) − (s 2 + e 2 )¯
<p
2 · min(e 1 − s 1 , e 2 − s 2 )
|
{z
}
relative projection of overlap onto smaller radius

The choice p = 0 is equivalent to the usual interpretation of two non-overlapping intervals that do not intersect. For greater values the parameter p refers
to the maximal percentage of allowed penetration for a non-overlap. Pruning
overlapping intervals is an important technique to exclude matches that differ
only in minor details and gets even more crucial in anomaly detection
[7].¢Both,
¡
the sorting and the insertion into a tree can be accomplished in O |S| · log |S| time.
The error threshold ε to decide which matches are reported strongly depends
on the dataset set (even the best match is lower-bounded by the noise on top of the
signals) and may be difficult to estimate. Consider the case that the query is not
contained in the subject sequence then even the best match will be unsatisfactory.
The interested reader may refer to [53] where additional details are given how to
handle threshold-based queries in online streams.
The described procedure can be extended to the simultaneous alignment of
multiple shapes. Consider a dictionary of N motifs D = {Q (0) , . . . ,Q (k) , . . . ,Q (N −1) }
and a stream S that contains warped and uniform scaled variants of these basis
shapes. Using GEM, we can process the score lists for each motif Q (k) independently. Hence, we obtain for each alignment
position and each
¡
¢ motif a distance
score represented as 4-tuple m := start, end, score, label(k) with the following
ordering property
m<m

0

:⇐⇒

m.score
m 0 .score
<
m.end − m.start m 0 .end − m 0 .start

.

Afterwards, the sorted lists are merged and the overlaps can be removed as described above. As a result, we can provide a non-overlapping segmentation of the
stream using (a subset of) the base motifs (see Figure 4.19). The corresponding
pseudo-code is listed in Figure 4.20. This procedure can be extended to any subsequence alignment algorithm that returns a list of the above mentioned 4-tuples.
As an example, when using Euclidean-flavoured subsequence (C)DTW, the 4-tuple
for a query Q (k) at position l is given by
¡
¢
m = l , l + |Q (k) |, (C)DTW2 (Q, S[l : l + |Q (k) |]), label(k) .
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Figure 4.19: Segmentation of a stream consisting of different hand poses during
an assembly task. The three basis shapes (blue, green and red time series in the
second row) represent the x-coordinates of different grasping movements. The
score lists are computed for both GEM (top) and unconstrained DTW (bottom)
followed by a greedy removal of overlapping subsequences as described above
using a relative penetration width of p = 41 . The use of z-normalization is not
advisable during the computation of DTW scores due to the very similar shape of
the first (blue) and second (green) shape. Both, GEM and DTW, perfectly recover
the labels of the hand poses and thus are equally suited for
¡ the task. Nevertheless,
¢
GEM is capable to ¡determine the segmentation
in O |S| · max(|Q (k) |) time in
¢
contrast to DTW’s O |S| · max(|Q (k) |)2 dependency. Note, the use of lower bounds
is prohibitive since we need to access all alignment score at every position and
thus have to face subsequence DTW’s worst case.

The label function can be set to the identity map label(k) = k for 1NN-classification
with only one sample per class. In order to construct more robust classifiers, noninjective mappings from distinct queries to the same class label are conceivable.
Since the dictionary D has to be known beforehand, the proposed stream segmentation procedure is supervised. Usually, a domain expert provides a small set
of exemplary shapes that can be used to investigate the stream. As an example, we
could extract each heartbeat from a stream of heartbeats by just providing a small
set of representatives. The described task gets harder if we either do not know all
building blocks of the stream or have to deal with unpredictable shapes e.g. from
sensor loss which do not fit in any of the classes. In this case, a binary classification
task for the discrimination between outliers and shapes from D has to be applied
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1: function SUPERVISED _ SEGMENTATION (M = (m 0 , m 1 , . . . ), p[= 0], ε[= ∞])
2:

M ← sort(M )
. sort M in ascending order using normalized scores
M ← truncate(M , ε)
. remove normalized scores greater ε
T ← BalancedBinaryTree(p)
. tree for checking interval collisions

3:
4:
5:
6:

for m ∈ M do
if m ∉ T then
T .insert(m)
else
M ← M \ {m}
end if
end for

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

. for each match starting with the most promising
. no collision in terms of p-non-overlapping
. block interval by storing in tree
. discard match since blocked by other candidate

14:

return M
16: end function

15:

Figure 4.20: Pseudo-Code of a general stream segmentation algorithm.

after the segmentation. Assuming that unpredictable shapes have a reasonable
inter-class distance to all entries of the dictionary D,8 the ε-parameter can be
learned on a training set to determine an appropriate threshold. If no suitable
basis shapes are given at all, i.e. we cannot access a ground truth segmentation
on any subset of the stream, unsupervised motif extraction algorithms [6] for the
creation of the initial motif database are conceivable.

8
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In the opposite case, they could be represented by a dictionary entry.

CHAPTER

5

L IE -G ROUP-VALUED T IME S ERIES
‘Ubi materia, ibi geometria.’ — Ioannes Keplerus

Up to here, the discussed algorithms for the elastic alignment of subsequences
exclusively exhibit local weighting functions w : R × R → R+
0 on one-dimensional
and real domain. Given two values (p, q) ∈ R × R the weighting function is usually
chosen to represent the length of the shortest path between p and q – the socalled geodetic distance. On flat Rm the shortest path between two points can
be parametrized by a straight line γ(τ) = (1 − τ) · p + τ · q for τ ∈ [0, 1] and thus its
m
squared arc length w R (p, q) has the expected form:
 1
2 
2
Z
Z1
°
°
m
d
w R (p, q) :=  ° γ(τ)° dτ = kq − pk · 1 dτ = kp − qk2
dτ
0

.

0

Obviously, the computation of the length involves γ̇(τ) i.e. the velocity of the curve
at each point γ(τ) on the geodetic parametrization between p and q. Furthermore,
we need to know how to compute the norm of a velocity vector kγ̇(τ)k at each point
γ(τ). Since γ̇(τ) = q − p, the expression can be reduced to the ordinary Euclidean
distance between the points p and q.
Consider now a curved manifold M ⊂ Rm embedded in higher dimensional
flat space e.g. the unit sphere S 1 = {p ∈ R2 | kpk2 = 1} as a subset of R2 . A straight
line between two points p, q ∈ M does not necessarily lie in M . Moreover, the
operations + and − have no meaning on an arbitrary manifold M and thus we do
not know how to evaluate the expression kp − qk unless we report the arc length
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of straight lines in the embedding space Rm . As an example, two points p, q ∈
S 1 could be written as p = (cos ϕp , sin ϕp )T and q = (cos ϕq , sin ϕq )T and thus a
parametrization from p to q through S 1 by an angular parameter τ ∈ [0, ϕq − ϕp ]
is given by:
cos τ − sin τ
γ(τ) =
sin τ
cos τ
µ

¶µ

¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
cos ϕp
cos τ cos ϕp − sin τ sin ϕp
cos(τ + ϕp )
=
=
sin ϕp
sin τ cos ϕp + cos τ sin ϕp
sin(τ + ϕp )

.

The geodetic distance can now be computed directly using γ(τ) and the observation that 〈γ̇(τ), γ̇(τ)〉 = (−)2 sin2 (τ + ϕp ) + cos2 (τ + ϕp ) = 1 for all τ, ϕp ∈ R:
 ϕq −ϕp
2  ϕq −ϕp 2
Z
Z
°
°
d
S1
°
°



w (p, q) :=
γ(τ) dτ =
1 dτ = |ϕq − ϕp |2
dτ
0

.

0

Note, if |ϕq − ϕp | > π we obviously took the wrong sign for the rotation and thus
computed the longest path instead of the shortest one. This can be avoided using
¡
¢2
1
w S (p, q) = arccos 〈q, p〉 the inverse cosine of the projection of q on p since:
〈q, p〉 = cos ϕq cos ϕp + sin ϕq sin ϕp = cos(ϕq − ϕp ) .
Concluding, it is easy to assign meaningful distances in flat Rm and the unit sphere
S 1 using the length of the shortest paths between two points.

|ϕ q

−

ϕ p|

e2
p

kq −

pk2

ϕp
q

ϕq
e1

S1

Figure 5.1: An example for the geodetic distance of two points p, q ∈ S 1 ⊂ R2 .
If treated as plain vectors in R2 the geodetic distance is the length of the displacement vector q − p (blue line). In contrast, if rigidly treated as orientations
p, q ∈ SO(2, R) ∼
= S 1 with associated angles ϕp and ϕq the geodetic distance is
given by the length of the continuous path from p to q through S 1 (red arc).
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However, when dealing with data from inertial measurement units (IMUs) we
have to treat orientations in three-dimensional angular space and translations
in three-dimensional spatial domain at the same time. Mathematically speaking,
the group of rotations SO(m, R) acting on Rm , the so-called special
orthogonal
¡m ¢ m·(m−1)
1
group, is a curved and differentiable manifold of dimension 2 =
. The
2
computation of the squared geodetic distance w(p, q) for p, q ∈ SO(m, R) is not
obvious without knowing how to parametrize geodesics γ(τ). Furthermore, we
can extend the group of rotations with spatial translations i.e. the abelian group
(Rm , +). The resulting group of all rigid (angle, length and chirality-preserving)
transformations SE (m, R) acting on Rm , the so-called special Euclidean group, is
a curved and differentiable manifold of dimension m·(m−1)
+ m = m·(m+1)
. As we
2
2
will see, we can establish different notions of distance on the above mentioned
manifolds. Aiming for the use in elastic measures, we have to ensure an efficient
representation of the involved transformations while at the same time using as
few operations as possible during the computation of the geodetic distance.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 gives a brief introduction of the very basics of Lie groups and differential geometry. Geodetic
distances on pure rotations as well as their efficient use in time series data mining
applications using unit quaternions are discussed in Section 5.2. This includes a
linear time algorithm for windowed frame-normalization in a stream of rotations,
an analogous preprocessing step to z-normalization, the construction of lower
bounds for 1NN search under DTW and multi-shape segmentation in streams
of hand poses. Section 5.3 provides an extension from streams of pure rotations
SO(m, R) to streams of full rigid transformation SE (m, R) using unit dual quaternions.

5.1 Mathematical Aspects of Lie Groups
This section is mainly used to fix the notation and to provide basic definitions
for Lie groups and Lie algebras in order to ensure self-consistency of the thesis.
As a result, it cannot cover the vast field of differential geometry and Lie groups
– neither in terms of completeness nor in terms of mathematical rigidity. An
interested reader may refer to Jeffrey M. Lee’s excellent text book on differential
geometry [80] or the introductory chapters of Florian Jung’s dissertation on the
construction of quantization maps using group theoretical approaches [81].

5.1.1 Differentiable Manifolds
Let us start with the definition of smooth manifolds.
1

During the rest of this thesis, we neglect reflections since we have to guarantee the existence
of continuous paths between all pairs of points in the manifold of transformations.
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Definition 8 (smooth manifold). An m-dimensional smooth manifold M is a
second countable topological Hausdorff space equipped with an m-dimensional
C ∞ -differential structure.
Despite the abstract nature of the definition, smooth manifolds can be easily explained as topological spaces which locally behave like Rm with a notion
of differentiation. Let us now decompose the definition: A topological space
is a mathematical set equipped with a concept of open sets e.g. open balls in
m-dimensional Cartesian space B ε (p) = {q ∈ Rm | kp − qk < ε}. Second countable means that any open subset can be written as (possibly infinite) union of a
countable collection of open sets e.g. in Rm the collection of all open balls with
rational radii and rational centres {B ε (p) | ε ∈ Q, p ∈ Qm }. The Hausdorff property
guarantees that each pair of points p, q ∈ M is separable by open sets i.e we can
find two disjoint open sets p ∈ U , q ∈ V with U ∩ V = ;. Up to here, the above
mentioned properties ensure that a manifold can be treated locally like Rm when
defining continuous maps (e.g. connected curves γ(τ) through M ), limits and
convergence. Hence, for each point p ∈ M , we can locally define a homeomorphic
(invertible and continuous) map x from an open subset p ∈ U ⊂ M to an open
subset of x(U ) ⊂ Rm . A tuple (U , x) is called a chart of M . Figure 5.2 depicts two
local homeomorphic mappings of the same point p ∈ M to open sets of Rm .

V
p
U
M
y

x
Rm

m

y ◦ x −1 R
x(p)
x(U )

y(V )
x◦y

−1

y(p)

Figure 5.2: An example for homeomorphic mappings of the same point p ∈ M with
corresponding transition maps between two charts (U , x) and (V, y) of M .
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The described construction ensures that every (topological) manifold is locally
isomorphic to an m-dimensional Cartesian space in terms of open sets. However,
we want to establish a notion of differentiability which can be done as follows.
Assume we have two overlapping open sets U ,V ⊂ M then a point p ∈ U ∩ V
can be mapped either using x or y to Rm i.e. the point p can be represented in
two different coordinate systems. Using x and y we can compute the transition
maps y ◦ x −1 and x ◦ y −1 which represent the change in coordinates on the level
of Rm . Since we understand the concept of differentiability on Rm , we define a
topological manifold to be smooth if all transition maps between open sets are
C ∞ -functions.2 Let us now establish the concept of tangent vectors.
Definition 9 (smooth curve). Let I ⊆ R be an open subset of R and M be an mdimensional smooth manifold then γ : I → M , τ 7→ γ(τ) is called a smooth curve if
its coordinate representation in Rm is also a smooth function in each chart (U , x).
As we will see, smooth curves can be used to define the tangent plane Tp M
for each point p ∈ M independently. These so-called tangent spaces Tp M are
isomorphic to Rm .
Definition 10 (tangent vector). Let M be a smooth manifold and Γp be the set of
smooth curves γ through p with γ(0) = p. Two curves γ and γ0 are tangentially
equivalent γ ∼ γ0 , if they are tangent to each other in charts, i.e.
¯
¯
¡
¢
¡
¢
d ¯¯
d ¯¯
x γ(τ) =
x γ0 (τ)
¯
¯
dτ τ=0
dτ τ=0
for any chart (U , x) around p. The equivalence classes γ̇(0) = [γ] are called tangent
vectors at the point p and Tp M = {[γ] | γ ∈ Γp } the tangent space at p. The disjoint
union of all tangent spaces over all p ∈ M
TM :=

a
p∈M

Tp M =

[

{p} × Tp M

p∈M

is called tangent bundle of M . Without proof, TM itself is a smooth manifold of
dimension 2m.
Let us illustrate the definition with a simple example. Let M = R the onedimensional Cartesian space and (U , x) = (R, id) a global chart of R i.e. we can
trivially treat R as smooth manifold with the identity as coordinate function. A
sufficient subset of curves that translate p by a constant velocity v is given by
S := {γv (τ) = p + τ · v | v ∈ R} ⊂ Γp and obeys γv (0) = p and γ̇v (0) = v for each γv ∈ S
and thus the tangent space at p is the linear hull Tp M = span(v) = R.
2

In the following, we only consider smooth manifolds and thus neglect further variants like
C or analytic manifolds.
k
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R

R
γ

f
p
U

x ◦γ

M

f ◦ x −1

x
m

R

x(p)
x(U )

Figure 5.3: Illustration of tangent vectors in terms of smooth curves acting on
smooth functions. The parametrization of a function along a curve ( f ◦ γ)(τ) can
be decomposed into its coordinate representations ( f ◦ γ)(τ) = ( f ◦ x −1 ) ◦ (x ◦ γ)(τ).
Both f and γ are considered smooth if we can say the same about f ◦ x −1 and
x ◦ γ in charts.
The action of γ on
f at p is represented
by
time derivative
¯
¯
¡Pthe
¢
Pm−1 d ¯¯
d ¯
m−1 k
k ∂ ¯
−1
[γ]( f ) := dτ 0 ( f ◦ γ)(τ) = k=0 dτ 0 (x ◦ γ) ∂x k p ( f ◦ x ) =: k=0 v ∂k f . Hence,

{v k } represents the set of coefficients of the tangent vector and {∂k } the corresponding set of basis vectors. Since we are only interested in the time derivative in
a neighbourhood of τ = 0, all curves that produce the same coefficients v k lie in
the same equivalence class [γ].

As mentioned in the introduction, we are interested in arc lengths of curves
through manifolds. The classic formula for the computation of arc lengths depends
on the term 〈γ̇(τ), γ̇(τ)〉. As a result, an extension to smooth manifold needs an
inner product on each of the tangent spaces.
Definition 11 (Riemannian manifold). Let M be a smooth manifold and g : p 7→ g p
be a smoothly varying assignment of positive definite inner products
¡
¢
g p : T p M × T p M → R+
,
(X
,
Y
)
→
7
〈X
,
Y
〉
=
g
X
,
Y
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
0
then the ordered tuple (M , g ) is called Riemannian manifold.
If our manifold M is Riemannian, we can define the arc length L(γ) and the
energy E (γ) of a smooth curve γ : I → M by extending the classic formulas for arc
length and kinetic energy (unit mass):
Z q
Z
¡
¢
¡
¢
1
L(γ) =
g γ(τ) γ̇(τ), γ̇(τ) dτ and E (γ) =
g γ(τ) γ̇(τ), γ̇(τ) dτ .
2
I
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5.1.2 Fundamentals of Group Theory
Let us start with the definition of a group.
Definition 12 (group). Let G be a set and · : G × G → G , (g , g ) 7→ g · g 0 a binary
operation then the ordered tuple (G, · ) is called a group if and only if
1. ∀g , g 0 , g 00 ∈ G : (g · g 0 ) · g 00 = g · (g 0 · g 00 )

(associativity)

2. ∃e ∈ G ∀g ∈ G : e · g = g

(neutral element)

3. ∀g ∈ G ∃g −1 ∈ G : g · g −1 = e

(inverse element)

Obviously, a group G can act on itself using left and right actions. A left translation L g : G → G , g 0 7→ L g (g 0 ) = g ◦ g 0 acts on an element from the left as a group
homomorphism since (L g ◦ L g 0 )(g 00 ) = g · g 0 · g 00 = L g ·g 0 (g 00 ). Analogous, the right
translation is an anti-homomorphism since (R g ◦ R g 0 )(g 00 ) = g 00 · g 0 · g = R g 0 ·g (g 00 )
which inverses the order of elements when composed. Moreover, we can define
an inner action I g : G → G , g 0 7→ g · g 0 · g −1 which is a group homomorphism
(left action) since (I g ◦ I g 0 )(g 00 ) = (g · g 0 ) · g 00 · (g · g 0 )−1 = (I g ·g 0 )(g 00 ). The equivalent
anti-homomorphism (right action) can be constructed by mapping all elements
with the inverse map · −1 : G → G , g 7→ g −1 . The above mentioned maps define
structure-preserving actions of the group on itself in terms of group homomorphisms. The same can be done for actions of groups on arbitrary sets.
Definition 13 (action of groups on sets). Let G be a group and M a non-empty
set, then Φ : G × M → M , (g , p) 7→ Φ(g , p) is called a group action of G on M if and
only if
1. ∀p ∈ M : Φ(e, p) = p

(identical action)

2. ∀p ∈ M , ∀g , g 0 ∈ G : Φ(g , Φ(g 0 , p)) = Φ(g · g 0 , p)

(homomorphism)

As an example, take the additive group of real numbers (R, +) acting on M = R2
by rotating a point p ∈ M with a rotation matrix Φ(τ, p) = R(τ) · p. Obviously, the
identity acts as expected Φ(0, p) = p and moreover the homomorphism property
Φ(τ, Φ(τ0 , p)) = R(τ)·R(τ0 )·p = Φ(τ+τ0 , p) holds due to the trigonometric identities
of sine and cosine.
The group action does not necessarily need to be injective in the left slot e.g.
the pathological assignment Φ(g , p) = p for all p ∈ M and g ∈ G also obeys the
above stated definition. However, the partial map Φ(g , · ) is always invertible –
simply choose Φ(g , · )−1 = Φ(g −1 , · ) for the inverse map since Φ(g −1 , Φ(g , · )) =
Φ(g −1 · g , · ) = Φ(e, · ) = idM . With the help of group actions we can construct more
complex groups from two basis groups.
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Definition 14 (semi-direct product of groups). Let G and H be two groups with
associated group operations ◦ as well as •. Further let Φ : G × H → H be a group
action of G on H then the expression G nΦ H is called semi-direct product with the
corresponding group law
¡
¢ ¡
¢
· : (G nΦ H ) × (G nΦ H ) → G nΦ H , (g , h), (g 0 , h 0 ) 7→ g ◦ g 0 , h • Φ(g , h 0 ) .
Without proof, the semi-direct product¡of G and H obeys
¢ the group laws. The
identity is given by (e G , e H ), the inverse by g −1 , Φ(g −1 , h −1 ) and the associativity
can be shown by a lengthy computation. Let us now have look at some comprehensive examples:
■

■

■

(direct product) If the action Φ = idH of G on H is chosen to be trivial
i.e. Φ(g , h) = h ∀g ∈ G and h ∈ H , then the group law simplifies to (g , h) ·
(g 0 , h 0 ) = (g ◦ g , h • h 0 ). As a result, both groups act on themselves without
interacting. Later in this thesis, we will use this approach in the doublegeodetic representation of hand poses.
(one-dimensional affine group) Let G = (R+ , · ) be the multiplicative group
of scaling factors and H = (R, +) the additive group of translations in onedimensional Cartesian space. Furthermore, the action of a scaling operation
on a translation is simply defined by the ordinary multiplication of real
numbers i.e. Φ : (g , h) 7→ Φ(g , h) = g · h. The action of two combined scaling
and translation operations on a test point p ∈ R reveals the well-known
group law g · (g 0 · p + h 0 ) + h = (g · g 0 ) · p + (h + g · h 0 ).
(rigid transformations in Rm ) Analogous, choose G = GL(m, R) the noncommutative matrix group of m × m-matrices with non-vanishing determinant and H = (Rm , +) the abelian group of translations in m-dimensional
Cartesian space. The action of G on H is simply defined by the ordinary
matrix vector product. Important subgroups of GL(m, R) nΦ Rm can be obtained by restricting GL(m, R) to a subgroup. As an example, when choosing
the rotation group G = SO(m, R), the semi-direct product is the well known
Euclidean group SE (m, R) of length, angle and chirality-preserving transformations on Rm – often abbreviated as group of rigid transformations.

When dealing with hand poses, we measure for each time tick an orientation
(rotation) and a position (translation) of the tracked hand. Assuming rigid bodies,
a hand pose can be described by an element of the Euclidean group, namely the
transformation that had to be applied to the hand in order to move it from the
identity (1, 0) to its actual position in the angular and spatial domain. Consequently,
hand poses have to be identified with Euclidean transformations. As a result, a
notion of distance between different group elements has to be established to
assign meaningful measures of similarity.
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5.1.3 Lie Groups and Lie Algebras
In the previous sections, we discussed a notion of distance in terms of arc lengths
of smooth curves on Riemannian manifolds. Fortunately, many parametrizable
transformation groups can be treated as smooth manifolds, so-called Lie groups.
Definition 15 (Lie group). A Lie group G is simultaneously a group and a smooth
manifold such that the group multiplication · : G → G and the inversion operation
· −1 : G → G are smoothly varying functions in g ∈ G.
This said, points in the manifold are identified with group elements. The
differentiability can often be seen directly in charts, when utilizing standard parametrizations of the corresponding groups. As an example, an element from the
matrix group GL(m, R) of invertible matrices can be interpreted as a vector in
Rm×m . Each entry in a matrix g ∈ GL(m, R) represents a coordinate function of the
manifold and thus the product of two matrices contains scalar products of the
coordinate functions. Hence, the resulting matrix g · g 0 will be differentiable in
its coordinates. A similar statement can be made about the inverse matrix whose
entries are composed of polynomials in the coordinate functions (determinants of
g and its minors).
Remarkably, the tangent space Tg G at any point g ∈ G can be computed if
we know the tangent vectors at the neutral element e and afterwards push them
forward with the tangential map (Jacobian) of the left translation L g .3 As a result,
the tangent space at the neutral element Te G is a vector space whose basis vectors
locally encode the structure of the group, the so-called Lie algebra L G ∼
= Te G.
The inverse mapping from the Lie algebra to the Lie group can be computed as
follows. Assume we have a curve γ through G with γ(0) = e and γ̇(0) = v ∈ Te G as
mentioned in Section 5.1.1. The integral curve of the ordinary differential equation
d
α(τ) = X (α(τ)) where
dτ

¯
¯
¡
¢
d ¯¯
d ¯¯
X (g ) =
L g γ(t ) =
g · γ(t ) ,
dt ¯0
dt ¯0

with the initial condition α(0) = e is called exponential map. Let us illustrate this
abstract definition with some comprehensive examples.
■

(additive groups) Let G = (R,
¯ +) be the abelian
¯ ¡ group
¢ of translations then
d¯
d¯
L g (g 0 ) = g + g 0 and thus dt
L
(γ(t
))
=
g
+
γ(t
)
= v. The differential
dt 0
0 g

d
equation dτ
α(τ) = v with initial condition α(0) = 0 can easily be solved by
integration α(τ) = τ · v. As expected, translations are generated by steadily adding up velocity vectors. The same approach is conceivable for any
additive group e.g. the group of translations in (Rm , +).
3

Please note, the definition of left-invariant vector fields and their corresponding Lie bracket
is left out on purpose. An interested reader may refer to [81].
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■

(multiplicative groups) Let G = ¯(R+ , · ) be the group
operations
¯ ¡ of scaling
¢
d¯
d¯
0
0
then L g (g ) = g · g and thus dt 0 L g (γ(t )) = dt 0 g · γ(t ) = g · v. The dif-

d
α(τ) = α(τ) · v with initial condition α(0) = 1 has the
ferential equation dτ
well-known solution α(τ) = e τ·v . As expected, the exponential map of multiplicative groups is the same as the ordinary exponential function expressed
P
1
as power series exp(τ · v) = ∞
(τ · v)k . Consequently, the reverse operk=0 k!
ation of finding the tangent vector for a given group element is called the
logarithm map.
■

(unit complex numbers) Furthermore, choose the set of all complex numbers with unit modulus U (1, C) ∼
= SO(2, R) ∼
= S 1 . Its parametrization τ 7→ e i·τ
is obvious
¯ – one can even read off the tangential vector at the neutral eled ¯ i·τ
ment dτ 0 e = i. The modulus of the logarithm |i · τ| = |τ| is equivalent to
the rotated angle. Note, since exp is not injective (choose τ and τ + 2π), the
logarithm can only be defined as right inverse of the exponential map.

At this point let us pause for a moment and reconsider the following statement:
Smooth curves through Lie groups can be parametrized by simply following
straight lines in the Lie algebra. This is the key property for further considerations
when assigning distances between distinct group elements. But what can we
state about these one-parameter subgroups S v = {α(τ) = exp(τ · v) ∈ G | τ ∈ R} ⊆ G
except that they parametrize the path between the identity e ∈ G and an arbitrary
group element g = exp(v) ∈ G ? Assume we can find a frame-independent (left and
right-invariant = Ad-invariant) metric on the tangential spaces of the Lie group i.e.
for all v, w ∈ L G and g ∈ G it holds
〈v, w〉 = 〈Adg (v), Adg (w)〉 = 〈(Te I g )(v), (Te I g )(w)〉 = 〈g v g −1 , g w g −1 〉 ,
where the adjoint map Adg = Te I g is the tangential map (Jacobian) of the inner
action I g : g 0 7→ g · g 0 · g −1 of G on itself. An inner product g p on each tangent
space Tg G can be expressed in terms of an inner product on the Lie algebra L G =
Te G and thus G exhibits the structure of a Riemannian manifold. The following
proposition emphasizes the connection between geodesics and logarithms on Lie
groups [82].
Proposition 7 (norm of the logarithm). With respect to an Ad-invariant metric,
geodesics of G are the one-parameter subgroups, that is the curves of the form
α(τ) = exp(τ · v) with v ∈ L G constant. Furthermore, the distance between the
element g and the identity e is given by the norm of the logarithmic function
q
kg kG = 〈log(g ), log(g )〉 .
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Let us illustrate this proposition with two comprehensive examples:
■

■

(translations in Rm ) Let (Rm , +) be the abelian group of translations in Rm .
As we have seen, the exponential map is given by the identity map i.e. g =
exp(v) = v since exp(τ · v) = α(τ) = τ · v . Consequently, log(v) = v and
thus the geodetic distance on flat Rm is given by the ordinary Euclidean
p
distance induced by the corresponding norm kg k(Rm ,+) = kvk = 〈v, v〉. The
defined inner product is Ad-invariant due to the commutativity of the group
operation i.e. I w (v) = w · v · w −1 = w + v − w = v for all w ∈ G.
(unit complex numbers) Let U (1, C) = {e i·τ ∈ C | τ ∈ R} ∼
= SO(2, R) the group
of complex numbers with modulus one which is isomorphic to the group
of rotations in the two-dimensional plane. As shown above, the exponential map for multiplicative groups exp(τ · v) = e τ·v is given by the ordinary exponential function. Consequently, log(g ) = i · τ for g = e i·τ and thus
the geodetic
pdistance is given by the modulus of the rotation angle since
kg kU (1,C) = 〈i · τ, i · τ〉C = |τ|. The used metric is Ad-invariant by the same
argument as above since U (1, C) is an abelian group.

The norm represents the distance of a group element to the identity (origin). Thus,
when assigning distances between two points g , g 0 ∈ G, we simply report the length
of the curve from the identity to the difference transformation ∆ := g 0 · g −1 . This
can be verified by a right translation of the original parametrization with g :4
¡
¢
γ : [0, 1] → G , τ 7→ ∆τ · g := exp τ · log(∆) · g with γ(0) = g , γ(1) = g 0 .
With the help of this formalism, we will discuss notions of distance for the Lie
groups SO(m, R) and SE (m, R) and their efficient representation in terms of computational effort and memory consumption.

5.2 Time Series of Orientations in SO(3, R)
This section deals with sequences of orientations in angular space, namely time
series of rotation matrices C = (R 0 , R 1 , . . . , R n−1 ) ∈ SO(m, R)n . For the sake of simplicity, we choose m = 3, however, the construction of the corresponding Lie
algebra so(m, R) := L SO(m, R) as well as the geodetic distance can be extended to
any dimension m ≥ 2. Moreover, this approach is compatible with every compact
Lie group as long as we can determine logarithms and find an Ad-invariant metric
on them.5 Let us start with brief discussion of the identical (usual) representation
of the rotation group acting on R3 .
Please note, for the choice G = (Rm , +) the curve γ(τ) = ∆τ · g = τ · (g 0 − g ) + g parametrizes a
straight line between the points g and g 0 in Cartesian space (recall log(∆) = ∆ = exp(∆) for Rm ).
5
We can always guarantee this for compact Lie groups by multiplying their negative definite
Killing form [82] with a negative number and thus gain a positive definite bilinear form.
4
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5.2.1 The Rotation Group and its Lie Algebra
The special orthogonal group SO(3, R) is defined as the set of automorphisms
R3 → R3 that preserve the scalar product and the chirality6 of the coordinate
system, the so-called isometries of three-dimensional Euclidean space:
©
ª
SO(3, R) := R ∈ GL(3, R) | 〈R · p, R · p〉 = 〈p, p〉 for all p ∈ R3 and det(R) = 1 .
Since 〈R · p, R · p〉 = 〈p, (R T · R) · p〉, we can deduce R T · R = 1 and thus R −1 = R T for
all R ∈ SO(3, R). An explicit representation of the rotations around the standard
axes of R3 = span(e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) by the angle τ is given by:






1
0
0
cos τ 0 sin τ
cos τ − sin τ 0
1
0  , R e 3 =  sin τ
cos τ 0 .
R e 1 = 0 cos τ − sin τ  , R e 2 =  0
− sin τ 0 cos τ
0
0
1
0 sin τ
cos τ
There are various ways to assemble an arbitrary rotation in the rotation group,
amongst others Euler and Tait-Bryan angles, which express an element R ∈ SO(3, R)
as composition of the above-mentioned rotation matrices. Nevertheless, the
parametrization with Euler angles gives no direct insight in terms of geodesics
and moreover suffers from singularities e.g. Gimbal locks [83]. Hence, we pursue
a direct construction using the Lie algebra. Let R m×m be the vector space of all
m ×m matrices, then the lie algebra so(m, R) = L SO(m, R) is given by the set of all
skew-symmetric matrices with the commutator [ · , · ] as corresponding Lie bracket:
©
so(m, R) = Ω ∈ Rm×m | ΩT = −Ω} where [Ω, Ω0 ] = Ω · Ω0 − Ω0 · Ω .
P
Let ω = (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ) ∈ R3 be a normed7 rotation axis i.e. 3k=1 ω2k = 1, then the
corresponding tangent vector in the Lie algebra so(3, R) is given by the embedding

0
−ω3
ω2
0
−ω1 
ι : R3 → so(3, R) , (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ) 7→  ω3
−ω2
ω1
0


with ι(ω) · p = ω × p

.

A standard
basis of the
¡
¢ three-dimensional tangent space can be given by so(3, R) =
span ι(e 1 ), ι(e 2 ), ι(e 3 ) and thus its commutator relations determine the structure
constants of the Lie algebra:
3
X
£
¤
ι(e i ), ι(e j ) = ι(e i ) · ι(e j ) − ι(e j ) · ι(e i ) =
ι(e k ) · εi j k

for all i , j ∈ {1, 2, 3} ,

k=1

Let P = diag(−1, −1, −1) be a reflection at the origin with P T · P = 1 but det P = −1 then the full
orthogonal group can be split into two connected components O(3, R) = SO(3, R) ⊕ P SO(3, R).
7
This normalization is not mandatory but offers the advantage that we can later directly read
off the rotation angle τ.
6
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where εi j k is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol i.e. the sign of the
permutation π : (1, 2, 3) 7→ (i , j , k). Interestingly, the vector space R3 with the cross
product [ · , · ] = · × · as Lie bracket obeys the same structure i.e. e 1 ×e 2 = e 3 (cyclic)
and thus is isomorphic to so(3, R).
Let us now compute the exponential map which is equivalent to the usual
power series on square matrices. The powers of the generator Ω := ι(ω) can be
verified by a short calculation:
Ω0 = 1 ,

Ω2·k = (−)k+1 Ω2

∀k > 0 ,

Ω2·k+1 = (−)k Ω ∀k ≥ 0 .

As a result, the exponential series exp(τ · Ω) describes a rotation around the axis ω
be the angle τ, the so-called Rodrigues formula:
∞ (τ · Ω)2k
∞ (τ · Ω)2k+1
∞ (τ · Ω)k
X
X
X
= 1+
+
k!
k=1 (2k)!
k=0 (2k + 1)!
k=0
Ã
!
k
2k
∞ (−) · τ
∞ (−)k · τ2k+1
X
X
2
= 1+Ω · 1−
+Ω·
(2k)!
k=0
k=0 (2k + 1)!

exp(τ · Ω) =

= 1 + Ω2 · (1 − cos τ) + Ω · sin τ .
Additionally, we can directly read off the logarithm τ · Ω for a given group element
exp(τ · Ω). The corresponding Ad-invariant Killing form [82] for X , Y ∈ so(3, R) is
given by 〈X , Y 〉K := trace(X · Y ) and thus
〈τ · Ω, τ · Ω〉K = trace(τ2 · Ω2 ) = −2 · τ2 · (ω21 + ω22 + ω23 ) = −2 · 〈τ · ω, τ · ω〉R3 = −2 · τ2
Hence, we can obtain a positive definite bilinear form 〈 · , · 〉so(3,R) := − 12 〈 · , · 〉K
by simply multiplying the negative definite Killing form by − 12 . One can make
another interesting observation: Let ω ∈ R3 be an arbitrarily scaled rotation axis
i.e. 〈ω, ω〉R3 ∈ R+
0 and Ω = ι(ω) ∈ so(3, R) the corresponding tangent vector then
2
1
2 k exp(Ω)kSO(3,R)

1
1
= 〈Ω, Ω〉so(3,R) = 〈ω, ω〉R3
2
2

is exactly the kinetic energy (unit mass) that is needed to rotate a rigid body
from the identity to its final position exp(Ω) with constant angular velocity kωkR3 .
Assuming a non-isotropic distribution of the mass density, an augmentation of
the distance formula with a symmetric and positive definite matrix J , the so-called
inertia tensor, is conceivable such that k exp(Ω)k2SO(3,R) = 〈ω, J · ω〉R3 .
Given an arbitrary rotation R = 1 + Ω2 · (1 − cos τ) + Ω · sin τ, we can determine
the normed tangent vector Ω ∝ R − R T since 1 and Ω2 are symmetric matrices in
contrast to the skew-symmetric matrix Ω. The rotation angle τ can be deduced
from the computation of the trace of R since R = U T · R e 3 ·U and thus
trace(U T · R e 3 ·U ) = trace(U ·U T · R e 3 ) = trace(R e 3 ) = 2 · cos τ + 1
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for any orthogonal matrix U ∈ O(3, R). Here, we exploit the fact, that every rotation
can be seen as rotation around the z-axis in a properly chosen coordinate system.
Concluding, logarithms of rotations are simply given by their rotation axis
ω and their norm by the modulus of the rotation angle |τ|. More explicitly, let
us emphasize: The angle-axis representation is equivalent to the logarithm – a
natural and aesthetic result.

5.2.2 Unit Quaternions
Up to this point, we discussed everything which is necessary to calculate the
geodetic distance between two rotation matrices. Given any elastic time series
alignment algorithm, we simply have to substitute the local weighting function by
w

SO(3,R)

0

(R , R) = kR

0

· R −1 k2SO(3,R)

2

2

= τ = arccos

µ

trace(R 0 · R T ) − 1
2

¶
,

where R, R 0 ∈ SO(3, R) is a combination of two rotation matrices. Unfortunately,
this representation of orientations needs nine real numbers to store a rotation
matrix – three times the actual dimension of the Lie group SO(3, R). Alternatively,
we can use the group of unit Hamiltonian quaternions Hu to represent rotations
©
ª ©
ª
ω
Hu := (s, x) ∈ R × R3 | s 2 + 〈x, x〉R3 = 1 = (cos τ2 , kωk
sin τ2 ) ∈ R × R3 | τ ∈ R ,
with the corresponding group law and inverse element:
µ ¶ µ 0¶ µ
¶
s
s
s · s 0 − 〈x, x 0 〉R3
· 0 =
x
x
s · x0 + s0 · x + x × x0

as well as

µ ¶−1 µ ¶
s
s
=
x
−x

.

The set of all unit quaternions is topologically isomorphic to the unit sphere S 3
embedded in four dimensions. Hence, we only need four entries instead of nine to
encode a rotation. Together with the above-stated group law (Hu , · ) is equivalent
to the double covering of SO(3, R), the so-called group of special unitary transformations SU (2, C) i.e. there exist a two-to-one epimorphism (surjective group
homomorphism) (Hu , · ) ∼
= SU (2, C) → SO(3, R) from the group of unit quaternions
to the group of rotations.8
As an example, let us rotate the point p ∈ R3 around the normed axis ω ∈ R3
(choose 〈ω, ω〉R3 = 1) by the angle τ ∈ R. To achieve that, p has to be embedded
into the space of (not necessarily unit) quaternions p 7→ P := (0, p). Afterwards, we
compute the inner action I g (p) of the unit quaternion g = (cos τ2 , ω sin τ2 ) on the
8

For the sake of simplicity, we omit the explicit expression and verify this claim with an example.
The interested reader may refer to [84]. Furthermore, it can be shown that SO(3, R) = SU (2, C)/Z2 .
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embedded point P := (0, p). On the one hand we gain the following result:
¶ µ ¶ µ
¶
µ
0
cos τ2
cos τ2
−1
·
·
I g (p) = g · P · g =
p
ω · sin τ2
−ω · sin τ2
µ
¶ µ
¶
cos τ2
〈p, ω〉R3 · sin τ2
=
·
ω · sin τ2
p · cos τ2 + (ω × p) · sin τ2
µ
¶
0
=
.
p · cos τ + ω · 〈ω, p〉R3 · (1 − cos τ) + (ω × p) · sin τ
On the other hand, the action of an arbitrary rotation R = 1+Ω2 ·(1−cos τ)+Ω·sin τ
on a point p ∈ R3 computes to (using the above-mentioned identity Ω · p = ω × p):
R · p = 1 · p + ω × (ω × p) · (1 − cos τ) + (ω × p) · sin τ
= p + (ω · 〈ω, p〉R3 − p · 〈ω, ω〉R3 ) · (1 − cos τ) + (ω × p) · sin τ
= p · cos τ + ω · 〈ω, p〉R3 · (1 − cos τ) + (ω × p) · sin τ .
As a result, the inner action of Hu acts like the left action of SO(3, R) on R3 . However,
for each orientation R ∈ SO(3, R) there exist two quaternions that represent the
same rotation namely g and −g since I g (p) = I −g (p) for all g ∈ Hu . Although, Hu ∼
=
SU (2, C) and SO(3, R) are not the same group, they share the same Lie algebra i.e.
su(2, C) = so(3, R). Let ω ∈ R3 be a normed rotation axis, then the embedding9
¶
µ
0
3
ι : R → L Hu , ω 7→ ι(ω) := 1
2 ·ω
ensures the same commutator relations of the standard tangent vectors ι(e k ) since
[ι(e i ), ι(e j )] = ι(e i ) · ι(e j ) − ι(e j ) · ι(e i ) = ι(e i × e j ) ,
where · is the quaternion product. The exponential map is given by the series
expansion of the exponential function. The exponential series reveals the usual
parametrization of unit quaternions. Since ι(ω) has the same algebraic properties
like in the so(3, R) case we omit an explicit computation to avoid redundancy:
µ
¶
∞ 1¡
¡
¢ X
¢k
cos τ2
exp τ · ι(ω) =
τ · ι(ω) =
.
ω · sin τ2
k=0 k!
Hence, the rotation angle (geodetic distance to the identity) can be extracted by
τ = 2 · arccos(|s|) for any unit quaternion (s, x).10 In terms of logarithms, the same
can be achieved by the computation of the Euclidean distance on L Hu :
°
¡
¢°

®
τ
®
2
τ
°exp τ · ι(ω) °2 = 4 · (0, τ · ω)T , (0, τ · ω)T
.
=
4
·
·
ω,
·
ω
L Hu
R3 = τ
Hu
2
2
2
2
Note, the excessive appearance of the factor 12 is solely caused by the double covering of the
angular space – a popular excuse amongst physicists to explain a missing 2 in their calculation.
10
The modulus map |s| removes the ambiguity of the double covering SU (2, C)/Z2 = SO(3, R).
9
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Concluding, unit quaternions behave similarly to rotations in SO(3, R) but can
be treated more efficiently in data mining tasks due to their moderate memory
overhead and lightweight group operations. Let us now start crunching data.

5.2.3 Applications in Time Series Data Mining
As we have seen, the angular parameter τ is solely determined by the absolute
scalar value of a unit quaternion. Thus, the weighting function between two
arbitrary unit quaternions p, q ∈ Hu can be simplified to
w(p, q) := kp · q −1 k2Hu = τ2 = 4 · arccos2 (|〈p, q〉R4 |) .
Assume p and q lie in the same hemisphere11 of S 3 ∼
= Hu i.e. 〈p, q〉R4 ≥ 0 then the
2
length of straight lines w LB (p, q) := kp − qkR4 = 2 − 2 · 〈p, q〉R4 is a lower bound of
w(p, q) since 4 · arccos2 (x) − (2 − 2 · x) is a non-negative function for x ∈ [0, 1] (see
Figure 5.1 for a geometric interpretation). Thus, when executing 1NN search under
(C)DTW we can utilize LBKim using the weighting function w LB (p, q) in order to
suppress the expensive inverse cosine calls. The time series of quaternions can
simply be passed to the alignment algorithm as an array of structs (e.g. float[4]).
Quaternions offer another advantage. Given two arbitrary rotation matrices
0
R, R 0 ∈ SO(3, R) then their average R+R
2 is in general not an orthogonal matrix. As
we have seen, we could use a parametrization in the Lie algebra, the so-called
spherical linear interpolation
¡
¢
¡
¢
µ := SLERP R, R 0 , 21 where SLERP(R, R 0 , τ) = exp τ · log(R 0 · R −1 ) · R
to determine the (geodetic) average [85]. Alternatively, for every unit quaternion
p ∈ Hu it holds 〈p, p〉R4 = 1 and thus we can define a projection from any point
x ∈ R4 to the unit sphere S 3 ∼
= Hu by
π : R4 → S 3 ⊂ R4 , x 7→ π(x) =

x
kxk

.

The normalization map π moves a point x ∈ R4 in radial direction to the surface of the unit sphere S 3 . Let (p 0 , . . . , p n−1 ) be a sequence of quaternions and
(α0 , . . . , αn−1 ) be a sequence of non-negative weights, then we can define their
P
weighted average as µ := π( n−1
α · p k ). Unfortunately, we have to make sure
k=0 k
that there are no cancellations due to the double covering of SO(3, R) such that
p ∼ −p. This could be achieved by forcing each quaternion to lie in the same
hemisphere as the identity i.e. 〈p k , (1, 0, 0, 0)T 〉R4 ≥ 0. However, this approach may
lead to spontaneous flips in the sign of the quaternion entries if the modulus of
the scalar component is near zero. Alternatively, on can exploit the continuous
11
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nature of physical motions and define a more robust assignment of signs by the
recursive equation:
¢
¡
p k+1 ← sign 〈p k , p k+1 〉R4 · p k+1

with p 0 = p 0

.

Averages of quaternion sequences can be used in the following situations: Assume
we measure the same motion with two arbitrarily aligned gyro sensors, we obtain
two time series C = (p 0 , . . . , p n−1 ) and C 0 = C ·∆ = (p 0 ·∆, . . . , p n−1 ·∆) where ∆ is the
difference transformation between the gyro sensors. Similar to the offset removal
of real-valued time series, the elastic alignment DTW(C ,C 0 ) is meaningless since
both coordinate systems do not agree. We can fix that by back-rotating C and C 0
with their inverse averages. Let µC be the average of C then µC 0 = µC · ∆ and thus
−1
O(C 0 ) = C 0 · µC−1,
= C · (∆ · ∆−1 ) · µC−1 = C · µC−1 = O(C ) .
0 = (C · ∆) · (µC · ∆)

This preprocessing step accounts for O (|C |) operations and has to be applied for
each time series of rotations independently.12 However, we can compute the windowed averages µC (k) for all subsequence candidates in linear time. Since (R4 , +) is
associative in each of its components, we can mimic the streamed computation of
the windowed average for real-valued time series by simply computing windowed
averages for each axis independently (using prefix sums). In this case, the stream
of quaternions should be stored as a struct of arrays to allow for optimal memory
access patterns during the computation of the prefix sums.
In contrast to subsequence DTW, the Gliding Elastic match (GEM) uses the
exponential moving average (EMA) to propagate the time-dependent drift along
the warping path. GEM’s local weighting function w(p, q) = kp + ∆ − qk2R is augmented with a difference transformation ∆ which encodes the time-dependent
offset between the two time series candidates. In terms of quaternions this expression can be rewritten as w(p, q) = kp · ∆ · q −1 k2Hu where ∆ is the above-mentioned
difference transformation of coordinate frames. In the real-valued case, the update
step ∆ ← (1−α)·∆+α·U of the EMA filter is obviously a weighted average of the old
difference transformation and the measured residue U = (q − p). In terms of unit
quaternions we can¡ simply substitute the expression
by the quaternion-valued
¢
−1
update step ∆ ← π (1 − α) · ∆ + α · (p · q) . As a result, GEM can be extended
to match time series of rotations in a straight-forward manner. Interestingly,
this statement is true for all compact Lie groups even if we cannot provide the
projection π. The use of π is only a shortcut for the linear interpolation of quaternions
¢ still use the general expression
¡ −1in their−1Lie
¢α algebra¡and thus−1we could
−1
∆ ← (p · q)·∆
·∆ = exp α·log(p · q ·∆ ) ·∆ for any choice of the elasticity
parameter α ∈ [0, 1].
12

Note, analogous to z-normalization this can be harmful if all sequences are measured in the
same reference frame and we can exclude baseline-wandering or time-dependent drift.
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Figure 5.4: Assembly of a LEGO car recorded as a stream of quaternions with an
inertial measurement unit attached to the right hand. The assembler fetches the
components from different boxes and attaches them to the vehicle. Starting from
the initial position (upper left panel) the chassis is fetched from the box in the
centre of the table (upper right panel). The two axis for the wheels are fetched from
different boxes (two panels in the middle). Afterwards, each of the four wheels
is fetched independently from the corresponding box and attached to the axes
(lower left panel). Finally, the complete vehicle is deposited at the target position
(lower right panel). Consequently, the assembly task can be segmented into eight
steps and five classes (class label in brackets): Step 1: chassis (0) → Step 2: axis
one (1) → Step 3: axis two (2) → Step 4: wheel one (3) → Step 5: wheel two (3) →
Step 6: wheel three (3) → Step 7: wheel four (3) → Step 8: deposit (4).
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Figure 5.5: Stream of quaternions recorded during the assembly task of a LEGO
car (lower panel). The four time-dependent coordinate functions of the quaternions are plotted in different color (scalar part: red, x-axis: green, y-axis: blue,
z-axis: magenta). The upper panels depict the five quaternion-valued queries that
correspond to the different assembly steps (same color-coding).

In order to backup our theoretical ideas with experimental data, we investigate
a multi-shape segmentation task on a stream of quaternions. In our experiment,
we assemble a LEGO car consisting of seven parts (one chassis, two axes and
four wheels).13 The assembly task can be split into eight steps and five classes as
described in Figure 5.4. Providing one query for each class (chassis=0, axis one=1,
axis two=2, wheel=3, deposit=4) we compute a segmentation of the measured
stream using the algorithm listed in Figure 4.20. An excerpt of the measured
stream consisting of three full periods of a construction cycle (i.e. the assembly of
three individual cars) is depicted in Figure 5.5.
For the sake of simplicity we haven chosen to set the penetration parameter
of the non-overlapping criterion to p = 0. Moreover, we have decided to omit
reference frame normalization since the queries and the stream are measured in
the same coordinate system. Otherwise, the segmentation quality decreases due
to the strong similarity of the different assembly steps (all classes describe simple
grasping movements). The segmentation algorithm uses length-normalized distance scores computed with Sakoe-Chiba-constrained DTW (relative warping
window of 5%) and the Gliding Elastic Match (default scaling s + = s − = 2) with
13

The stream and the images were gratefully donated by soft2tec (http://soft2tec.com/).
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disabled reference frame adjustment. Both similarity measures are equipped with
the above-mentioned geodetic weighting function w(p, q) for unit quaternions.
Figure 5.6 depicts the obtained segmentation using alignment scores from GEM
and DTW. Obviously, both similarity measures cause a reasonable segmentation
of the stream. However, subsequence DTW cannot handle different query lengths
without knowing the uniform scaling factor a priori. Hence, the segmentation algorithm is forced to match the similar ‘axis one’ class onto the last two occurrences
of ‘chassis’ to compensate the distinct scaling of the time-axis.
Note, contrary to popular belief DTW is not invariant under uniform scaling.
It can be made so, if we know the beginning and the end of the shape which
is not the case in stream segmentation tasks – otherwise we would know the
segmentation beforehand. To resolve this problem, we could iteratively bruteforce all conceivable scaling factors. However, GEM guarantees this invariance at a
computational complexity of O (|S|·|Q|) that is even lower than subsequence DTW’s
O (|S| · |Q|2 ) dependency. Further evaluation steps amongst others the dependency
of the segmentation quality on the size of the motif dictionary (here we used
just one query per class), suitable scoring functions to assign quantitative quality
measures of the segmentation and the applicability to other domains are still to be
accomplished in future research. The proposed algorithm solely uses orientations
in angular space. However, one can extend it to handle angular orientations and
spatial positions at the same time.

5.3 Time Series of Rigid Transformations in SE (3, R)
This section deals with sequences of rigid transformations,
namely
¢ time series of
¡
rotation matrices and displacement vectors (R 0 , T0 ), (R 1 , T1 ), . . . . Analogous to
the previous section, we have to find a proper data representation and a notion
of distance between two rigid transformations. Unfortunately, the corresponding
Lie group of special Euclidean transformations SE (m, R) = SO(m, R) n R3 is not
compact due to the translational part. Thus, the construction of geodetic distances
using parametrizations in the Lie algebra cannot be adopted directly. However, we
can find similar memory-efficient representations of rigid transformations and
reasonable notions of distance between them.

5.3.1 The Group of Rigid Transformations and its Lie Algebra
The group rigid transformations acting on R3 is given by the semi-direct product
of the rotation group SO(3, R) and the additive group of translations (R3 , +). Let p
be a point in R3 and (R, T ) as well as (R 0 , T 0 ) two rigid transformations then their
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Figure 5.6: Multi-shape segmentation of a quaternion-valued stream recorded with
an inertial measurement unit during the assembly of a LEGO car using GEM (upper
panel) and Sakoe-Chiba-constrained DTW (lower panel). The colors encode the
label of the shape (chassis=red, axis one=green, axis two=blue, wheel=magenta,
deposit=orange). GEM (upper panel) recovers the correct label order – we can
clearly observe three periods of ‘chassis’ → ‘axis one’ → ‘axis two’ → ‘wheel’ →
‘wheel’ → ‘wheel’ → ‘wheel’ → ‘deposit’. In contrast, DTW (lower panel) mixes
up the nearby ‘chassis’ and ‘axis one’ class. This can be explained as follows. The
used query for ‘chassis’ is given by the red-coloured shape in the lower panel. The
following ‘chassis’ shapes exhibit a distinct global scaling factor of the time-axis.
Subsequence DTW cannot cover this invariance without knowing the scaling factor
a priori (also see third wheel in the last period).
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(group) action Φ on p recovers the group law of the semi-direct product:
¡
¢
¡
¢
Φ (R, T ) · (R 0 , T 0 ), p = R · (R 0 · p + T 0 ) + T = Φ (R · R 0 , T + R · T 0 ), p ,
where · is the standard matrix product and + the addition of vectors. Obviously,
the rigid transformation acts multiplicative and additive in this representation
which makes it hard to state an exponential map. A popular solution for this
problem is an embedding of R3 into the projective space P3 (R). The corresponding
action Ψ of a group element (R, T ) on a representative (p, 1) := (p x , p y , p z , 1)T can
than be written as an exclusively multiplicative matrix product:
¢¶
µ
¶ µ ¶ µ
¶ µ ¡
¡
¢
R T
p
R ·p +T
Φ (R, T ), p
Ψ (R, T ), p =
·
=
=
.
0 1
1
1
1
Let ω be a rotation axis in R3 and Ω the associated tangent vector in so(3, R) =
L SO(3, R), further let T be velocity vector in L R3 , then an embedding of (ω, T )
into the Lie algebra se(3, R) = L SE (3, R) is given as follows:
µ
¶
Ω T
3
3
4×4
ι : R × R → se(3, R) ⊂ R , (ω, T ) 7→ ι(ω, T ) :=
.
0 0
A standard basis of the Lie algebra is given by the choice of the six basis vectors
{ι(e 1 , 0), ι(e 2 , 0), ι(e 3 , 0), ι(0, e 1 ), ι(0, e 2 ), ι(0, e 3 )}. The corresponding Lie bracket is
determined by the standard commutator of square matrices. Omitting the explicit
computation, one can verify that rotations do not commute in general
[ι(e i , 0), ι(e j , 0)] = ι(e i × e j , 0) for all i , j ∈ {1, 2, 3}
in contrast to pure translations which always exhibit a vanishing commutator
[ι(0, e i ), ι(0, e j )] = 0

for all i , j ∈ {1, 2, 3} .

The remaining relations state that rotations and translation do not commute
[ι(e i , 0), ι(0, e j )] = ι(0, e i × e j ) for all i , j ∈ {1, 2, 3} .
However, if the rotation axis ω and the displacement vector T are collinear, the
expression e i × e j vanishes i.e. it does not matter if the rotation or the translation
is applied first. Only in this particular case, the exponential series of ι(ω, T ) is
given by the group element (R, T ) since
µ 2 ¶
µ 3 ¶
µ
¶
µ
¶
¡
¢
Ω T
0
0
exp(Ω) T
1 Ω
1 Ω
exp ι(ω, T ) = 1R4 +
+ 2!
+ 3!
+··· =
.
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
1
As a result, the matrix ι(ω, T ) is in general not the logarithm of the group element
(R, T ) = (exp(Ω), T ). At this point, one would try to determine a positive definite
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Ad-invariant inner product 〈 · , · 〉se(3,R) on the Lie algebra analogous to the so(3, R)
case. Unfortunately, the literature states that the only Ad-invariant choice, a linear
combination of the Killing form and the Klein form [82],
¡
¢
〈ι(ω, T ), ι(ω0 , T 0 )〉se(3,R) = α · 〈ω, ω0 〉R3 + β · 〈ω, T 0 〉R3 + 〈ω0 , T 〉R3
for α, β ∈ R+ is either indefinite or degenerate (see [82] for an exhaustive discussion). Consequently, we can find distinct group elements with vanishing or
negative distance – a counter-intuitive result considering our alignment task.
Nevertheless, we can define a positive definite inner product 〈 · , · 〉ki n using a
weighted scalar product of the approximate representation of the logarithm
〈ι(ω, T ), ι(ω0 , T 0 )〉ki n = α · 〈ω, ω0 〉R3 + β · 〈T, T 0 〉R3

.

The corresponding norm of a group element k(R, T )k2ki n = α · 〈ω, ω〉R3 + β · 〈T, T 〉R3
can be interpreted as kinetic energy that is needed to rotate a rigid body at constant
angular speed and translational velocity. Obviously, the expression is a weighted
sum of squared geodetic lengths which have been calculated independently on
the groups SO(3, R) and (R3 , +). Hence, this assignment is often called doublegeodetic or kinetic measure.
The kinetic measure has another advantage: The angular space is usually
parametrized in radians in contrast to the translational component which can
carry any suitable physical unit of length. Thus, the notion of similarity can
differ substantially if we alter the physical units. The quotient α
β can be chosen
adequately to relate the angular and spatial components. As an example, assume
the rotational components do not carry any meaningful information – we can
empirically determine the optimal choice α
= 0 during a cross-validation and thus
β
completely eliminate their influence.

5.3.2 Unit Dual Quaternions
Similar to unit quaternions it is possible to represent rigid transformations in a
memory-efficient manner. To achieve that, a rigid transformation can be written
as unit dual quaternion q̂ := q 0 + ε · q ε where q 0 ∈ Hu is the unit quaternion
associated with a rotation and q ε ∈ H is an arbitrarily normed quaternion carrying
the translational information. The dual basis vector ε 6= 0 has the property ε2 = 0
and commutes with all basis vectors of quaternions i.e. ε · q = q · ε for all q ∈ H. A
pure rotation can be simply written as q̂ 0 = q 0 +ε·0 = q 0 . Let T = (T x , T y , T z ) ∈ R3 be
a displacement vector and t = (0, T x , T y , T z ) ∈ H be the associated quaternion then
the dual quaternion t̂ = e + ε · 2t = (1, 2ε · T x , 2ε · T y , 2ε · T z ) describes a pure translation.
A quick calculation reveals the mapping of the additive group of displacements
(R3 , +) to the multiplicative group of unit dual quaternions Du :
t̂ · t̂ 0 = (e + 2ε · t ) · (e + 2ε · t 0 ) = e + 2ε · (t + t 0 ) = t
+ t0

.
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A full rigid transformation can be written as the composition of a rotation and a
translation q̂ = (e + 2ε · t ) · q 0 = q 0 + 2ε · t · q 0 . The inverse element is given by
q̂ −1 = q 0−1 · (e − 2ε · t ) = q 0−1 − 2ε · q 0−1 · t
and the dual conjugate of the inverse element by negating the sign of its dual part
q̂ −1 = q 0−1 · (e + 2ε · t ) = q 0−1 + 2ε · q 0−1 · t

.

A test point p ∈ R3 can be embedded into the quaternion algebra via p 7→ P :=
e + ε · p = (1, ε · p x , ε · p y , ε · p z ). Similar to unit quaternions, the action of Du on the
test point P is given by the adjoint ‘sandwich operation’ 14 Φ(q̂, P ) = q̂ · P · q̂ −1 :
Φ(q̂, P ) = (q 0 + 2ε · t · q 0 ) · (e + ε · p) · (q 0−1 + 2ε · q 0−1 · t )
¢
ε ¡
= q 0 · q 0−1 + ε · q 0 · p · q 0−1 + · q 0 · q 0−1 · t + t · q 0 · q 0−1
2
¡
¢
−1
= e + ε · q0 · p · q0 + t .
As expected, the action rotates the point p followed by a translation. Analogous to
unit quaternions the double covering of SE (3, R) causes an ambiguity in the sign of
the transformation since Φ(q̂, P ) = Φ(−q̂, P ). The embedding into the Lie algebra
can be accomplished by ι(ω, T ) = (0, 21 · ω + 2ε · T ) and causes the same commutator
relations as discussed in the previous section. The exponential series is computed
analogously to unit quaternions using powers of dual quaternions q̂ k = q̂ k−1 · q̂.
Finally, we can define the kinetic/double-geodetic logarithm as an approximation
of the analytic logarithm similar to the previous section:
¢
¡
¢
¡
logki n q 0 + 2ε · t · q 0 := logHu(q 0 ) + 2ε · t = 0, 12 · ω + 2ε · T = ι(ω, T ) .
Concluding, with the help of dual quaternions we can treat Euclidean transformations without the memory overhead of the matrix representation on the projective
space P3 (R). Thus, a time series of Euclidean transformation can be passed to the
alignment algorithm as an array of structs (e.g. float[8]).

5.3.3 Applications in Time Series Data Mining
With the help of the kinetic measure on SE (3, R), we repeat the segmentation task
of the car assembly experiment considering all rotational and spatial degrees of
freedom. The corresponding stream of dual quaternions is depicted in Figure
5.7. For the sake of simplicity, we choose to set the weighting parameters of the
kinetic measure to α = β = 1. This arbitrary choice should be adjusted with a crossvalidation on bigger data sets to ensure a proper mixing of angular and spatial
14
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coordinates. In our case, the measure is biased towards the spatial components
since the dual part of the quaternions exhibit greater amplitudes than the real part.
The resulting segmentation of the stream is visualized in Figure 5.8. Despite the
bias towards the spatial components we can recover the correct sequence of labels.
As a result, depending on the set of available sensors we can choose to exclusively
use angular or spatial coordinates or a combination of both – whatever fits the
problem best.

5.3.4 From Rigid Bodies to Kinematic Chains (Outlook)
Up to here, our treatment of orientations and displacements did not consider an
underlying physical model of the tracked object. The representation in terms of
points on SE (3, R) assumes an isotropic mass distribution and thus we only know
its center of mass (displacement vector) and its orientation (rotation) in relation to
a reference frame. During the motion-tracking of complex systems with multiple
sensors it is useful to postulate an underlying physical model to determine suitable
notions of distance between individual states in the configuration space. Although
we cannot cover the vast field of activity recognition in this concluding section, we
aim for a brief outlook on the extension of rigid body systems to more complex
manifolds of motion.
Assume a family of N motion sensors attached to different positions of the
monitored body. Each sensor delivers displacements vector and orientations
over time. The easiest way to assign a notion
distance between two config¡ of
¢
N
(0)
urations α, β ∈ SE (3, R) of N sensors α := (R , T (0) ), . . . , (R (N −1) , T (N −1) ) and
¡ (0)0 (0)0
¢
0
0
β := (R , T ), . . . , (R (N −1) , T (N −1) ) is given by their N -geodetic distance
N

w SE (3,R) (α, β) :=

NX
−1

¡
0
0 ¢
w SE (3,R) (R (k) , T (k) ), (R (k) , T (k) ) .

k=0

Analogous to the double-geodetic approach on SE (3, R), a weighting of the individual sensor contributions is conceivable. In this case, the underlying Lie
group is simply the direct product of N times the Euclidean group SE (3, R)N =
SE (3, R) × · · · × SE (3, R). However, this approach ignores possible constraints
between the individual sensors. To overcome this, on can model the physical
system with a skeleton tree where edges represent constraints and nodes the positions of the motion sensors. In contrast to our naïve N -geodetic approach that
models only the vertices (positions and orientations), we could extract difference
transformations between the individual nodes. The sequence of parameters (τk )k
that is needed for a forward-parametrization of the skeleton γ(τk ) can now be
used to define a distance measure on the parameter space. As an example, if the
sequence (τk )k is given by differences of angles between the connected segments
of the skeleton then the weighted sum of squared (difference) angles would be a
conceivable choice for the weighting function.
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Figure 5.7: Stream of dual quaternions recorded during the assembly task of a
LEGO car split into real and dual quaternion components (two panels at the bottom). The four time-dependent coordinate functions of the quaternions are plotted in different color (scalar part: red, x-axis: green, y-axis: blue, z-axis: magenta).
The two panels at the top depict the five quaternion-valued queries that correspond to the different assembly steps (same color-coding).
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real part

Figure 5.8: Multi-shape segmentation of a quaternion-valued stream recorded with
an inertial measurement unit during the assembly of a LEGO car using GEM. The
colors encode the label of the shape (chassis=red, axis one=green, axis two=blue,
wheel=magenta, deposit=orange).
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CHAPTER

6

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE R ESEARCH
‘If it disagrees with experiment it is wrong.’ —
Richard Phillips Feynman

The focus of this thesis is the efficient computation of subsequence alignments in
streams of time series. Efficiency can be expressed in different terms. On the one
hand, we aimed for high quality alignments respecting invariances of the measured
data. On the other hand, the computational effort and memory consumption of
the used algorithms had to be taken into account to ensure their applicability in
real life. Hence, the research presented in this thesis is split evenly in the theoretical
analysis of alignment algorithms and their efficient implementation on modern
hardware accelerators.

Chapter 2
We have seen, that Euclidean distance and its lower bounds can be rigidly treated
in terms of unitary symmetries of the underlying metric space. This includes a
unification of frequently used dimensional reduction techniques and the identification of z-normalized Euclidean distance with the Pearson correlation coefficient.
From this point of view, traditional preprocessing steps like principal component
analysis, discrete Fourier and wavelets coefficients as well as popular aggregation
techniques like piecewise constant approximation and piecewise aggregate approximation of time series can be treated with a unified theoretical framework.
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Further, our methodology allows for the construction of novel representations by
simply choosing a suitable unitary basis of the underlying vector space.

Chapter 3
Building upon this result, we have introduced a subsequence alignment algorithm
for the computation of local alignment scores under z-normalized Euclidean distance. In contrast to the state-of-the-art implementation of one-nearest-neighbour
search under ED, namely UCR-ED, we have proposed an analytic expression for the
computation of all alignment scores that can be easily parallelized on any concurrent accelerator that features a Fast Fourier Transform. The discussed algorithm
is superior to UCR-ED in its theoretical worst case complexity and empirically
determined runtimes. Contrary to UCR-ED’s linear dependency, our algorithm
exhibits an immeasurable dependency on the query length and thus can be used
to match queries of arbitrary size without a perceivable mitigation in performance. Our CUDA-implementation outperforms UCR-ED by up to two order-ofmagnitude especially on long queries. Furthermore, we have provided an SIMTcompliant scheme for the mapping of UCR-Suite’s DTW portion to CUDA-enabled
devices. Again, speedups of more than one order-of-magnitude are reached in
comparison to sequential code. Concluding, we provide highly efficient drop-in replacements for both UCR-ED and UCR-DTW which allows for the faster processing
of even bigger streams at exactly the same accuracy.

Chapter 4
One-nearest-neighbour search under z-normalized DTW is considered the gold
standard when mining streams of time series data. Despite the possibility to
lower-bound the DTW measure, its quadratic cost in the length of the candidate
sequence limits its use on long queries. Firstly, we have provided theoretic and
empiric evidence that the lower bound cascade of UCR-Suite degenerates to its
worst case complexity for rapidly oscillating and/or long queries. Secondly, we
have investigated publicly available linear time approximations of DTW amongst
others Greedy DTW and FastDTW. Furthermore, we have provided a highly efficient CUDA-parallelization of Greedy DTW. The gained speedups exceed two
orders-of-magnitude in comparison to optimized sequential code. Thirdly, we
have introduced the novel elastic subsequence alignment algorithm GEM that
interleaves subsequence candidate normalization and the full relaxation of the
penalty matrix. We have documented a competitive alignment quality of GEM in
comparison to subsequence DTW in terms of one-nearest neighbour classifiers on
a broad variety of domains. Additionally, we could prove significant improvement
in the classification quality on trended data e.g. thickness profiles of metal coils.
Efficient parallelization schemes for GEM on multi-core architectures and CUDA136
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enabled devices have been discussed in detail. Again, the CUDA-implementation
outperforms UCR-DTW for all tested settings by up to two orders-of-magnitude.
Finally, an extension of subsequence measures to supervised multi-shape segmentation of streams has been provided and evaluated on motion-tracking data.

Chapter 5
Up to this point, all discussed algorithms have been treated to exclusively handle
real-valued data. In the final chapter, we have provided a general extension of
elastic similarity measures to handle measurements from any compact Lie group.
Furthermore, general update rules for the removal of time-dependent trends in
the reference frame have explicitly been stated. Additionally, we have discussed
memory-efficient representations of orientations and rigid transformations and
their notion of distance. Finally, our theoretical ideas have been evaluated on a
multi-shape segmentation task using both orientations and displacements of the
reference frame.

Future Research
This thesis focuses on the fast alignment of subsequence candidates in a stream
of time series data. Loosely speaking, we have answered the question to what
extend a query Q is contained in a stream S. Abusing notation, the question can
be rephrased: ‘Is the element Q contained in the set S i.e. Q ∈ S?’
From a real world perspective, the stream is always provided by the measurement but unfortunately we cannot state the same about the query Q. Hence, when
limiting our knowledge to the stream S one might ask how to choose a suitable
query Q. Obviously, it is intractable to consider all subsequence candidates of all
lengths or in case of a multi-shape segmentation task all possible combinations of
them. Hence, we cannot compute any useful information unless we can provide
a good guess for the building blocks of a stream. The complexity of this problem
can be tracked down to the fact that time series in contrast to text do not offer a
canonical segmentation. Thus, the determination of reasonable shapes for a motif
library can be considered a hard task on non-tokenizable data sets. The literature
states only few approaches for the unsupervised computation of motif libraries e.g.
the inspiring work about unsupervised shapelets by Keogh et al. [6]. The proposed
algorithm is limited to databases of time series snippets. To our best knowledge
an extension to streams of time series is still lacking.
Assume, we can provide a robust procedure to extract the building blocks
of a stream and thus we know its segmentation in terms of dictionary entries.
Mathematically speaking, we compute the coefficient representation of the stream
in terms of time-local basis vectors similar to a wavelet decomposition. This
information gives no additional insight into the underlying structure unless one
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can find high confidence rules that relate the building blocks to each other. As
an example, we are able to partition the assembly stream of a LEGO car into
its building blocks (see Figure 5.6). A future direction of research could be the
automatic computation of the assembly rule ‘chassis’ → ‘axis one’ → ‘axis two’ →
‘wheel’ → ‘wheel’ → ‘wheel’ → ‘wheel’ → ‘deposit’ without the prior knowledge of
the building blocks.
Concluding, the ubiquity of built-in sensors e.g. in mobile devices causes a vast
amount of unlabelled data. Due to the lack of domain experts, a manual labelling
is considered intractable. Thus, the majority of recorded data will be rendered
useless unless we can provide novel unsupervised algorithms to reveal the latent
structure of the recorded data.
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